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Thi re earch examines the iab i l ity of u ing d ifferent composite-ba ed systems to 
upgrade the hear re istance of hear-deficient reinforced concrete T -girders. The 
re earch compri ed experimental test ing and analytical inve t igat ion. Test 
parameter inc luded the retrofitt ing tem; e temally-bonded carbon fiber­
reinforced polymer ( EB-CFRP) laminates with or without a mechan ical end 
anchorage (MA) and embedded through depth g lass fiber-reinforced ( ETD-GFRP) 
rebars; amount of internal st i rrups; no st i rrups. l im ited amount of st i rrups with 
spacing I = O .6d, h igher amount of sti rrups with spacing 52 = O .375d; and in it ial 
shear damage prior to retrofitting' no damage, pre-cracking, and pre-fa i lure. 
The shear strength gain for the non-damaged specimens decreased as the amount 
of sti rrups increased. The E B-CFRP system without MA increased the shear 
resistance by 1 7, 1 9, and l 3%, for the spec imens without st i rrups, with stirrups 
spaci ng 51 and 52, respectively. The inc lusion of the MA in the E B-CFRP system 
increased the fonner shear strength gains to 64, 36 and 32%, respectively. The 
shear strength gains prov ided by the ETD-GFRP system were comparable to those 
provided b the E B -CFRP with MA. 
The presence of shear damage prior to retrofitt ing significantly reduced the 
strengthening effectiveness. For the pre-cracked spec imens with the lower amount 
of  sti rrups, only 1 1 , 27, 1 1 % shear strength gains were recorded after retrofitting 
with the E B-CF RP sole ly. E B-C FRP with MA, and ETD-GFRP systems, 
respectively. The EB-CFRP system without MA was not successful in restoring 
the shear resistance of the pre-fa i led spec imens. The E B-CFRP with MA and 
ETD-GFRP systems ful ly  restored the shear resistance of the pre-fai led 
v 
p c lmen . The hear re istance of the pre-fai led specimens retrofitted by the EB­
CFRP with M wa 1 . 1 to 1 .4 times the orig inal shear resistance compared to 1 to 
1 . 1  t ime for the pre-fai led pec imens retrofitted w ith the ETD-GFRP s stem . 
In  the analytical inve t igation. the accuracy of five d ifferent internat ional 
gu idel inesl tandards and two recent analytical models publ i shed in the l iterature 
to predict the contribut ion of the EB-CFRP system to the shear resistance have 
been asse sed . The val id ity of a recent analytical approach published in the 
l i terature to predict the contribution of the ETD-GFRP system to the shear 
capac ity has been demonstrated . 
Keywords: concrete, composites. shear, retrofitt i ng. anchorage. 
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CHAPTER 1 :  INTRODUCTION 
1 . 1  Backgrou nd 
The main purpo e of trengthen ing re inforced concrete ( RC)  structures is to 
enhance their capac ity in order to safely resist the ant icipated appl ied loads .  The 
trend i going toward adopting more conservat ive safety factors and higher l ive 
loads \ hich w i l l  l ead to unsafe old structures if  not strengthened . These 
conser ative safety factors could also account for the presence of damage due to 
frequent 0 erloading conditions or under extreme events such as earthquakes. 
trengthening is considered as an efficient, economical and env ironmental 
fiiend ly  olut ion relative to the demol ishing option. 
Reinforced concrete beams are general ly designed to fai l  in  a duct i le 
manner. Therefore. prov iding sufficient transverse shear re inforcement would 
guarantee the i nc ident of a duct i l e  flexural fai lure. Consequent ly, shear 
strengthen ing is typ ical l y  needed to e l im inate the britt le shear mode of fai l ure. 
The internal transverse shear reinforcement is  usua l ly  spaced at large 
spacings. e.g half the beam depth.  Fai l ure of one st i rrup thus would  resu lt in  a 
serious hazardous and unsafe s ituation. A lso. an error in design or in steel 
deta i l i ng m ight be another reason of fai lure.  The exposure of st i rrups to adverse 
environmental cond itions could result in extreme hazardous fai lure conditions. 
1 .2 Shear  strength in  concrete mem bers 
The design of a reinforced concrete member typical ly  starts by flexural design 
us ing code equations and prov isions. The outcomes of the flexural design are the 
dimensions of the cross section of the member and longitudinal reinforcement. 
The hear de ign typical l fol 1o� the flexural design. hear fai lure is  
characterized a a sudden and britt le fa i l ure. Therefore. it i requ ired to meet the 
condition that hear strength exceed the flexural strength at ever section along 
the ent i re length of the beam . 
The nominal hear strength ( Vn) of a concrete beam is obtained usmg the 
fol lo\> ing equation : 
( l . l  ) 
Where. Vc is the concrete contribution to the shear capacity and Vs is the 
contribution of the shear reinforcement (stirrups) and bent-up bars to the shear 
capac ity. The contribution of concrete, Vc• includes shear resistance of un-cracked 
concrete, the dowel action of the longitudinal tensi le reinforcement and the 
aggregates interlock as shown in F igure 1 . 1 .  
, � Vlntact concrete 
Y.: � V Shear reinforcement 
VAggregate interlock 
'--____ ._ .......... � V Dowel action 
F igure 1 . 1 :  The contribution of concrete and steel re inrofrocement in 
shear resistance (Nogueira et a l .  20 1 3 ) 
Reinforced concrete beams strengthened using FRP have an addit ional term to be 
added to equation 1 . 1 ,  which is the contribution of FRP to the shear capac ity. v.r 
2 
1 .3 T pe of de  truction in  concrete member . 
Reinforced con rete member are continuou Iy exposed to various ources of 
damage. defects and deterioration that causes weakness or damage of the exposed 
member. The e oUl'ce may h igh ly cause une pected risks to these members in 
term of afet and er iceabi l ity. 
1 .3. 1 Deteriora tion 
Deteriorat ion is cons idered a one type of unsati sfactory conditions in concrete 
structures . Deteriorat ion results from aging and cont inuous exposure to harsh 
en i ronments. Causes of deterioration include: 
• Wet-dry cycles; which causes variation i n  the internal humid ity of 
the concrete member in add ition to other effects such as expansion 
and shrinkage that weaken the concrete members. 
• Chloride-induced corrosion; which was found to be the most 
common deterioration mechanism that results by the penetration of 
ch loride ions into concrete structures causing pitt ing corrosion of 
stee l re inforcement (Angst and Uel i 20 1 1 ) . 
• Carbonation-induced corrosion; which occurs It1 slower rate 
compared to ch loride-induced corros ion. It causes uniform steel 
corrosion to re inforcement bars which accelerates the formation of 
Deterioration cracks on the concrete member surface ( I van et a l .  
2005) .  
• Alkali silica reaction (ASR); which is a react ion in the concrete 
between the hydroxyl ions in the alkal ine cement pore solution in 
concrete and reactive forms of s i l ica in aggregates generating a gel .  
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Thi gel expands b) tak ing up water causing pres ure that re u l ts in  
a typical map of crack in concrete structures. 
• ulfafe attack- v hich occurs due to penetration of su lfate ions into 
concrete which interacts v ith H drated Calc ium Aluminates in the 
cement matrix re ult ing in Gyp um and Ettringite. These products 
expand cau ing pres ure d isrupt ing the cement matrix and loss of 
mortar from concrete surface (surface scal ing) and concrete 
d is i ntegration. 
1 .3.2 Concrete damage 
Damage of concrete is another source that weakens concrete structures 
which typ ical l re u lts from unexpected acc idents or unplanned problems. Causes 
of damage inc lude: 
• 0 erloading of concrete structures ahead of their  capac ities. 
• udden col l ision acc idents (e .g truck col l ides with beam or girder). 
• eism ic load effects such as earthquakes. 
• Foundation settlement 
• F i re 
• Chem ical spi l ls 
1 .3.3 Concrete mem ber defects 
Defects in  concrete members are another source that weakens the concrete 
structures. Defects mainly deal w ith problems that occur 
during construction. Causes of defects include: 
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• Error in de ign, either In the m IX or In USIng Improper code 
equation . 
• I mproper deta i l ing of re inforcement. 
• Movement of formwork during and or after casting. 
• U e of improper materia ls 
• Inadequate concrete cover. 
1 .4 Types of fiber reinforced poly mers ( FRPs) 
F iber re inforced pol mers (FRPs) are composite materials that are made of two 
main component : fibers and matrix. The FRP composites are made by 
embedding a cont inuous h igh strength fibers in a resin matrix which then binds 
fibers together and also could be used to create bonds between the concrete and 
FRP  as shown in F igure 1 .2(a). Various fiber types common ly used include 
carbon. g lass and aramid .  F ibers cou ld also be used to produce d ifferent products 
flexible fabrics. c i rcu lar and rectangular composite strips/plates as shown in 










(a) Components of FRP composite (b) Various FRP products 
F igure 1 . 2 :  Components and products of FRP composites ( IS I S  Canada 2006) 
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The common kind of matrice are the epox} . V inyl Ester, and phenol 
formaldehyde re in The matrix i u ed to bind the fibers together, spl it the 
d i  per e fiber within the composite used in,  help in tran m itting forces between 
fibers and protect the fibers from abra ion or any expected envi ronmental 
degradat ion ( I  I Canada 2006). The author has used both flexible carbon fiber 
fabric and GFRP bar in strengthening/retrofitt ing of the tested RC beam . 
1 .5 Applications of fiber rein forced polymers ( FRPs) 
Fiber re inforced polymer ( FRP) is  widely used in strengthen ing and repaIr 
appl ication of RC structures. The avai lab i l ity of FRP composites in  many types 
uch as sheet , p lates. rods and strips fac i l itates its wide-spread usage. The FRP 
sheets are made using the wet lay-up process. In th is  process, the fibers are placed 
on concrete after the surface is coated using a l iqu id res in .  Subsequently, another 
la er of the l iqu id resin  is sprayed over the fiber fol lowed by rol l ing in order to 
achie e complete ly  wet fiber w ithout air bubbles. 
Common ly, FRP sheets are extensively used as external ly bonded to 
concrete surface and are appl ied either cont inuously or as separated sheets. 
Genera l ly, FRP  sheets can be used as confining re inforcements or in shear and 
flexural strengthen ing app l ications. 
F iber reinforced polymers as confin ing re inforcement are frequent ly  used 
III strengthening of RC columns. Fiber reinforced polymers are wrapped 
c i rcumferent ia l ly  and perpendicu lar to the longitudinal axis  of the column wh ich 
was found to enhance its strength and duct i l ity. Applying FRP by this manner w i l l  
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generate confining tre se that re u lts ,,, hen a compress ive axial load is appl ied 
perpendicu lar to the columns' cross sect ion causing a lateral e pansion. 
In fie, ural trengthening. FRP heets are external ly bonded along the 
ten ion ide of the RC beam to act as add itional ten i le reinforcement. This by its 
ro le pro ide add it ional strength in bending. The fibers are always oriented along 
the d i rection of interest. Therefore. in flexural strengthening. the fibers are al igned 
in the longitud inal axis of the RC beam . 
For hear strengthen ing, F RP sheets are appl ied on a scheme that is s imi lar 
to the \\ ay of applying the transverse reinforcement. I n  other words. FRP sheets 
are appl ied either in U -,,: raps or fu l l  ,,: rapping where the fibers are appl ied upright 
to the longitudinal axis of the RC beam. The U -wrapping pattern is  commonly 
used in RC beams that have T-shaped cross section as shown in F igure 1 .3 .  
F igure l .3 :  Shear strengthening o f  bridge girders using external l y  bonded FRP 
composites ( I S IS Canada 2006) 
The FRP bars and strips are produced by a pu ltrus ion process. In  this 
process. the cont inuous fibers are wetted by un-cured resin and pul led through a 
d ie in order to form the requ ired cross section. Once the bar passes through the 
d ie. additional process are used to impart a deformation pattern to the bar surface 
to ach ieve better bond ing when used as re inforcement in concrete. After that, the 
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re in i a I lov .. ed to cro l ink (Castro and Carino 1 998) .  The FRP rods or strips can 
be in taI led in the longitudinal d irect ion of the RC beam to prov ide addit ional 
trength to ten i l e  re inforcement. The can al 0 be instal led in the transverse 
d i rection to enhance the hear strength. Hi torica l ly, the first use of fiber 
reinforced polymers ( FRP) in structural appl ications was in the m id 50 ' s  as 
reported by R izkalla et .a\ .  (2003) .  The FRP composites were used at that t ime in 
d ifferent appl ication ranged from semi-permanent structures to restoration of old 
bu i ld ings. In  early 80 ' s, the appl icat ions of composite products were establ ished 
in Asia and Europe. 
In case if adequate bond lengths of the FRP laminates are not avai lable 
due to certain RC beam geometry, end mechan ical anchorage systems should be 
used i n  order to achieve the ful l  design capac ity of the FRP sheets used in 
strengthening (Eshwar et  a l .  2008) .  Commonly, the main role of FRP anchorage 
system is to prevent or postpone the debonding fai lure mode of the external ly 
bonded F RP when separated from the concrete surface due to low tensi le strength 
of concrete or inadequate bond length (Ceroni et a l .  2008) .  Many researchers have 
developed anchorage methods that are expected to be effective when used side by 
side w ith the FRP U -jacketing shear strengthen ing system (Ka lfat et a l .  20 1 3 ) .  A 
common case that requ ire end anchorage is a T-girder in a typ ical RC bridge or 
floor. The presence of the flange in T -shaped girders makes shear strengthening 
by fu l l y  wrapped external ly  bonded FRP impractical (E I -Maaddawy and Chekfeh 
20 1 2) .  Moreover; anchorage systems prov ide the crit ical locations of a structural 
member with a load transfer mechan ism .  The FRP strengthening systems with 
mechanical end anchorages are expected to fai l  in g lobal anchorage fai l ure or due 
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to FRP rupture \nce udden and britt le local stresses are imposed by the 
anchorage it e lf  (Gre l le  and need 20 1 3 ) .  
The current \ ork emphasis on  shear strengthen ing of  RC beams using external ly 
bonded FRP sheet . GFRP bar embedded through the beam depth. and FRP 
plate that were used as  a part of mechanical end anchorage system . 
1 .6 Properties of fiber rein forced polymers (FRPs) 
It is im portant to recogn ize the d ifference between the propert ies of steel and FRP.  
The F RP compo ites have h igher strength than steel as  wel l  as  they do not yield.  
The strain of FRP at fai l ure is  s ignificantly less than that of the stee l .  The 
FRP composites do not have the same propert ies. Hence, there are d ifferent 
factors that play a major role in making th is  variat ion among FRP composites. 
The type of fiber and matrix, the used amount of each and the way of applying the 
fi bers a orientation and the length of the appl ied FRP are some factors that d i ffer 
from each suppl ier or manufacturer which result in d ifferent FRP composite 
propert ies. This variat ion is important si nce strengthening or repair cases d iffer in 
thei r  requ irements. 
Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) are commonly used in structural 
repair or strengthening appl ications. They have low density, h igh resistance to 
expected envi ronmental effect. h igh modulus of e last ic ity and h igh strength .  ( I S I S  
Canada 2006) 
G lass fiber re inforced polymers (GFRP) are cheaper than the CFRP. They 
are commonly used in wide range of strengthen ing appl ications of RC members. 
The GFRP are known by their  low thermal conduct iv i ty, h igh strength, moderate 
e last ic modulus and dens ity. ( I S I S  Canada 2006) 
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ram id fiber re inforced poly mer (AFRP) are sensiti e to degradation by 
u ltrav io let radiat ion a wel l  as moisture. The FRPs are known by thei r low 
den it , moderate e last ic modulus h igh trength, and low compressi e and shear 
trength . Figure 1 .4 compares the stre s- train re lationsh ip of d ifferent types of 
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Figure 1 .4 :  tress strain d iagram for d ifferent types of fibers and steel 
re inforcement ( I S I S  Canada 2006) 
1 .7 Advantages and  d isadvantages of fiber rein forced polymers 
The FRP have showed promising resu lts when being used in d ifferent structural 
engineering appl ications. Many advantages have been observed for FRP materials 
which made them favorable to be used in strengthen ing or repair app l icat ions 
compared to the trad itional materials such as stee l and concrete. The advantages 
and disadvantages of FRP composites are d iscussed here in .  
Typical advantages of F RP composites include ( I S I S  Canada 2006) 
• Durabi l ity i n  d ifferent environments 
• H igh strength to weight rat ios. 
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• E lectromagnet ic neutral ity 
• Corro ion resi tant. 
• Easy to appl 
• Abi l ity to mod ify the mechanical propertie of the FRP material by 
tai loring the d irection of the fiber in addit ion to the su itable choice 
of the fi bers. 
Typical di ad antages of FRP materials inc lude: 
• H igh in i tial cost compared to tradit ional material and strengthening 
y tem .  However, i t  cou ld be cost effective in long term 
considering the entire l i fe cyc le  of the strengthened or repaired 
member. 
• Low fi re resistance. Therefore, the posit ion of applying FRP 
materia ls i s  important as  wel l  as  the surrounding environment. 
• Volat i le to high temperature. 
• ome FRP  materials such as g lass fibers have low modu lus of 
e last ic i ty w ith some durabi l ity doubts espec ia l ly in a lkal ine env ironments. 
• Crit ical to fa i l  by debonding. 
1 .8 A rrangement of work 
The c urrent research work was in it iated to study the performance of shear 
defic ient RC beams strengthened with two d ifferent composite based systems 
namely; external ly bonded carbon fiber reinforced polymer ( EB-C FRP) sheets 
and embedded through depth g lass fiber reinforced polymer (ETD-GFRP) rebars. 
It compromises experimental testing and analytical i nvest igat ion . 
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l iterature revie\\ on hear strengthening of RC beam \\ ith compo ite-ba ed 
ystem i pre ented in Chapter (2) .  The chapter includes research needs and 
object i e of the current study. 
Chapter ( 3 )  pro ides thorough informat ion on the experimental test program. 
pecimen ' geometry, cro ectional d imen ions and procedure of spec imens' 
fabricat ion. The materia ls propert ies and trengthening methodologies are 
pre ented . complete description of the test set-up, used instruments, way of 
contro l l i ng the experiments, load ing conditions and schemes are a l l  presented in 
deta i ls i n  thi  chapter. 
Chapter (4) presents the experimental test results and interpretat ions. The obtained 
results i nc lude the various observed fai lure modes and records of shear capac ity of 
test spec imens. The deflection response, load versus d iagonal tensi le d isp lacement 
across cracks. sti rrups strain  response and FRP strain response are presented and 
d iscussed .  The chapter inc ludes d iscussions and analysis of test resu lts. 
In Chapter ( 5 )  d i fferent analytical approaches recommended by internat ional 
gu idel ines and standards or publ ished in  the l iterature are presented and rev iewed . 
A comparat ive analysis between the experimental and analytical resu lts i s  given in  
the same chapter. 
Chapter (6)  summarizes the general conc lusions of the completed work fol lowed 
by recommendations for future studies on shear strengthening of RC beams with 
composites. 
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CHAPTER 2 :  LITERATU RE REV IEW 
2 . 1  I n trod u ction 
Many experimental tud ies have been conducted on shear strengthening of RC 
structure u ing d ifferent composite-based s stems. These studies ha e shown 
promis ing re u l t  on the effectivenes of FRP composites to improve the shear 
re i stance of RC members. This chapter includes a review on the avai lable 
l i terature related to shear strengthening of re inforced concrete beams with 
composite . The rev iev focuses on two main shear strengthening systems namely; 
external-bonded (EB)  FRP sheets. and embedded through depth (ETO) FRP bars. 
2.2 Stud ies on shea r  strengthen ing using EB-FRP system without end 
anchorage 
Research stud ies performed during the last decade on shear strengthening with the 
EB-F RP composite s stem are prov ided and d iscussed hereafter. 
Caro l in  and Ttiljsten (2005 ) investigated the v iab i l ity of using external ly  
bonded CFRP composites to  increase the shear capac i ty of RC beams. A total of 
23  beams with a rectangular cross section were constructed and tested. Test 
spec imen had a length of e ither 3 500 or 4500 mm.  The cross section was e ither 
1 60 x 500 mm or 1 80 x 400 mm.  Test parameters inc luded the presence of 
i nternal stee l sti rrups, damage state (non damaged or pre-cracked), fiber d i rection 
(0, 45 and 90°) and amount (one, two and three layers), and the strengthen ing 
scheme. The concrete compressive strength was 55  M Pa, on average. The sti rrups 
steel yield strength was 5 1 5  MPa. The shear span to depth ratio was a/h = 2 . 5 .  The 
strengthening regime consisted of carbon fiber fabrics appl ied as two-s ide 
bonding only or fu l ly wrapped around the ent i re beam cross sect ion. After repair. 
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orne pecimen v. ere ubjected to fat igue loading, and al l beam '." ere final ly 
te ted to fai l ure . The composite used for ide bonding and wrapping had tensi le 
modulu  of 234 G Pa and tens i le strength of 4S00 M Pa. The identified fai lure 
mode were fiber rupture along the shear crack, fiber rupture at the corner. and 
combinations thereof. Test resu lts indicated that beams w ith sti rrups do not have 
the arne lack of hear reinforcement. and the strengthen ing effect cannot be as 
large as for beams ithout st i rrups. AI 0, a damaged beam can be strengthened 
and repai red to a level comparable to a strengthened beam that was not damaged 
before trengthening. pec imen repaired with s ide bonding of two layers of the 
CFRP sheets at 4So around their cross sections showed an enhancement of 
approximate ly two and a half fold in the ir u l t imate shear capac ity. It was also 
concluded that there was no s ignificant d ifference between the 4So and 90° fiber 
d irections wh i le  the 0° fiber d i rection turned to have insign ificant contribut ion to 
the shear capac ity. The use of h igher FRP amount gave h i gher strengthening 
effect. The use of  ful l  wrapping enhanced the shear capac ity by 1 1  to 23% 
compared to spec imens strengthened w ith s ide bond ing.  
Zhang et a l .  (200S) stud ied shear strengthening of RC beams using CFRP 
lam i nates. A total of 1 1  beams w ith a rectangu lar cross section were constructed 
and tested. Test spec imens had a length of either 1 220 or 1 83 mm.  The cross 
section had a width of 1 52 .4 mm and depth of 228.6 mm.  Test parameters 
inc luded the CFRP type and orientation. The concrete compressive strength was 
42 M Pa, on average . No i nternal shear re inforcement was used in any of the 
beams. The shear span to depth ratio was a/h = 2 . 3 .  The strengthening regime 
consisted of continuous long un id irect ional pu ltruded CFRP strips oriented 
paral lel  to beam length, short un id irectional CFRP strips placed at 90° and 
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45°1 1 35° along the hear pan, and CFRP 'V 0 en composite fabric sheets 
external ly bonded to concrete. The compo ite CFRP strips and sheets had a tensi le 
modu lu  of 1 65 and 73 . 1  OPa, tens i le trength of 2800 and 906 M Pa, and u l t imate 
e longation of 1 .9 and 1 . 33%. correspondingly. The spec imens strengthened with 
CFRP trip fai led due to concrete debonding underneath the epoxy. while fai lure 
of the pec imen trengthened with CFRP sheets was due to fabric rupture. Test 
result ind icated that 45° CFRP strips orientat ion is recommended wh ich resulted 
in 80% i ncrease in shear capacity compared to 90° CFRP strips orientation which 
resulted in 60% increase i n  shear capac ity. It was conc luded that CFRP strips 
were more effective in increasing the shear capaci ty compared to the continuous 
CFRP sheets \ h ich showed the least shear contribution among the other CFRP 
shear strengthened beams w ith 1 6% increase in shear capacity. 
Bousse lham and Chaa l la l  (2006) examined the performance of RC beams 
retrofitted in shear with external ly bonded carbon fiber-re inforced polymer (EB­
CFRP) . A total of 22 tests were performed on 1 1  fu l l  scale beams with a T-shaped 
cross section were constructed and tested. Test spec imens had a length of 4520 
mm.  The T-section had a flange width and th ickness of 508 and 1 02 mm, 
respective ly, a depth of 406 mm, and a web width of 1 52 mm.  Test parameters 
inc luded the number of CFRP layers (OL, 0. 5L, 1 L and 2L), sti rrups spac ing (no 
sti rrups s = d/2 and s = d14), and shear length to beam's  effect ive depth ratio (aid 
= 1 . 5 and aid = 3 ) .  The concrete compres ive strength was 25  M Pa. The sti rrups 
steel y ie ld stress was 650 M Pa. The strengthening regime consisted of a 
cont inuous U-shaped CFRP sheet latera l ly  appl ied to beam's  web sides. The 
composites had a tensi le modulus of23 1 O Pa, a tensi le strength of 3650 M Pa, and 
u l t imate elongat ion of 1 .4%. It was noticed that the shear fai lure occurred by 
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cru h ing of concrete truts. Test result indicated that the increase in shear 
capac ity due to FRP wa h igher for deep beams w ith aid = 1 .5 (beh\ een 9 .9% to 
62.2%) compared to lender spec imens v ith aid = 3 (between 1 . 7% to 49.8%). It 
was al 0 conc luded that the addition of st irrups has decreased the gain in hear 
capac i ty .  The hear strength gain v as not proportional to the CFRP thickness. 
e ither the c rack angle nor the crack pattern was changed by the use of CFRP; 
hmvever, the were affected by the pre ence of sti rrups. I t  is worth to say that 
t i rrup yie lded in most cases knowing that the i r  stra ins were considerably h igher 
in pec imens v ith no CFRP. 
Pel legrino and Modena (2006) conducted a study on shear strengthening 
of RC concrete beams using external ly bonded U-wrapped CFRP sheets. A total 
of 1 2  tests were conducted. The beam had a rectangular sect ion w ith a w idth of 
I SO mm and a depth of 300 mm.  Test parameters inc luded the load scheme 
(s imply supported or cont inuous), d istribution of the internal steel st i rrups (s = 
1 70 mm or s = 200 mm).  and the number of  CFRP layers. The cyl inder concrete 
compress ive strength v as 4 1 .4 M Pa. The sti rrups steel yield stress was 534 MPa. 
The shear span to effect ive depth rat io was aid = 3. The strengthen ing regime 
consisted of cont inues/s imply supported beams external ly bonded w ith U-shaped 
CFRP sheets w ith one or two layers. The strengthened specimens fai led due to 
peel ing off of the CFRP-re inforcement as shown in F igure 2 . 1 .  Test resu lts 
showed that the increment of shear strength for the cont inuous beams were 
between 28 .6 to 3 5 . 8%, whi le it was between 2 to 24 . 8% for the s imply supported 
speci mens. It was concluded that a general reduction of efficiency of the 
strengthened technique w ith U-wrapped CFRP sheets is  observed when sti rrups 
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pacing decrea e .  mal l increment of trength were obser ed from one to two 
layers of the FRP-strengthened beams. 
F igure 2 . 1 :  Pee l i ng off of the CFRP reinforcement 
( Pel legrino and Modena 2006) 
Kesse and Lees (2007) studied the behavior of RC beams strengthened 
w ith prestre sed CFRP shear straps. A total of 1 2  cant i lever beams with a 
rectangular cross sect ion were constructed and tested. Test specimens had a length 
of 1 200 mm. The rectangular section had a width of 1 05 mm and a depth of 280 
mm.  Test parameters i nc luded the strap spaci ng,  strap sti ffuess, in i tial strap 
prestress leveL and the presence of pre-cracks. The concrete compressive strength 
was 32 M Pa. The st i rrups steel yield stress was around 400 M Pa. The shear span 
to effective depth rat io  was aid = 3 .  The strengthening regime consisted of layers 
of CFRP tape wrapped around the beam to form a strap acting as a discrete 
unbonded vertical prestressing tendon. The pre-cracking was achieved by loading 
the specimen up to 70% of the un-retrofitted ul t imate load capacity before being 
un loaded and strengthened with one strap of five layers or  two straps of 1 0- layers. 
The composites had a tens i le  modulus of 1 30 G Pa and u l t imate strain of 1 1 000 
�E. Specimens strengthened with a single strap fai led in  shear mode of fai lure, 
whi le  several specimens strengthened with two straps fa i led in flexure mode of 
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fai l ure . Te t re u l t  ind icated that a l l  trengthened beams had a hear capacity at 
lea t 50% h igher than that of an equ i  alent un trengthened beam . The spac ing of 
the trap did not olely influence the capaci ty and mode of fai l ure, but also the 
interact ion of the pac ing with the t iffness and in i t ial prestress force .  The 
exi tence of hear crack seemed to influence the sti ffness of the beam, but did 
not ha e a ign i  ficant influence on the ul t imate shear capacity. The pre tressing 
force wa found to provide an advantage over a pass ive strengthening system 
s ince it wou ld help in c losing any existing cracks. The sti ffness of the strap played 
a main role once the crack crossed the straps, where a rapid growth of cracks was 
expected in the case of straps with inadequate sti ffness. The mode of fai lure for a 
strengthened specimen with CFRP straps changed from shear to flexure mode of 
fai lure w ith an u l t imate load capaci ty of 90% h igher than that of an equ ivalent 
unstrengthened spec imen when a su itable strap spac ing. in it ia l  prestress, and 
stiffue s were selected . 
Leung et a l .  (2007) exam ined the effect of section size on the fai lure of 
concrete beams w ith a s im i lar span to effective depth ratio when retrofitted in 
shear us ing CFRP str ips .  A total of 1 5  beams with a rectangular cross sect ion 
were constructed and tested. Test spec imens had various depths of 1 80, 360. and 
720 mm and lengths of 950. 1 900, and 3 800 mm, correspondingly. Test 
parameters inc luded the beam size, the CFRP strip spaci ng, width, th ickness and 
the strengthening scheme. The concrete compressive strength was 27.4 M Pa. The 
shear span to effective depth rat io was in the range of 2 .73 to 2 .95 .  The 
strengthening regime consisted of U -shaped or ful ly  wrapped CFRP strips spaced 
at 60, 1 20 and 240 mm. The CFRP composite sheets had a tensi le modulus of 235,  
GPa a tens i le  strength of 4200 M Pa, and u l t imate e longation of 1 . 8%. The beams 
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trengthened with the -wrap fai led by debond ing of the CFRP heets as shO\v n 
in F igure 2 .2(a). wh i le the ful ly-wrapped beams fai led by rupture of the CFRP 
heets a shown in F igure 2 .2(b).  Te t re u lts indicated that beams trengthened 
with - haped CFRP heet howed approximate ly 60% increa e in shear 
capaci for the mal l  beam, \ h i le the large and m idsize beams showed only 4-
7% increase in hear capac ity. Ho\ e er, a s im i lar range of 57 to 67% increase in 
hear capac ity wa ob erved for the beams strengthened by ful ly  wrapped CFRP 
sheets regard les of the member size. The larger the spacing between the CFRP 
sheets. the less the contr ibution of the CFRP strips to shear resistance. It was 
conc luded that for the fu l ly-wrapped CFRP sheets regime, the variation of the 
CFRP strip  w idth, spac ing and thickness w ith the members of d ifferent s izes 
showed s im i lar effect iveness of strengthen ing as long as the increase in the w idth, 
spacing and th ickness of the C F RP is proportional to the increase of the cross 
section d imensions. 
(a) Debonding of the CFRP sheets (b) Rupture of the CFRP sheets 
F igure 2 . 2 :  Debonding and rupture fai lure modes of the strengthened beams 
( Leung et a l .  2007) 
Bousselham and Chaal l al (2008) extended their ear l ier study ( BousseLham 
and Chaal la l  2006) on shear behav ior of RC beams strengthened in shear w ith 
external ly bonded CFRP.  A total of six new tests were performed on three ful l  
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ize T-beam . Te t pec imens had a length of ei ther 3000 (ED 1 series) or 4520 
mm ( E02 eries) . The ED 1 and ED2 erie had flange \ idths of 508 and 270 mm, 
and flange thickne e of 1 02 and 55  mm, respectively. Test specimens of E D J  
and ED2 eries had depths o f  406 and 220 m m  with widths of 1 52 and 95 mm, 
re pect ively. Te t parameters inc luded the number of CFRP layers (OL, 0 . 5L, l L. 
and 2L) .  t i rrups spac ing, and the ize of the spec imen.  Spec imens of the E D ]  
series had e ither no t i rrups or sti rrups o f  ¢8 spaced at s = d/2 or s = dJ4 (where d 
= 350  mm),  whi le ,  E02 series specimens had either no st i rrups or sti rrups of ¢4.8 
spaced at = 1 00 mm (where d = 1 75 mm) .  The concrete compressive strength 
" as 25 M Pa. on average. The sti rrups steel yield stress for �4.8  and �8 were 660 
and 600 M Pa. respectively. The shear span to effect ive depth ratio was aid = 3 .  
The strengthen ing regime consisted o f  U-shaped CFRP sheets which were 
continuously app l ied over the test zone around the web. The composites had a 
tens i le modulus of 23 1 M Pa, a tensi le strength of 3650 M Pa and u l t imate 
e longation of 1 .4% as provided by the manufacturer. The shear fai l ure occurred 
by crushing of concrete struts and yie ld ing of st irrups in  most cases as genera l ly  
assumed by the design guide l i nes. Test resu lts indicated that the gain in shear 
capaci ty due to CFRP was h igher for E02 series (between 3% to 90%) compared 
to E O I  series (between 2% to 50%). I ncreasing the transverse steel rat io lowers 
the contribution of the CFRP to the shear resistance. I t  was concluded that the 
shear capac ity gain due to the CFRP is greater for beams with smal ler s ize (ED 1 
series) than for those of b igger size ( E 02 series) . The maximum strain  in CFRP 
with in the same sect ion of the tested beams was smaller for the th icker CFRP 
fabrics.  For instance. the maximum strain  attained for a fabric of two layers was 
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about 1 1  % of the u l t imate train alue. whi le the maximum strain for the fabric 
with half la er wa 3 8% of the u ltimate stra in .  
Alrou an and I sa (2009) stud ied the s ize effect of RC beams on the 
contribution of CFRP composite to the hear re i stance . A total of 1 6  beams with 
a rectangu lar cro ect ion were constructed and tested. Test specimens had a 
length of  1 524 mm.  The cross sect ion had various depths of  225, 300, 375,  and 
450 mm.  The concrete compressive trength was 60 M Pa. The st i rrups yield 
strength was 4 1 0  M Pa. The shear span to e ffective depth ratio was in the range of 
l .2 to 2 .7 .  The trengthen ing regime consisted of  one layer of 90° CFRP sheets U­
\\Tapped around the beam sect ion. The CFRP composite had a tensi le modulus of 
230 G Pa and a tens i le  strength of 3 800 M Pa The specimens fai l ed due to 
detachment of  the CFRP sheets from the concrete surface . Test resu lts ind icated 
the use of CFRP heets increased the shear capac ity by  1 5  - 1 9% over that of  the 
control specimens. Provid ing larger bonding lengths could be an effective solution 
in prevent ing the detachment of  the CFRP sheets. It was also concluded that the 
shear strength increased with an increase in the effect ive depth. Also, the shear 
crack developed at s lower rate as the e ffect ive depth increased . 
Grande et a l .  (2009) examined the effect of transverse steel on the 
response of RC beams strengthened in shear by CFRP sheets . A total of 1 5  RC 
beams wi th a rectangular cross sect ion were constructed and tested. Test 
speci mens had a length of 2800 mm.  The rectangu lar cross section was 250 mm 
wide and 450 mm deep. Test parameters inc luded sti rrups spac ing (s = 200 mm, s 
= 300 mm. s = 400 mm) and the strengthening regime. The concrete compressive 
strength was 2 1  M Pa. The sti rrups steel yield strength was 476 MPa. The shear 
span to effective depth rat io was aid = 3 .  Three strengthening regimes were 
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appl ied namely : complete 'Mapping \: ith CFRP sheet around the cross section. 
improved -jacketing " ith CFRP heet urrounding only three sides of the 
ect ion with add it ional trip placed along the upper part of the beam to enhance 
the anchorage of the CFRP heets, and side bonding of CPRP sheets app l ied only 
at lateral face of the beam section . The CPRP composites had a tensi le modulus 
of 392 G Pa a ten i le  strength of 2600 MPa, and u lt imate tens i le strain of about 
0.6%. Strengthened pec imens \: ith complete wrapping fai led in tensi le fracture 
of the compo ite sheet s ince CPRP sheets cannot delam inate , whi le side bonded 
peclmen fai led by upper and lower FRP edge debonding. The beams 
trengthened with improved V-jacket ing fai led by rupture of the CPRP.  Test 
results ind icated that the complete wrapping showed comparat ively the best 
response and the U -jacketing appeared better than the side bonding.  The complete 
wrapping re u lted in an increase in the u lt imate shear force of the beam in the 
range of 1 40 to 208%. The U -jacketing and the side bonding resulted in an 
increase in the u l t imate shear force of the beam in the range 1 30 to 1 86% and 1 1 2 
to 1 50%. respectively.  The CPRP shear res ist ing action was genera l ly  smal ler in  
the  beams hav ing c loser stirrups with exception of the fu l ly-wrapped spec imens 
w ith 300 mm sti rrups spac ing .  The st i rrups yielded only in the speci mens with 
400 and 300 mm sti rrups spac ing; however, they d idn' t  yield in  the specimens 
w ith 200 mm sti rrups spacing.  
Teng et a l .  (2009) studied the behavior of RC beams strengthened w ith 
bonded or unbonded CPRP wraps in  shear. A total of n ine beams with a length of 
1 500 mm and a rectangu lar cross sect ion of  1 50 and 3 00 mm were constructed 
and tested. Test parameters inc luded the existence of steel stirrups in the shear 
span, the d iameter of the sti rrups (6 mm or 8 mm), and the bonding/unbond ing of 
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the CFRP trip . The oncrete cube compre i e trength wa 47.2 M Pa. The 
ti rrups steel ) ield tre s of �6 and �8 were 27 1 and 342.2 M Pa, correspondingly. 
The hear pan to depth rat io was approximately a/h = 2.8. The strengthening 
regime con i ted of ei ther complete wrapping of CFRP strips within the shear 
span or CFRP wrap bonded only to the compression and tension faces and the 
corners and un bonded on the sides. The CFRP composites had a tensi le modulus 
of 266 G Pa, a tensi Ie strength of 3970 M Pa, and rupture strain of 1 5000 �c.  Al l  
spec imen fai led in hear mode of fai l ure. Spec imens strengthened with complete 
wrapping fai led due to CFRP rupture, wh i le specimens with unbounded C F RP 
fai led i n  compression fai l ure near the loading point. Test results indicated that the 
unbonded FRP  wrap had s l ight ly  h igher shear strength contribution with an 
increase in the shear resistance in the range of 38  to 94% compared to that of the 
bonded CFRP wraps \ h ich showed enhancement in shear resistance in the range 
of 49 to 65%. The existence of the tee l sti rrups had a s ignificant effect on the 
d istribution of CFRP strain along the crit ical shear crack .  The larger the d iameter 
of the steel st i rrup. the less the enhancement in the shear capac ity. It was also 
concl uded that the spec imens strengthened with fu l ly  wrapped CFRP wraps 
expressed more ducti l i ty compared to the spec imens w ith the un bonded s ides 
which was useful in g iv ing warn ings prior to the impeding fai lure.  
Godat et a l .  (20 1 0) examined the size effect for re inforced concrete beams 
strengthened i n  shear using CFRP sheets . A total of seven beams with a 
rectangular cross sect ion were constructed and tested. Test specimens had lengths 
of 900, 1 800 and 2700 mm, with web widths of 1 00, 200, and 300 mm, and total 
depths of 200, 400, and 600 mm, correspond ingly. Test parameters included the 
beam s ize. strengthening scheme, and CFRP regime/amount. The concrete 
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compre i e trength \\ as approximate ly 5 J M Pa on average. 0 teel st i rrups 
were prov ided in the hear span. The shear pan to effective depth ratio \ as aid = 
J . 5 1 .  The strengthen ing reg ime consi ted of CFRP sheets that were appl ied 
vertical l_ in -\: raps or a completel wrapped pattern around the beam section 
along the hear pan . The spec imen strengthened with U-wraps fai led in shear 
due to debonding of the CFRP sheets, whi le  the ful ly  wrapped specimens fai led 
due to CFRP rupture. Test resu lts i nd icated that the contribution of the CFRP to 
hear res istance was h igher for smal ler s ize specimens. The small  beam size 
spec imen howed a 28% increase in the u lt imate capacity, while the medium and 
large s ize specimens showed 1 4  and 24% increase in shear capac ity. The section 
s ize had no effect on shear strength gain of the ful ly  wrapped specimens where an 
improvement of 3 7% in the shear capacity was recorded. I t  was also concluded 
that if the d imensions of the beams as wel l  as the amount of CFRP increased 
proportiona l ly, the contribut ion of the CFRP would be h igher in the smal ler 
specimens. 
i kopour and ehdi (20 1 1 )  conducted a study on shear repair  of RC 
beams using epoxy injection and hybrid external F RP laminates. A total of six RC 
beams w ith a rectangu lar cross section were constructed and tested. Test 
specimens had a span of 1 320 mm.  The rectangular sect ion was 1 50 mm wide and 
250 mm deep. Test parameters included the repairing method (epoxy i njection 
only, or with external strengthening using unid irectional carbon fiber), FRP type 
(carbon. g lass, and aramid), and FRP wrapping scheme ( hybrid composite of 
Carbon-Glass " CG" , hybrid composite of Carbon-Aramid " CA" vertical 
un id irectional carbon fiber fabric "C', and +45/-45 glass fibers "GG'') .  The 
concrete compressive strength was 25 . 1  M Pa on average. The st i rrups steel yield 
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tres \V a 465 MPa. The hear pan to effecti e depth ratio ad =2 .5 .  The 
composite of C, CG. CA, GG had a ten i le modu lus of 87 .3 .  95 .8,  72.4. and 1 9 .3 
G Pa. re pect ivel . Mo t of the specimens fa i led b format ion of cracks inc l ined at 
45° fo l lowed by debond ing of the FRP lam inates. The result ind icated that the 
h ighest improvement in u l t imate capac it \ as found by using the hybrid of CA, 
\\ here a 3 5% enhancement \' as recorded . It was also concluded that the use of 
hybrid appl ications of FRP sheets showed better performance in enhancing the 
ul t imate hear capacity of retrofitted RC beams compared with specimens 
retrofitted b un id i rect ional carbon fibers. Crack injection with low v i scosity 
epoxy suppl ied the performance of the repai red specimens with better sti ffness. 
The specimens repaired with th icker and stronger FRP sheets were less l ike ly to 
fai l  b rupture of the FRP sheet . 
Mofidi and Chaal lal  (20 1 1 )  i nvestigated the effect of strip-width-to-strip­
spacing ratio  in  shear strengthening of RC beams with external ly bonded CFRP 
composites. A total of seven ful l  size beams w ith a T-shaped cross section were 
constructed and tested . Test spec imens had a length of 4520 mm.  The T-section 
had a flange , idth and thickness of 508 and 1 02 mm, respecti vely, a total depth of 
406 mm and a web w idth of 1 52 mm.  Test parameters inc luded the strengthen ing 
regime. CFRP r ig id ity. strip locat ion with respect to sti rrups locat ion . The 
concrete compressive strength was 29 M Pa. The sti rrups were 8 mm in d iameter 
and spaced at s = d/2 were d = 350 mm.  The st i rrups steel yield stress was 540 
M Pa. The shear span to effect ive depth rat io was aid = 3 .  The strengthen ing 
regime consisted of U -shaped interm ittent CFRP strips or U-shaped continuous 
CFRP sheets covering the enti re shear span. The composites had a tens i le 
modu lus of 230 GPa. a tens i le  strength of 3450 M Pa, and u lt imate strain of 1 .5%. 
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The pec imens trengthened u ing CFRP sheets fai led by crush ing in concrete 
trut fol lo\ ed by CFRP debond ing as shown in F igure 2 . 3 .  It i worth to a that 
local CFRP fracture was noticed, however, due to stress concentration at the web 
comer . Te t re u l ts indicated that specimens strengthened with U -shaped strips 
had 66% gain in shear capaci ty owing to CFRP compared to 3 ]  % for the 
spec imen trengthened using conti nuous CFRP sheets . It was also concluded that 
the addition of st i rrup ha resulted in remarkable decrease in the shear strength 
gain cau ed by CFRP.  The insta l lation of CFRP strips in the same places of 
t irrups along the longitud inal d i rection showed more flexible behavior compared 
to specimen with CFRP strips instal led at mid-positions between sti rrups. The 
ider the CFRP str ips, the h igher the contribution of CFRP to shear resistance for 
the same CFRP strip-v idth-to-strip-spac ing ratio. 
F igure 2 . 3 :  Debonding of CFRP sheets fa i lure mode in the strengthened spec imens 
( Mofidi and Chaal la l  20 1 1 )  
E I -Maaddawy and E I-Ariss (20 1 2) examined the behav ior of concrete 
beams w ith short shear span and web open ings strengthened in shear with CFRP 
composites. A total of 1 6  beams with a rectangu lar cross section were constructed 
and tested.  Test spec imens had a length of 2600 mm. The rectangular section was 
85 mm wide and 400 mm deep. Test parameters inc luded the width of the opening 
(200, 350, 500 mm), the depth of the open ing ( 1 20, 1 60, and 200 mm), and the 
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trengthen ing regime around the open ing using CFRP. The concrete compre i e 
trength \I as 20 M Pa. The hear pan to depth rat io wa G,h = 2 .  T.  0 
trengthening regime ere used around the openings. Regime 1 consisted of 
horizontal trengthening using one layer of CFRP fibers placed paral lel to the 
longitudinal axi of the beam and vertical trengthen ing using one layer of CFRP 
placed perpendicu lar to  the longitudinal d irection of the beam. Regime 2 was 
almost im i lar to Regime 1 ;  however, two layers of CFRP were appl ied in the 
ertical strengthening.  The carbon fabric had a tensi le modu lus of 230 GPa, a 
tensi le trength of  3450 M Pa and u l t imate elongation of 1 .5 %. A l l  strengthened 
spec imen fai led in shear by debonding of the CFRP sheets at the opening corners 
a shO\ n in F igure 2.4 .  Test resu lts indicated that the existence of web open ings 
in concrete beams \i ithout providing st i rrups resu lted in huge reduction i n  shear 
capac ity. The CFRP shear strengthen ing around the open ing restored 90% to 
1 00% of the shear capac ity of the sol id reference beam without the open ing. 
I ncreasing the opening depth and w idth reduced the gain in shear capac ity caused 
by CFRP.  I t  was also concluded that increasing the amount of vertical sheets 
around the opening enhanced the shear capac ity, but the addit ional improvement 
was not proportional to the added amount of CFRP.  
;�RP delaminatio: - , 
Figure 2 .4 :  CFRP sheets delam ination at the open ing corners 
( EI-Maaddawy and E I -Ariss 20 1 2) 
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Dirar et al . (20 1 2) inve tigated the tructura l behavior of pre-cracked 
re inforced concrete T-beam repaired in shear u ing bonded carbon fiber­
re inforced polym er heet . A total of seven beams with a T-shaped cross section 
were con tructed and te ted . Te t spec imen had a length of 3800 mm.  The T-
ection had a flange width and th icknes of 250 and 1 05 mm. respect ively. and a 
total depth of e ither 270 or 350  n un v ith a thickness of 1 05 mm for the web. Test 
parameters inc luded the influence of load ing h istory, beam depth and percentage 
of longitudinal  stee l re inforcement on the structural behav ior. The concrete cube 
compre i e trength was 25 M Pa. The sti rrups steel yield strength was 580 M Pa. 
The shear span to effect ive depth ratio was aid = 3 . 8 .  Three loading schemes were 
app l ied for testing.  Control specimens were loaded up to fai lure. Other specimens 
were loaded up to 70% of the unstrengthened shear force capac ity, then un loaded 
to 40% of the unstrengthened capacity prior to i nstal lation of the strengthen ing 
system . After strengthening. the specimens were either loaded at the same 
posit ion up to fai lure. or the loading position was shifted prior to load ing up to 
fai lure. The strengthening regime consisted of continuous U-shaped CFRP sheets 
appl ied along the shear span. The composites had a tensi le modulus of 238 GPa, a 
tensi le  strength of 4300 M Pa, and u l t imate strain of 1 . 8%. General ly. a l l  
specimens fai led in shear due  to  an incl ined crack that extended from the flange to 
the load pad except a one specimen that fai led in flexure. Test results ind icated 
that the strengthened specimens had h igher capacities compared to the control 
specimens with an enhancement of 9 .7  to 26.2%. It was a lso conc luded that the 
app l ied loading patterns had no sign ificant effect on the peak load at fai l ure. Also, 
the increase of beam depth caused better contr ibution of CFRP sheets, wh i le 
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decreas ing the longitudinal reinforcement rat io form 4.5 to 3 .3% changed the 
mode of fai lure to ducti le flexural fai l ure. 
H iggins et a J .  (20 1 2) examined shear strengthening of re inforced concrete 
g irder with CFRP.  A total of e ight fu l l  scale beams with a T-shaped cross section 
\\ ere constructed and tested . Test spec imens had a length of 6278 mm. The T-
ection had a flange width and thickness of 9 J 4 and 1 52 mm, respect ively, and a 
total depth of 1 2 1 9  mm with a thickness of 356 mm for the web. The spec imens 
were in it ia l ly loaded to induce d iagonal cracking w ith maximum d iagonal crack 
s ize ranged from 0.635 to 1 .27  mm.  Test parameters inc luded flexural cutoff 
detai ls, st i rrups spacing and repair configuration. The concrete compressive 
strength was 24 M Pa. The sti rrups steel yie ld strength was 350  MPa. The shear 
span to effective depth ratio was in range of aid = 2 .8  to aid = 3 .27 .  The 
strengthening regime consisted of CFRP strips app l ied on the surface of the 
specimen w ith i n  the shear span. Two types of composites (Type A and B) that 
d iffers in their thickness with a tens i le modu lus of 22.7 G Pa, a tensi le strength of 
3 800. and rupture strain  of 1 .67% were used in strengthening. Most of the 
specimens fai led in shear compression fai lure mode. The fai lure was control led by 
debonding of the CFRP strips term ination c lose to the deck-stem interface. Test 
results i nd icated that CFRP strengthen ing prov ided a s ignificant increase in the 
u l t imate strength capac i ty compared to the non strengthened spec imens. The 
CFRP enhanced the shear capac ity by 80% across the majority of the specimens. 
I t  was a lso conc luded that the strengthened specimens showed a st iffer behav ior in 
terms of d isp lacement and d iagonal deformation compared to cracked beams 
without CFRP strengthening. The add it ion of transverse CFRP strips enhanced the 
contribution of the longitudinal str ips to the beam at cutoff locations. A l so, thicker 
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CPRP material e h ib ited reduced amount of debonding and cracking and 
achie ed h igher bond stress compared to sim i lar but th inner CFRP strips. The 
addition of longitudinal CFRP trips did not increase the shear capac ity due to 
debond ing and bend ing of fibers at the poorly constrained diagonal cracks. The 
repair cherne for shear using d i screte CFRP strips provided a considerable 
increase in shear trength capac ity compared to unrepaired members. 
Panda et al. (20 1 2) exam ined the effect of transverse steel reinforcement 
on the shear performance and modes of fai l ure of RC beams strengthened in the 
hear zone with GFRP sheets. A total of 1 8  beams with a T-shaped cross section 
were constructed and tested . Test specimens had a length of 2500 mm.  The T­
section had a flange width and thickness of 250 and 60 mm, respectively and a 
total depth of 260 mm with a thickness of 1 00 mm for the web. Test parameters 
inc luded the mount of transverse reinforcement (without stirrups, s=200 mm and 
s=300). and the configuration of the GFRP sheets. The concrete compressive 
strength was 49.3 M Pa after 28  days. The re inforc ing steel y ie ld stress was 252 
M Pa. The shear span to effect ive depth ratio was 3 .26. The strengthening regime 
of GFRP sheets consisted of side bonding, U -jacketing and V-jacketing with 
extended anchorage length bonded to the bottom face of the flange. One layer of 
G F RP had an elastic modulus and u lt imate tensi le strength of 1 3 . 1 8  GPa and 1 60 
M Pa, respectively.  The mode of fai lure was GFRP rupture along the main shear 
crack when adequate transverse reinforcement was provided whi le  a combinat ion 
of GFRP rupture and debonding was noticed when shear reinforcements was not 
provided in the shear zone. Test results indicated that specimens without sti rrups 
expressed a gain  in load shear capacity in range of 3 0-40%, whi le  spec imens with 
stirrups spaced at 200 and 300 mm expressed a gain of 1 5 -22.5% and 26 .24-
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36 . 1 7%. respecti ely knowing that the -jacketing ith extended anchorage 
length wa the mo t effic ient trengthen ing scheme. It was also concluded that at a 
given hear force. the st irrups " ere more strained in control spec imens compared 
to the strengthened ones. The use of V-jacket w ith extended anchorage length has 
hawed additional reduction in sti rrups strain when compared to the other 
trengthening schemes. 
E l-Maaddaw and Chekfeh (20 1 3 ) conducted a study on shear 
strengthen ing of RC T-beams with corroded stirrups using composites. A total of 
1 2  beams w ith a T-shaped cross section were constructed and tested. Test 
specimens had a length of 3200 mm.  The T -section had a flange width and 
thickness of 3 00 and 50 mm, respectively, a total depth of 240 mm and a web 
width of 1 20 mm.  Test parameters included the level of corrosion damage in the 
sti rrups, 8% and 1 5% cross-sectional loss, and amount of CFRP, one and two 
layers. The concrete compress ive strength was 32 M Fa. The st i rrups had a 
d iameter of 5 . 5  m m  with a yie ld stress of 344 M Fa. The shear span to effective 
depth ratio was aid = 3. The strengthen ing regime consisted of external ly bonded 
U -shaped CFRP sheets. The carbon fiber fabrics had a tensi le modulus of 230 
GPa a tens i le strength of 3450 M Pa, and ult imate elongation of 1 .5%. The 
strengthened beams fai led by debonding of the CFRP sheets accompanied by 
separation of both side concrete covers at the st i rrups' l evel as shown in F igure 
2 . 5 .  For the beams w ith a corrosion damage of 8% cross-sectional loss in the 
sti rrups, only one layer of CFRP was sufficient to restore the original shear 
capac ity but for the beams with sti rrups corrosion of 1 5%, two layers of CFRP 
were necessary to restore the original shear capac ity. The gain in shear capacity 
increased w ith increas ing the number of CFRP layers. The AC T 440.2R-08 (2008) 
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analytical approach gave ati factor prediction for the contribution of the CFRP 
to the hear capac it of the beams with the lower sti rrups corrosion of 8%. 
e erthele , for the beam with the h igher sti rrups corrosion of 1 5%, the AC I 
440.2R-08 (2008) analytical model tended to overestimate the contribution of the 
CFRP to the hear capac ity .  Thi s  was more significant for the heav i ly  corroded 
spec imen trengthened with the lower amount of CFRP.  
F igure 2 . 5 :  Detachment of the CFRP sheets fai lure mode at beam sides 
(E l -Maaddawy and Chekfeh 20 1 3 ) 
Haddad et a l .  (20 1 3) studied the repair of shear-deficient and su l fate -
damaged re inforced concrete beams using FRP  composites. A total of 1 4  
prototype beams with a rectangular cross section were constructed and tested . Test 
specimens had a length of 1 000 mm.  The cross section had a depth and width of 
1 50 and 1 00 mm, respect ively. Test parameters included the existence of damage 
by su lfate cyc l ic act ion, type of FRP composite (CFRP or GFRP). and 
CFRP/GFRP strengthening configuration. The concrete compressive strengths 
were 3 8  and 28 MFa for control and damaged specimens, respectively. No sti rrups 
where prov ided in the shear span . The shear span to depth rat io was a/h = 2. The 
strengthen ing regime consisted of CFRP strips and GFRP/CFRP sheets at 
d ifferent configuration (45°or 90°) .  The CFRP and G F RP composites had an 
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elastic modulu . u lt imate ten i le  trength and u lt imate strain capacity of  the 
unid irectional fiber of 238 and 72.5 G Pa, 4300 and 2276 MPa. and 0.0 1 5  and 
0 .04, respect ivel . Te t resu lts ind icated that RC beams exposed to sulfate cyc l ic  
treatment cau ed a reduction in concrete compressive strength of approximately 
26% and the hear trength was reduced by 24%. The use of CFRP sheets was the 
most effic ient techn ique for the su l fate-damaged specimens fol lowed by 
GFRPICFRP trips at 45°and 90°, respect ively. The percentage i ncrease in load 
capac i ty after strengthen ing for the su lfate-deteriorated beams was in the range of 
9 to 3 6% as compared to a range of 1 3  to 66% for the corresponding intact ones. I t  
"" a also conc luded that the FRP composites increased crack resistance, and 
postponed the in it iat ing of shear and flexural cracks which enhanced he u lt imate 
shear cracking load, toughness and st i ffness. 
H ussein et at. (20 1 3) proposed an innovative technique for repair of RC 
beams pre-damaged i n  shear. The study assessed the usage of a temporary 
compressive force by being appl ied paral le l  to beam depth to c lose the in it iated 
shear cracks in the shear zone before CFRP strengthen ing. A total of seven beams 
w ith a rectangular cross section v ere constructed and tested. Test specimens had a 
length of 2000 mm.  The rectangular section had a depth and width of 3 00 and 1 50 
mm.  respectively.  Test parameters inc luded the method of c losing cracks prior to 
strengthen ing and the technique of strengthening.  The concrete compressive 
strength was 30 M Pa. The sti rrups were 6 mm in d iameter, spaced at 200 mm and 
had a yield strength of 245 MPa. The shear span to effective depth rat io was aid = 
2 .5 .  The strengthen ing regime consisted of three external ly  bonded U-shaped 
CFRP sheets spaced at 1 00 mm in the shear span . The spec imens were preloaded 
up to either 85% or 95% of the control beam capac ity where cracks in it iated, 
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re lea ed for repair, and then reloaded up to fai lure. Prior to strengthening. the 
cracks were ei ther clo ed b epoxy injection. or b a pre-stressing force appl ied 
t i l l  the de e loped crack became invis ible .  The CFRP composite had an e last ic 
modu lus and u ltimate tensi le strength of 230 G Pa and 3500 M Pa, respectively. 
After load ing the spec imen subsequent to strengthen ing. the dominat ing fai lure 
mode \ a debond ing of the CFRP sheets at peak load as shown in F igure 2 .6 .  
Test resu lts indicated that an increase in the u lt imate load in range of 49-57% was 
obta ined by the repaired beams. It was also conc luded that appropriate crack 
repair  methods can reduce the effect of existing shear cracks and enhance the 
capac ity to around 57%. A lso, a successful preparat ion of the CFRP-concrete 
contact surface prior to strengthening was found to be a main key factor for a 
successful shear strengthening. 
F igure 2.6:  Typical CFRP debonding fai l ure modes for the tested beams 
( Hussein et a l .  20 1 3) 
Mofidi  and Chaal lal (20 1 4) investigated the effect of steel stirrups on 
shear res istance gain i n  RC beams strengthened with external l y  bonded CFRP 
composites. A total of five beams with a T-shaped cross section were constructed 
and tested. Test specimens had a length of 4520 mm.  The T-section had a flange 
width and th ickness of 508 and 1 02 m m, respectively, a total depth of 406 mm 
with and a web width of 1 52 mm.  Test parameters included the spacing of the 
C F RP strips, the existence of stee l st i rrups, the spacing between the steel sti rrups 
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and the u e of CFRP heet ersu FRP trips. The concrete compressi e 
trength wa 27 M Pa. on average. The st i rrup steel ie ld tre was 650 M Pa. 
The hear pan to effecti e depth rat io wa aid = 3. The strengthening regime 
con i ted of CFRP strip and heets appl ied along the shear span. The CFRP strips 
\"ere paced at 87 .5J 25 and 1 75 mm along the test region. The steel st i rrups were 
spaced at s = d/2 and = 3d/4 v here d = 350  mm.  The composite material had a 
ten i le  modulu  of 230 O Pa, an u lt imate tensi le strength of 3450 M Pa and an 
ult imate train of 1 .5%. A l l  specimens fai led in a hear. The non-strengthened 
pecimens fai led b d iagonal tension shear mode of fai lure. Some spec imens 
trengthened with CFRP fai led by e ither local fracture whi le  the majority fai led by 
CFRP debonding preceded by diagonal tension mode of fai lure as shown in 
F igure 2 .7 .  Test results ind icated that the gains due to CFRP in specimens 
strengthened v ith CFRP sheets and strips were in the range of 8 to 48% and 6 to 
85%. respectively. The existence of stee l stirrups resulted in a remarkable 
decrease in the shear strength gain .  However. the presence of CFRP did not 
s ignificant ly  reduce the sti rrups strain.  The authors conc luded that the 
contribution of steel stirrups to shear resistance was not influenced by the add ition 
of CFRP strengthening system . 
F igure 2 .7 :  CFRP delamination fai lure mode (Mofidi and Chaal lal 20 1 4) 
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2.3 Studie on hear  t rengthening using EB-CFRP with end anchorage 
The late t report by the AC I comm ittee 440 (AC I 440.2R-08) emphasized the 
importance of tudying the systems that are des igned to mechanical ly anchor 
external ly bonded FRP compo ites in addition to performing physical test ing 
erifications (Gre l le and Sneed 20 1 3 ) .  The importance of using mechan ical end 
anchorage system appears in the chal lenge to improve the F RP strength at 
po it ion where the development length is not suffic ient which probably leads to 
debonding mode of fai lure CACI 440.2R-08). Research studies perfonned in the 
area of shear strengthening using external ly bonded FRP  sheets with end 
anchorages are summarized hereafter. 
Kha l i fa and ann i  (2000) stud ied the shear behav ior of RC T-beams 
strengthened with CFRP composites with end anchorage. A total of six beams 
"\: ith a T-shaped cross section were constructed and tested . Test spec imens had a 
length of 3050 mm.  The T-section had a flange width and thickness of 3 80 and 
1 00 mm, respecti ve ly, and a total depth of 405 mm with a th ickness of 1 50 mm 
for the \ eb. Test parameters included the amount and d istribution of the CFRP, 
the bonded surface (two sides of U -wraps), fiber d irect ion combination and the 
use of end anchorage. The concrete compressive strength was 35 MPa. The 
reinforc ing stee l had a yie ld ing point of 350  M Pa. The shear span to effect ive 
depth rat io was aid = 3 .  The strengthen ing regime consisted of CFRP strips or 
continuous sheets bonded e ither as V-wrap or two side bonded with 90°_0° fiber 
d irection combination or 90° d i rection and with or without end anchorage. The 
anchorage system was attained by creating a groove along the contact l ine 
between the flange and web fol lowed by insta l l ing a GFRP rod to anchor the 
attached CFRP sheet/strip as shown in F igure 2 .8 .  The C F RP sheets (fiber on ly) 
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had and an ela ti modulus and u lt imate ten i le trength of 228 GPa and 3790 
Pa. respecti el . The control specimen fai led in shear compres ion, whi le the 
other pec imens fai led in CFRP debonding except for the specimen strengthened 
\\ ith cont inuous -wraps with end anchor which fai led in flexure mode of fa i lure. 
Te t re u lts ind icated that an increase in shear trength of 35% for strip bonded to 
two ides to 1 45% for continuous U-wrapped spec imen with end anchorage was 
a h ie ed among the te ted spec imens. It was conc luded that performance of 
external] bonded CFRP can be enhanced if  a su itable anchoring is  proposed, as 
wel l  a u ing of U-wrap CFRP sheets leads to h igher shear contribut ion compared 
to side bond ing. 
F igure 2 . 8 :  Detai ls of the U-Anchor at the comer of flange-web 
(Khal ifa et a J .  2000) 
Tanarslan and Ertutar (2008) stud ied the effect of using CFRP strips to 
improve the shear capac ity of RC beams. A total of seven beams with a T-shaped 
cross section were constructed and tested . The T -section had a flange width and 
thickness of 360 and 75 mm.  respectively. and a total depth of 3 60 mm with a 
th ickness of 1 20 mm for the web. Test parameters included arrangement of CFRP 
strips and the anchorage system . The concrete compressive strength was 3 0  MPa. 
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The reinforc ing teel st irrup J ie ld trength \\ as 275 M Pa. The shear pan to 
effecti e depth rat io wa a;d = 4.7 .  The trengthen ing regime consisted of L-
shaped. U-jacketed, ide-bonded and U-jacket CFRP strips extended along the 
bottom surface of flange. The CFRP had an e last ic modu lus and an ult imate 
tensi le trength of 23 1 G Pa and 4 1 00 MPa, respectively. The specimens fai led due 
to detachment of CFRP str ips. rupture of CFRP str ips or concrete cover separation 
o er the longitudinal reinforcement. The anchorage systems consisted of steel 
plates or angles, v hich were anchored to CFRP str ips and concrete surface by 
steel bolt in  both lateral and bottom surface of the flange as shown in F igure 2.9 .  
Test resu lt ind icated that the used strengthen ing schemes have increased the 
ul t imate load carrying capac ity by 5 1  % to 1 27%. The use of V-jacket CFRP strips 
extended along the bottom surface of the flange with end anchorage was found to 
have the h ighest effic iency.  I t  was also conc luded that the use of bottom 
anchorage (c lose to bottom corners of the web) prevented premature debonding, 
whi le  the top anchorage prevented pee l i ng of the CFRP strips from concrete. The 
use of side bonded or V -jacketing without anchorage caused col lapse with britt le 
shear mode of fai lure due to detachment of the CFRP strips. 
steel bolt 010 
CFAP J 
DimensIOns In mm 
F igure 2 .9 :  Anchorage deta i l s  of strengthening specimen beams 
(Tanars lan and Ertutar 2008) 
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Hoult and Lee (2009) exam ined the effecti ene s of CFRP strap 
configurations for the hear strengthening of RC beams. A total of seven 
spec imen with a T-shaped cros sect ion were constructed and tested . The T­
section had a flange " idth and thickness of 250 and 1 05 mm, respective ly, and a 
total depth of 280 mm with a thickness of 1 05 mm for the web. Test parameters 
included the penetrat ion depth of CFRP straps into the compression flange, CFRP 
strap spac ing. concrete strength. presence of holes in the compression flange and 
load ing pads s ize. The concrete compress ive strengths were in range of 1 9 . 8  to 50 
MPa. The re inforc ing steel yie ld strength was 578 MFa.  The shear span to depth 
rat io was alh = 2 .7 .  The strengthen ing regime consisted of ten loops of CFRP 
straps inserted i nto holes through the beam's  flange with various angels at where 
these holes where left open with meta l l ic support inserts fi l led with grouted 
concrete as shown in F igure 2 . 1 0 . The CFRP straps were spaced either at 200 or 
250 mm.  The CFRP straps were prestressed to 25% of the u l t imate strap capac ity. 
The CFRP straps were supported on metal pads that were placed on the top and 
bottom of the beam. The end anchorage system consisted of dri l l ed holes through 
the beams flanges then fixed at beam's  top and bottom as shown in F igure 2 . 1 1 .  
Typical ly, the specimens fai led in shear mode of fai lure, knowing that none of the 
CFRP straps fai led during test ing.  The CFRP straps consisted of ten loops with an 
u l t imate stress and rupture strain of 1 544 M Pa and 0 .0 1 27, respect ively. The 
majority of the spec imens fai l ed in shear, whi le the specimen with grouted holes 
inc l ined at 30° and the spec imen that was retrofitted with CFRP straps i nsta l led 
using support pads on top and bottom of the beam fai led i n  flexure. Test results 
indicated that the used anchorage enhanced the u lt imate shear capacity by 3 .6-
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67.8%. It wa al 0 concluded that CFRP traps impro ed the beam sti ffne s in the 










Figure 2 . 1 0 : trap configurat ions for test spec imens 
( Hoult and Lees 2009) 
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(b) Side View 
Figure 2 . 1 1 : CFRP strap layout and beam cross-section 
( Hou lt and Lees 2009) 
Gam ino et al. (2009) stud ied the appl ication of CFRP in shear 
strengthening of RC beams. A total of five RC beams with a T-shaped cross 
section were constructed and tested . Test specimens had a length of 1 500 mm.  
The T -section had a flange width and thickness of 400 and 80 mm_ respectively 
and a total depth of 300 mm with a web width of 80 mm. Test parameters 
inc luded the CFRP strips spacing ( 1 50 or 1 75 mm) and the use of anchorage 
system. 0 information was provided regard ing the anchorage mechanism.  The 
concrete compressive strength was 60 M Pa on average. The stirrups were of 5 mm 
spaced at 290 mm with a stee l y ie ld strength was 530 M Pa. Various types of 
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fRP material \'v ith d ifferent spacing ere used in strengthen ing of the 
pec imens. The trengthen ing regime con i ted of CfRP strips with and without 
anchorage. The control specimens fai led in shear rupture wh i l e  the anchored and 
non-anchored CfRP strip fai l ed in fiber rupture and CfRP detachment. 
re pect i e ly .  Test resu lts ind icated that the use of end anchorage system enhanced 
the du t i l ity and increased the load capac ity by 1 3  to 52%. The CfRP strips 
spaced at 1 50 mm had better contribution to shear resistance compared to the 
CfRP strips spaced at 1 75 mm.  
Ortega et  a 1 .  (2009) examined the shear strengthening of concrete g irders 
us ing external ly bonded CfRP sheets with end anchorage. A total of e ight 
specimens d iv ided as four  I -section prestressed concrete ( PC) girders and four T­
section reinforced concrete ( RC) beams were constructed and tested. The PC and 
RC specimens had a 9 .5  mm steel sti rrups spaced at 457 and 305 mm, 
respect ively.  The strengthening regime consisted of CfRP sheets appl ied at 90° 
v ith respect to the longitudinal d i rection of the beam/girder. The anchorage 
system used in the PC specimens consisted of cont inuous pu ltroded CFRP plates 
bonded to the CFRP sheets and anchored firm l y  in p lace with concrete wedge 
anchors embedded 5 1  mm through the web (CtviA) or w ith bond ing d iscontinuous 
pultroded CFRP p lates anchored fi rm ly  in p lace with steel bolts through the entire 
web (DMA) as shown in  F igure 2 . 1 2 . The anchorage system used in the RC 
specimens consisted of a s imi lar system to DtviA but anchor bolts were used 
instead of thru-bolts in addition to forming a three layer connection at the end of 
the CfRP sheets (modified anchor bolt system) .  The fai lure mode was genera l ly  
debond ing of the CfRP sheets that started at  the bottom of the anchorage system 
and progressively increased unt i l  fai l ure . No fai lure in the anchorage bolts was 
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ob erved. Te t re ult  ind icated that for PC girders. the use of thru-bolt system 
provided better performance and ',; a more practical compared to anchor bolts. 
This is because the embedment length of the anchor bolts was insufficient to 
pre ent the ear ly delam inat ion of the trengthening s stem. I t  was also conc luded 
that the use of di continuou indiv idual CFRP anchor plates was better than the 
use of  cont inuou anchor plate near the top flange that featured a buckl ing mode 
of fai lure .  The CFRP shear strengthen ing with continuous anchorage in the PC 
specimen enhanced the shear capacity by 1 5%, wh i le shear strengthen ing w ith 
d i scont inuous anchorage enhanced the shear capac ity by 27%. The use of the 
modified anchor bolt system enhanced the shear capacity by 24% compared to 
1 9% enhancement in hear capacity using d iscontinuous anchorage with anchor 
bolts in  the RC spec imens. 
CMA anchorage DMA anchorage Modi fied anchor bolt system 
F igure 2 . 1 2 : Anchorage systems used in PC and RC specimens 
(Ortega et al .  2009) 
Belarabi et al .  (20 1 0) stud ied the behav ior of fu l l  scale RC-beams 
strengthened in shear with external ly bonded FRP sheets. A total of four beams 
with a T-shaped cross section were constructed and tested. Test spec imens had 
length of 1 0668 mm.  The T-section had a flange width and thickness of 1 066.8 
and 1 77 .8  mm, respect ively, and a total depth of 939.8 mm with a web width of 
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457.2 mm.  Te t parameter included the strengthening scheme, the anchorage 
t}pe. and the hear re inforcement. The concrete compre i e trength was 27.6 
M Pa. The t irrup teel ie ld stre s was 276 M Pa. The shear span to effective 
depth rat io \ a approximately aid = 3 . 3 .  The end anchorage types were addition 
of horizontal CFRP heet just belO\ the flange or instal lat ion of sand .. ich panels 
mechanica l ly anchored with steel bolt as shown in F igure 2 . 1 3 . Detai ls of the 
mechan ical anchorage are shown in F igure 2 . 1 4 . The strengthen ing regime 
consi ted of U-wrapped CFRP sheets . The CFRP sheets had a tensi le modu lus of 
228 G Pa a tens i le  strength of 3792 M Pa. and u lt imate strain of 1 . 7%. The control 
specimen fai led hen the d iagonal cracks reached the flange. The spec imens 
strengthened with C F RP and mechan ical anchorage fai led due to CFRP 
debonding, although delayed due to the existence of the end anchorage. Test 
results ind icated that the strengthened spec imens reached an increase in shear 
strength in the range of 23 to 26%. The use of mechanical end anchorage 
expressed 7 to 48% increase in the shear strength compared to beams without end 
anchorage. Also. the CFRP shear strengthening was more effic ient in specimens 
w ith lower amount of st i rrups. I t  was also concluded that the sandwich panel 
mechan ical anchorage was more efficient than providing additional horizontal 
CFRP str ip as end anchorage. 
EB-CFRP sheet with additional 
Horizontal CFRP sheet 
E B-CFRP sheet with mechanical 
anchorage 
F igure 2 . 1 3 : Configurations of various anchorage systems (Belarabi et al. 20 1 0) 
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Figure 2 . 1 4 : Deta i l s  of mechanical anchorage system ( Belarabi et al .  20 1 0) 
Deifal lah and Ghobarah (20 1 0) studied strengthening of RC beams 
ubjected to combined shear and torsion using CFRP fabrics. A total of six half­
scale beams w ith a T-shaped cross section were constructed and tested. The T­
section had a flange w idth and th ickness of 450 and 1 00 mm, respect ively, and a 
total depth of 350  mm \ ith a thickness of 1 50 mm for the web. Test parameters 
i nc l uded the torque to shear ratio and the anchorage scheme. The concrete 
compressive strength was 25 .6  M Pa. The sti rrups were 1 0  mm in  d iameter, spaced 
at 1 70 mm,  and bad a yie ld stress of 496 M Pa. The torque to shear ratios were 0 . 5  
and 0 . 1 m .  The  strengthening regime consisted of b id i rect ional ±45 CFRP sheets 
that were used in d ifferent schemes namely; anchored U-jacket, extended U­
jacket, fu l ly wrapped section and combined fu J I  wrapping and extended U-jacket 
as shown in F igure 2 . 1 5 . The CFRP had an elastic modu lus, u lt imate tens i le  
strength and u l t imate elongation of 63 .3  GPa, 609 M Pa and 0 .96%, respect ively. 
The strengthened specimen with V-jacket ing and extended V-jacketing fai led by 
debonding of CFRP and torsional fai lure of concrete, while the strengthened 
specimens w ith fu J I  wrapping and the combined ful l  wrapping with extended U ­
jacket ing fai led b y  debonding o f  CFRP.  Test results indicated that the fu l ly 
wrapped section anchorage system had the h ighest enhancement of 7 1  % in the 
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tor ional re i tance fol lowed by the combined ful l  wrapping and e tended 
jacket ing, then e tended -jacketing and final ! the U-jacketing with 
impro ements of 64%,63% and 45%, correspond ingly. It was also concluded that 
the use of end anchorage system that consisted of steel angle with anchor bolts 
can delay the earl )  anchorage fai l ure. The decrease in the torque to hear rat io 
1r 
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F igure 2 . 1 5 : Implemented strengthening schemes ( Deifa l la  and Ghobarah 20 1 0) 
delayed the concrete cracking.  
K im et a l .  (20 1 1 )  investigated the shear strengthen ing of RC beams using 
CFRP l am inates and spike anchors. S ix  tests were performed on T-shaped cross 
section beams. The T -section had a flange width of 7 1 1 mm, a total depth of 6 1 0  
mm,  and a web width of 356  mm.  Test parameters incl uded the anchorage system. 
the number of C F RP layers. and the bonding/unbonding of the CFRP lam inates to 
concrete . The concrete compressive stress was 27 M Pa. The st i rrups steel yie ld 
stress was 476 M Pa. The shear span to effect ive depth rat io was aid = 3.  The 
strengthen ing regime consisted of various schemes. A control specimen was 
tested w ithout strengthening. One specimen was loaded unti l yie lding in sti rrups, 
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unloaded, repaired with anchored eFRP lam inate /strips of one la er. and then 
rete ted to fai l ure. nother pec imen had no bond ing between one layer of eFRP 
and concrete and anchored with eFRP spike anchors. Another spec imen was 
trengthened "" ith anchored eFRP strip of two layers . The last spec imen wa 
trengthened with eFRP laminates without anchors. F igure 2 . 1 6  shows an 
i ometric iew for the anchorage detai ls .  The eFRP composite had u lt imate stress 
of 1 062 M Pa and u lt imate strain of 0 .0 1 .  The spec imens repaired with one layer of 
anchored eFRP tr ips and the unbonded anchored specimen fai led by rupture of 
the eFRP trip , wh i le the specimen with two layers of anchored eFRP strips and 
the un-anchored bonded specimen fai led by rupture of the eFRP anchor spikes 
and detachment of eFRP strips, respectively. 
t � R P \ (I f IR 
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Figure 2 . 1 6 :  I sometric view-Deta i l s  of  eFRP 
anchors ( K im et  a l .  20 1 1 )  
Test resu lts ind icated that a l l  specimens repaired or strengthened with 
anchored eFRP strips showed a close enhancement of 45% regard les the 
bonding condition and number of eFRP layers. The specimen strengthened with 
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unanchored CFRP trip sho\>\ ed only 4% enhancement in shear re i tance. In  the 
pre ence of pike anchor , the init ial  damage tate had no effect of on the 
performance of the repai red spec imen. The CFRP anchor spikes prevented the 
pre-mature delam inat ion of the CFRP lam inates and accordingly increased the 
hear strength gain.  It was al 0 concluded that the contribution of the CFRP to the 
hear res i  tance wa independent on the amount of the CFRP material used. 
Mofid i  et al. (20 1 2) investigated the performance of d ifferent end­
anchorage s stems for RC beams strengthened in shear with EB-CFRP system .  A 
total of five pec imens with a T-shaped cross section were constructed and tested . 
Test specimen had a length of 4520 mm.  The T-section had a flange w idth and 
thickness of 508 and 1 02 mm, respect ively. and a total depth of 406 mm with a 
thickness of 1 52 mm for the web. The main objective of the study was to evaluate 
the effect iveness of four d i fferent end-anchorage systems for RC beams 
strengthened using EB-CFRP. The concrete compressive strength was 3 3 . 7  M Pa . 
. The reinforc ing steel yie ld strength was 650 M Pa. The shear span to effective 
depth ratio aid = 3 .  The strengthening regime consisted of CFRP U -jacket with a 
surface bonded flat CFRP lam inate end anchorage (SBFA) CFRP U -jacket with 
an embedded flat CFRP laminate as end anchorage (EFLA), CFRP U-jackets w ith 
a mechan ical anchorage consisted of a double aluminum plate fixed to concrete 
with a threaded stain less steel threaded rods inserted in pre-dri l led horizontal 
holes through the web ( DAMA), and CFRP U-jackets with an embedded rounded 
CFRP bar as end anchorage ( ERBA) as shown in F igure 2 . l 7 . The dry fiber sheet 
and the composite CFRP lam inate, respect ively had elastic modu l i ,  u lt imate 
strengths and rupture strains of 23 1 , 1 65 G Pa, 3650, 3 1 00 M Pa, and 1 .4. 1 .69 %. 
respectively.  The use of EB-CFRP system with SBF A or ERBA end anchorage 
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ystem resu lted in up to 4 1  % increa e in hear resistance. The mo t effic ient end 
anchorage system were EFLA and DAMA which resu lted in strength gains of 48 
and 43%. correspondingly.  It a also conc luded that all specimens fai led in shear 
mode of fai l ure e cept specimen strengthened with CFRP integrated with EFLA 
and DAMA end anchorage system which fai led in flexure. 
SBF  A anchorage system DAMA anchorage system 
E RB A  anchorage system E F LA anchorage system 
F igure 2 . 1 7 : Various end anchorage systems (Mofidi et a l .  20 1 2) 
Koutas and Triantafi l lou (20 1 2) examined the effectiveness of using FRP 
spike anchors to improve the shear resistance of RC beams strengthened in shear 
with C F RP composites. A total of s ix beams with a T-shaped cross section were 
constructed and tested. Test specimens had an effective span of 1 750 mm.  The T­
section had a flange width and thickness of 300 and 80 mm, respective ly, and a 
total depth of 300 mm with a thickness of 1 40 mm for the web. Test parameters 
inc luded the orientation of the anchors spacing/number of anchors in the shear 
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pan, and the role of gla s fiber against carbon in the anchors. The concrete 
compres i e trength was 22.6 MFa. The shear span to depth ratio was aIh = 2 .  
The trengthening regime consisted of C FRP composite sheets wrapped around 
the hear-crit ical pan of the pec imen ' s  web. The anchorage system consisted of 
carbon or glass fiber spike anchors placed at each side of the span. The anchors 
were horizontal !  embedded through the spec imen ' s  web o r  incl ined at an angle 
of 25° inside the flange as shown in F igure 2 . 1 8 . Diagonal cracking, debonding of 
C F RP heets. anchor pul l -out and anchor rupture were the main modes of fai lure 
exh ib ited by the te ted spec imens. The carbon and glass composites had tensi le 
modu l i  of 230 and 72 .4 GPa. and tensi le strengths of 3790 and 3240 MFa, 
respect ively.  Test resu lts ind icated that the use of external ly bonded system 
integrated w ith spike end anchors i ncreased the shear resistance by 50% to 1 1 6%. 
The specimen with no anchors experienced an increase of 39% in shear resistance. 
Tt was also conc luded that anchors of a l ike geometrical features showed sim i lar 
effectiveness a lthough they were d i fferent in their types . A lso, increasing the 
number of anchors in the shear span resulted in non-proportional increase in the 
shear resistance as the anchors not above the shear cracks were not act ive. Also 
anchors w ith same embedment lengths displayed s imi lar effectiveness, despite the 
variation in the type of fibers. 
Figure 2 . 1 8 : Strengthening con figurations for the tested beams 
( Kuotas and Triantafi l lou 20 1 2) 
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EI- aaddawy and Chekfeh (20 1 2) tudied the effectiveness of us ing EB-
tem " ith mechanical end anchorage to repair  severe I damaged RC 
beam . A total of 1 4  te t were conducted on spec imens ith a T-shaped cross 
ection. Te t spec imen had a length of 3200 mm.  The T-section had a flange 
width and thickne of 300 and 50 mm, re pectively, and a total depth of 240 mm 
\ ith a thicknes of 1 20 mm for the web. The beams were pre-fai led in shear prior 
to trengthening. Test parameters inc luded the number of E B-CFRP layers and 
type of end anchorage. The concrete compressive strength was 20±0.4 MPa. The 
t i rrups steel yie ld trength \ as 344 M Pa. The shear span to effective depth ratio 
\ as a d  = 3. The strengthening regime consisted of U -shaped CFRP sheets 
\ itbout end anchorage and U -shaped CFRP sheets with mechanical end 
anchorage using sandwich composite panel (SCP) with either two short 
galvan ized stee l powder actuated fasteners ( PAFs) or a galvan ized steel threaded 
anchor bolt (TB) inserted through the entire web widtb as shown in F igure 2 . 1 9  
F igure 2 . 1 9 : E B-CF RP retrofitt ing regime with mechanical end anchorage 
(E I-Maaddawy and Chekfeh 20 1 2) 
. The cured CFRP composites laminate (fibers and resin) had a tensi le 
modu lus of 65.4 G Pa, a tensi le strength of 894 M Pa, and u lt imate e longat ion of 
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1 .3 3%. Te t re ult  indicated that the u e of proper end anchorage � ith EB-CFRP 
heet can ful ly re tore and may al 0 upgrade the original shear capacity of the 
beam. pecimen s1r ngthened with CFRP anchored w ith SCP+PAF and CP+ TB 
were able to restore the original shear capac it and upgraded it by 1 6- 1 7% and 30-
4 �%. re pect ivel . I t  wa also conc luded that the use of PAF delayed debonding 
of the EB-CFRP heet whi le the use of TB prevented CFRP debonding and 
al lowed the beam to develop its fu l l  shear capac ity. 
Pan igrah i et al. (20 1 4) conducted a study on strengthen ing of shear 
defic ient RC beams using external ly  bonded GFRP sheets. The effect iveness of 
using mechan ical end anchorage was examined .  A total of 1 2  beams with a T­
shaped cross section were constructed and tested . Test specimens had a length of 
1 300 mm. The T-section had a flange width and thickness of 350 and 50 mm, 
respecti e ly, and a total depth of 1 75 mm with a web width of 1 50 mm. Test 
parameters inc luded the amount of GFRP. the G F RP orientat ion, bonded surface 
(two lateral sides or U-wrap), fiber d i rection and number of layers . The concrete 
compress ive strength was 23 .7  M Pa on average. The steel sti rrups were 8 mm in 
d iameter and had yield strength of 523 M Pa. The shear span to effect ive *depth 
ratio was aid = 2 . 38 .  The strengthen ing regime consisted of G F RP strips or 
cont inuous GFRP sheets as shown in F igure 2 .20.  The GFRP sheets/ strips were 
bonded to the surface e ither in two lateral sides or as U-wraps. The GFRP 
continuous sheets were e ither anchored or not. The fiber d i rection of the GFRP 
strips were e ither 0° or  45° ( Inc l ined. X-shape, and vertical ) .  The end anchorage 
consisted of steel p lates anchored by bolts inserted through pre--dri l led holes in 
the beams'  web. The GFRP composite (two and four layers) had a tensi le 
modulus  of 6 .8  and 7 .8  G Pa, respect ively with u lt imate stress of laminates of 
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1 72 .8  and 209. 1 MPa. correspondingly. The pec imen trengthened with 
wrapped GFRP heet \ ith end anchorage fai led by rupture of the GFRP sheets 
v. hi Ie the pecimen strengthened with U-\ rapped GFRP sheets without end 
anchorage fa i led in detachment of the GFRP heet . 
Inc l ined X-shape 
Incl ined GFRP trip (45°) GFR? strips (45°) 
Vertical GFR? strips Continuous side bonded 
OFR? sheet 
Continuous V-wrap GFR? 
sheet with anchorage 
Continuous U-wrap GFR? 
sheet 
F igure 2 .20 :  External ly bonded GFRP sheets/strips configurations 
( Panigrahi et a l .  20 1 4) 
Test results ind icated that the GFRP strips bonded w ith X-shape had the 
best performance among the other GFRP str ip configurations and reached an 
u l t imate gain in load carrying capac ity of 4 1  % compared to the control specimen, 
.. h i le the specimen strengthened with U-wrapped G F RP sheets with end 
anchorage reached an u l t imate gain in load carrying capacity of 65% compared to 
the control specimen. The spec imen strengthened with continuous U-wrapped 
GFRP sheets without anchorage reached an u lt imate gain in load carrying 
capacity of 42%. I t  was a lso conc luded that the use of anchorage system 
prevented the debonding of the GFRP sheet which resulted in better uti l ization of 
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the GFRP materia l .  Iso, a proportional increase in shear capacity with increasing 
the amount of GFRP could not be ach ieved because detachment of GFRP was not 
prevented . 
2.4 Stud ies on shear strengthen ing using ETD-FRP system 
The use of composite bars embedded through section depth is considered as a 
qu ite recent method in shear strengthening of RC beams. Few researchers have 
in estigated the v iabi l ity of using this technique to improve the shear response of 
RC beams. 
Chaal lal et al . (20 1 2) studied the shear performance of RC beams 
strengthened w ith embedded through section (ETS) F RP rods. A total of six fu l l ­
scale beams with a T-shaped cross section were constructed and tested. Test 
specimens had a length of 4520 mm.  The T-section had a flange width and 
thickness of 508 and 406 m m, respectively and a total depth of 406 mm w ith a 
web width of 1 52 m m .  Test parameters inc luded the presence of st i rrups and 
sti rrups spacing.  The concrete compressive strength was either 25 or 35 MPa. The 
sti rrups were 6 mm in d iameter. and spaced at s = d/2 or s = 3d/4, where d = 350  
mm.  The st i rrups steel y ie ld  strength was 650 M Pa. The shear span to  effective 
depth ratio was aid = 3. The strengthen ing regime consisted of CFRP rods 
em bedded vert ical ly i n  pre-dr i l led holes through the beam's  section as shown in 
F igure 2 .2 1 .  The composites had a tensi le modulus of 1 40 G Pa, an u lt imate stress 
of 1 855  M Pa, and u lt imate elongation of 1 .33%. The specimen strengthened with 
ETS system w ith no sti rrups in the shear span expressed diagonal shear cracking 
and fai led by shear d iagonal compression fai lure, but the existence of the st irrups 
in the shear span resulted in a flexure mode of fai lure for the strengthened 
specimens. Test resu lts indicated that the ETS-CFRP rods increased the shear 
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re i tance by 1 3% for the spec imen ,-\ ith st i rrups paced at s = d/2. 45% for the 
pecimen ,\ ith t irrup spaced at s = 3d/4, and 1 22% for the pecimen ith no 
t i rrup . Thi indicated that decreasing the spacing of the transverse steel reduced 
the shear trength gain attributable to the ET -CFRP.  Also. the use of ETS 
trengthening technique 'v\ a very effic ient in developing CFRP tens i le  strength 
potential prior to the occurrence of the final fai lure. The authors recommended 
further research related to the ETS method to investigate other important features 
such a the CFRP spac ing, cross sectional area, and d i fferent types of FRP 
composite rod . 
. .  . '  ' .
. 
; " W'" . .  
Figure 2 .2 1 :  Strengthened spec imens with ETS-CFRP rods 
(Chaal lal et a l .  20 1 2) 
Mofidi et a l .  (20 1 2) studied strengthening of RC beams in shear using 
C F RP bars embedded through the beam section ( ETS).  A total of n ine tests were 
performed on T-shaped RC beams. Test specimens had a length of 4520 mm.  The 
T -section had a flange width and thickness of 508 and 406 mm, respectively and a 
total depth of 406 mm with a thickness of 1 52 mm for the web. Test parameters 
included the effect of surface coat ing on the CFRP bars, the effect of presence of 
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t i rrup on the CFRP hear contribution, pacing ben., een CFRP bar and the 
d iameter of the C FRP bars. The concrete compre e strength wa in the range of 
25 to 29.6 M Pa. The hear span to effect ive depth ratio was aid = 3. The 
trengthening regime con isted of CFRP rod that were e ither and coated or plain 
surfaced, v.  ith d ifferent pac ing ( :f = 1 30 mm and s:f = 260 mm) and diameters 
(9 . �  and 1 2 .7 mm) .  The sand coated and plain-surfaced CFRP rods had a tens i le  
modulus of 1 48 and 1 5 5 GPa, tensi le strengths of 1 885 and 2800 M Pa. and 
u l t imate e longations of 1 .27 and 1 .8%, respectively. The fai lure of some 
pecimens occurred by diagonal tension after yie lding of the longitudinal steel 
reinforcement as shown in F igure 2 .22. Other specimens experienced flexure 
mode of fai lure .  Test resu lts indicated that the ETS-FRP method was very 
effect ive in enhancing the shear capac ity of RC beams to about 35% in the 
presence of a l im ited amount of st i rrups. It was a lso concluded that increasing the 
d iameter of the ETS-CFP rods or decreasing the spac ing between them improved 
the contribution of CFRP to shear resistance. A lso. rough-surfaced CFRP bars 
ach ieved better C F RP-concrete bond behav ior compared to that plain surface 
ach ieved by CFRP bars. 
F igure 2.22 :  Diagonal tension shear mode of fai lure for the strengthened 
specimen (Mofid i  et a l .  20 1 2) 
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2.5  Re earcb Objective 
2.5. 1 Resea rcb need 
The a ai Jable l iterature related to the behavior of concrete beams strengthened in 
shear u ing externall -bonded (EB)  composite laminates and embedded through 
sect ion depth (ETD) composite rods has been reviewed in this chapter. A 
ign ificant amount of studies has been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of 
u ing EB composite to improve the shear response of RC beams. These studies 
have provided i nterest ing find ings and conc lusions, part icularly with regard to 
fai l ure mode and effect of varying amounts of internal sti rrups and external EB 
composite reinforcement on shear response. The premature debonding of E B  
composites l im ited the shear strength gain. I n  recent years, more attention has 
been given to develop mechanical end anchorage ( MA) systems to delay or 
prevent the debonding mode of fai lure, and hence improve the shear strength gain .  
The v iabi l ity of us ing E T D  composite rods a s  alternative i nnovative strengthen ing 
sol ution has received l itt le attention i n  the l i terature .  Only two studies were found 
i n  the l iterature on shear strengthening of RC beams with ETD-C F RP rods. The 
use of  GFRP rebars in the ETD system was not i nvest igated . The contribution of 
the ETD-GFRP rebars to shear resistance is  sti l l  in question. The majority of 
previous researchs have focused on the use of composite-based systems for shear 
strengthening of undamaged RC beams. Practical appl ications wou ld involve 
strengthening and retrofitt i ng of already cracked or damaged beams. More 
research is needed to ident ify the interaction between the strengthen ing system, 
shear damage state prior to retrofitt ing, amount of internal sti rrups, and presence 
of mechanical end anchorage. 
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2 .5.2 Scope of the cu rrent tud 
In  thi the i , two d ifferent compo ite ba ed y terns namely; EB-CFRP and ETD­
G FRP. ha e been te ted to in est igate the ir  performance when used in hear 
trengthening of pre-cracked or pre-fai led RC beams. The part icular objectives of 
thi stud are to: 
• Exam ine the effectivene s of using two d ifferent composite-based systems 
to upgrade the hear capacity of shear-defic ient RC T -beams. 
• love t igate the effect of presence of shear cracks or fai l ure prior to 
retrofitt ing on the v iabi l ity of the strengthening sol ution. 
• Investigate the impact of varying the amount of internal st i rrups and 
presence of mechanical end anchorage on shear behavior of RC beams 
retrofitted with composites. 
• Exam ine the accuracy and val id ity of avai lable analytical models, 
i nternat ional guidel ines and standards to predict the contribution of 
composites to shear resistance of RC T -beams pre-damaged in shear. 
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CHAPTER 3 :  EXPERIMENTAL P ROGRAM 
3. 1 I n troduction 
The e perimental program of the current work consisted of 24 tests conducted on 
1 2  T-shaped RC beams. The test spec imens were d iv ided into three groups, [AJ, 
[B ] .  and [C] ba ed on the amount of the internal steel stirrups. The groups were 
further d i  ided into subgroups based on the init ia l  shear damage state prior to 
retrofitting and/or te t ing as shown in  Table 3 . 1 .  
Table 3 . 1 :  Te t matrix of the experimental program 
Group I Stirrups spacing Damage srate prior Retrofitting system Specimen 
to retrofitting Designation a 
No retro fitting N D- S-N R 
EB-CFRP ND-NS-EB 
[A] o stirrups N o  damage 
EB-CFRP & MA ND-NS-EB+MA 
ETD-GFRP ND-NS-ETD 
No retrofitting D-S I -N R  
EB-CFRP ND-S l -EB 
No damage 
EB-CFRP & MA N D-S l -EB+MA 
ETD-GFRP N D-S l - ETD 
N o  retrofitting D l - S I -N R  
S I  D l  EB-CFRP D l -S l -EB 
[8] (s = 1 20 mm) (Pre-cracked) EB-CFRP & MA D J - S J -EB+MA 
ETD-GFRP D l - S I -ETD 
o retrofitting D2- S I -N R  
D2 EB-CFRP D2- S I - EB 
(Pre- failed) EB-CFRP & MA D2- S I -EB+MA 
ETD-GFRP D2�1 -ETD 
N o  retrofitting JiD-S2-NR 
EB-CFRP JiD-S2-EB 
N o  damage 
EB-CFRP & MA ND-S2-EB+MA 
S2 ETD-GFRP ND-S2-ETD 
[C) (s = 75 mm) N o  retrofitting D2-S2-N R 
D2 EB-CFRP D2- S2-EB 
(Pre-failed) EB-CFRP & MA D2-S2-EB+MA 
ETD-GFRP D2- S2-ETD 
"NO = No Damage, NS = 0 Stirrups, D l  = Shear Damage state D I  (three cycles of 10adlOg to first shear 
cracking then unloading), D2 = Shear Damage state D2 (one cycle of loading up to peak load-unloading). S J 
= Spacing of 1 20 mm between the stirrups. S2 = Spacing of 75 mm between the stirrups. NR = No 
Retrofitting. ETD = Embedded Through Depth system using GFRP rebars. EB = Externally Bonded system 
using CFRP. MA = Mechanical Anchorage 
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Two d ifferent composite-ba ed retrofitt ing systems were exam ined in the study 
namely: external ly  bonded carbon fiber re inforced pol mer (EB-CFRP) composite 
laminates and embedded through depth glas fiber re inforced polymer (ETD­
GFRP) compo ite rebars. ome of the specimens that were retrofitted with the 
EB-CFRP system had mechan ical end anchorage ( MA) in an effort to delay 
andlor pre ent delam ination of the EB-CFRP sheets. The MA system consisted of 
sandwich composite panels mechanical ly-fastened to the ends of the EB laminates 
by means of galvanized steel threaded anchor bolts. Detai ls of the experimental 
v ork, de cr iption of test specimens, material propert ies, fabrication process, 
retrofitt ing regimes, test set-up, instrumentations and procedures are presented in 
th is  chapter. 
3.2 Test Program 
3 .2 . 1  Test M atrix 
The test matrix of the experimental program is  g iven t n  Table 3 . l .  The test 
specimens were d iv ided into three main groups. The deta i l s  of each group are 
summarized below. 
G rou p [A] : This group consi sted of four  specimens. A l l  speclJ11ens had no 
i nternal steel stirrups and were not shear-damaged prior to strengthening andlor 
test ing.  One speci men was not strengthened. The remaining specimens were 
strengthened with the EB-CFRP system without MA, E B-CFRP system integrated 
with MA, and ETD-GFRP system .  
G roup  [ B ] : This group consisted of 1 2  specimens. A l l  specimens had internal 
stee l sti rrups spaced at 1 20 mm on center which corresponded to s = 0.6d, that is 
s l ightly h igher than the maximum l im i t  of Smax = 0.5d spec ified by the ACT 3 1 8M-
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05 (200 - )  to represent a shear-defic ient RC beam with a poor steel deta i l ing. The 
group wa d iv ided into three ubgroups based on the in it ial shear damage state 
prior to retrofitt ing and/or testing. Each subgroup consisted of four specimens. In 
each ubgroup, one specimen was not strengthened and three spec imens were 
strengthened/retrofitted with E B-CFRP, E B-CF RP with MA, and ETD-GFRP 
systems.  Specimens of the first subgroup were not damaged prior to 
trengthening. pec imens of the second and third subgroups were subjected to 
in i t ia l  hear damages of D I and D2 respectively prior to retrofitt ing/testi ng .  For 
the shear damage state D 1 .  the spec imen was pre-subjected to three cycles of 
loading-unload ing to induce shear cracks. I n  each cycle, the spec imen was loaded 
up to in i tiation of shear cracks which took place at about 75 to 80 kN then 
un loaded. For the shear damage state D2. the specimen was loaded up to its peak 
load then un loaded . The peak load was considered when a sudden drop in the load 
took place. The specimens with the damage states D l  and D2 wi l l  be ca l led pre­
cracked and pre-fai led specimens, respectively. 
G roup [ C ] :  This group consisted of e ight specimens with i nternal  steel stirrups 
spaced at 75 mm on center which corresponded to s = 0.3 75d. The spacing 
between sti rrups adopted in spec imens of this group does not exceed the 
maximum l im it of Smax = 0. 5d specified by the ACI  3 1 8M-OS (2005), in an effort 
to represent a case that cou ld be encountered in practical appl ications. The 
specimens were d iv ided into two subgroups four specimens each.  The spec imens 
of the first subgroup were not damaged prior to strengthen ing/testing. The 
specimens of the second subgroup were pre-fa i led prior to retrofitting and/or 
test ing ( i .e .  pre-subjected to one cyc le of load ing up to peak load then un loaded) .  
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im i jar to other group . the trengthen ing/retrofitt ing systems included E8-CFRP 
vv ithout M , E8-C FRP v ith MA, and ETD-GFRP. 
3.3 Test specimens 
The loading regime adopted in the current study a l lowed two specimens to be 
tested on each beam . The right shear span (first test specimen) was first tested 
keeping the left end zone overhang and unstressed as shown in F igure 3 . 1 .  The 
left shear span ( econd test spec imen) was then tested keeping the right end zone; 
a lready tested prev iously, overhang and as shown in F igure 3 .2 .  Detai ls  of 
reinforcement for beams of groups [AJ, [8] and [C] are shown in F igures 3 .3 ,  3 .4 
and 3 . 5 ,  respect ivel . Each beam was 4000 mm long, w ith a T-shaped cross 
section to better resemble field conditions. The beam cross section had a web 
width of bll' = l 25 mm,  flange width of bf = 250 mm, total depth of h = 250 mm, 
and effective depth of d = 200 mm.  The specimens were tested under three point 
bending w ith an effect ive span of 3 000 mm and a short shear span of 600 mm 
rendering a shear span to effective depth ratio of aid = 3. The specimens were 
designed in a way to ensure that a shear fai lure would  dom inate. The tensi le steel 
re inforcement consisted of 4 o. 22 bars (As = 1 520.5 mm2) and the compression 
steel re inforcement consi sted of 4 No. 1 2  bars (A 's = 452.4 mm2) .  The tensi le steel 
re inforc ing bars had a 90° hook at each end to provide suffic ient anchorage. 
Spec imens of group [AJ had no st i rrups in the test region. The i nternal shear 
re inforcement in the test region for other specimens consisted of double-leg 
c losed o. 6 plain stirrups (Av = 56.5 mm2) with a c lear cover of 1 5  mm placed at 
a spacing of s = 1 20 mm for specimens of group [8] ,  and s = 75 mm for 
specimens of group [Cl Doub le-leg c losed st i rrups of 8 mm in d iameter were 
6 1  
prov ided as hear re inforcement at s = 75 mm through the long shear span in the 
beam of all group in order to a oid hear fai l ure outs ide the test region. 
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Figure 3 . 1 :  Test of the right shear span 
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Figure 3 . 3 :  Detai l s  of re inforcement for beams of group [A] 
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Figure 3 . 5 :  Deta i l s  of re inforcement for beams of group [C] 
3.4 Material p roperties 
3.4. 1 Concrete 
The concrete m ix  properties by weight are shown in Table 3 .2 .  An ordinary 
Port land cement of Type I was used in the concrete m ix .  The coarse aggregates 
used in the m ix were of natural crushed stones with medium and large aggregate 
sizes of 1 0  and 20 mm, respect ively. 
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Table 3 .2 :  Concrete mix  properties by weight 
Concrete mix �roperties by weight 
Fine �gregates Coarse aggregates 
Cement Dune Black Water 
sand sand 
Medium Large 
1 0.64 0.64 1 .5 1  1 .5 1  0.53 
Ten cyl inders each having a d iameter of 1 50 mm and a length of 300 mm were 
ampled during concrete cast ing. Five cyl inders were used to determ ine the 
concrete compressive strength as shown in F igure 3 .6(a). The remaining five 
cyl inders were used to determ ine the concrete spl itt ing strength a shown in F igure 
3 .6(b). The compress ive and spl itt ing strength resu l ts are g iven in Table 3 . 3 .  The 
a erage concrete compressive and tens i le  strengths at the t ime of structural testing 
were 30 .4 and 3 . 3  M Pa, respective ly, w ith corresponding standard deviations of 
3 . 5  and 0.26 M Pa, respectively. 
Table 3 . 3 : Compress ive and spl itt ing tests results for the tested cyl inders 
Test 
Compression if' c ), 
MPa 
Splitting if cl ), 
MPa 
Cylinder Cylinder 
# 1  #2 
34.5 33 . 1 
3 .6  2.9 
(a) Compress ive test 
Cylinder Cylinder Cylinder 
Average 
#3 #4 #5 
28.6 30.0 25 .9 30 .4 
3 .4 3 .3  3 . 1 3 .30 
(b) Spl itt ing test 
Standard 
deviation 
3 . 50 
0.26 
F igure 3 . 6 :  Compress ive and spl i tt ing tests for the tested concrete cyl inders 
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3.4.2 Steel rei n forcement 
The tensi le and compres ion tee l reinforcements were 0 .22 and 0. 1 2  
deformed bars. respect i e l  . The sti rrups in the test region were No.6 plain bars. 
Three teel coupons were taken from each bar s ize and tested to fai lure under 
un ia, ia l  ten ion force to determ ine the yielding and u lt imate strengths. Resu lts of 
the tens i l e  te t for the flexural and hear steel reinforcements are summarized in 
Tables 3 .4 and 3 . 5 .  re pect ively. The No.22 and No. 1 2  steel bars had average 
ie ld strengths of 498 and 502 M Pa, respectively, and average u l t imate strengths 
of 593 and 605 M Pa, respect ively. The No.6 steel bars had average yield and 
u lt imate strengths of 3 3 3  and 3 89 M Pa, respectively. The No.8 deformed bars had 
average yie ld and u lt imate strengths of 588  and 694 M Pa, respect ively. 
Table 3 .4 :  Propert ies of the flexural stee l re inforcment 
Nominal Sample o. Nominal area Yield strength Tensi le strength 
bar size (mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) 
(mm) 
Sample # 1  1 \ 3 . 1 0  5 2 1  626 
1 2  Sample #2 1 1 3 . 1 0  494 596 
Sample #3 1 1 3 . 1 0  49 1 594 
Sample # 1  380. 1 0  500 595 
22 SaITlQle #2 380. 1 0  49 1 590 
Sam�e #3 380. 1 0  503 594 
Table 3 . 5 :  Properties of the shear steel reinforcement 
Nominal bar Sample No. Nominal area Yield strength Tensi le strength 
size (mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) 
(mm) 
Sample # 1  28 .30 323 375 
6 Sample #2 28.30 33 1 379 
Sample #3 28 .30 344 4 1 3  
Sample # 1  50.27 597 699 
8 Sample #2 50.27 603 703 
Sam�e #3 50.27 563 680 
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3 .4.3 Fiber reinforced polymer ( FRP) 
In th i s  tud . FRP composite lam inate and GFRP bars ere used in the 
trengthening s tems. The CFRP compo ite laminates consisted of S ikaWrap 
3 00C dr) fiber (flexible fabric) and ikadur 330� resin .  The carbon fiber fabric 
and epoxy re in u ed in the EB-CFRP s stem were manufactured by S ika�. The 
GFRP rod u ed in the ETD-GFRP system had a nominal d iameter of 1 0  mm.  
The were manufactured by Pultron composites® . The GFRP rebars were inserted 
into hole pre-dri l led through the section depth and held in place using the epoxy 
adhe i e i kadur 3 0  LP  manufactured by ika�. Mechan ical properties of the 
materials used in shear strengthening are g iven in Table 3 .6 .  
Table 3 .6 :  Mechan ical properties of materials used in shear strengthen ing 
(data obtained from manufacturer). 
Strengthening Material Tensile modulus Tensile strength Ultimate e longation 
system (GPa) ( MPa) (%) 
Carbon fiber dry 
fubric a 230 3450 1 .5 




- 30 1 . 5 
GFRP rebars 
Pultron composites® 
54 900 1 . 7 
ETD-GFRP 
system Epoxy adhesive 
4.5 25  I 
S ikadur 30 Lp® 
a Thickness of a t) pical one ply of the carbon fiber fabric is 0. 1 7  mm. 
3.5 Fabrication of test specimens 
Once the design was completed the procedures under taken to fabricate test 
specimens were as fol lows: 
• Preparat ion of [ormwork. 
• Cutting of steel bars and fabrication of st i rrups. 
• Preparat ion of steel cages. 
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• I n  tal lation of train gauge . 
• Ca t ing of concrete. 
• Curing of te t pec imen . 
• Inducing of hear damage in the pre-damaged test specimens. 
• hear strengthening ith composite-based systems. 
ooden form were manufactured in the workshop of the Un ited Arab Emirates 
ni er ity u ing plywood sheets as shown in F igure 3 . 7(a) . The steel 
re inforcement bars were first cut to des ired lengths. The longitudinal tensi le steel 
bars were bent at each end to provide a 90° hook. The stirrups were then fabricated 
and the ent ire teel cage was assembled as shown in F igure 3 .7(b). 
(a) Fabricated formworks (b) Fabricated stee l cages 
F igure 3 .7 :  Fabrication of form works and steel cages 
The steel cages were then instal led in the forms as shown in F igure 3 . 8 .  Cement 
b locks were prepared and placed in appropriate locations to maintain the concrete 
cover. The concrete components were placed mixed together in a concrete mixer. 
The concrete was then p laced ins ide the wooden forms. A l l  spec imens were cast 
in a horizontal posit ion. A hand held v ibrator was used during cast ing to ensure 
proper conso l idation of concrete .  The surface was trowel finished after cast ing as 
shown in F igure 3 .9 .  
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Figure 3 . 8 :  Insta l lation of steel cages in the forms before cast ing 
F igure 3 .9 :  Concrete after casting 
After casting, the beams were covered by polyethylene sheets for three days. The 
forms were then stripped and the specimens were kept moist using wet burlaps for 
two weeks. The specimens were then kept air-cured unti l instal lation of the 
composite system and/or test ing.  
3.6 Strengthen ing/retrofitt ing systems 
Two composite-based s stems were used for shear strengthening/retrofitt ing of 
test specimens. The strengthen ing/retrofitt ing regimes and methodology are 
summarized in the fol lowing subsections. For the pre-fai led specimens, the pre­
exist ing cracks were chased-out in a V-shape to a depth of approximate ly 1 3  mm 
as shO\ n in F igure 3 . 1  O(a), surface-fi l led with a cementitious grout, and struck off 
flush with the concrete surface as shown in F igure 3 . 1 0(b). Any damaged concrete 
in the flange were removed cleaned of dust and loose part ic les using air  b lower, 
and then repaired w ith the cementations grout. 
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(a) Cha ing-out of pre-exist ing crack 
'�' '- � . Jt ,? 
, 
- -- ' - �-.-: .. . 
(b) After sea l ing of cracks and finish ing 
of concrete surface 
F igure 3 . 1 0 : Crack sea l ing and surface preparation of the pre-fai led specimens 
3.6. 1 The E B-CFRP system 
Layout of the EB-CFRP strengthening system w ithout a mechanical end 
anchorage is  shown in F igure 3 . 1 1 .  The V-shaped CFRP composite sheets, 80 mm 
width each, were instal led in the shear span at a center to center spac ing of sf = 
1 20 mm.  in the EB-CFRP system, dry carbon fiber fabrics, S ikaWrap 300C®, 
impregnated in-situ w ith the epoxy resin S ikadur 3 3 0® were bonded to the 
concrete surface. Photos of the dry carbon fiber fabrics and the epoxy resin are 
shown in F igure 3 . 1 2 . The dry carbon fiber fabrics were first cut to desi red 
lengths. The concrete surface was ground using a grinder and the bottom comers 
were rounded to a radius of about 1 5  mm.  An electrical b lower was then used to 
c lean the surface from dust or any foreign partic les. The locations of the CFRP 
composite sheets are then marked on the concrete surface. The epoxy resin 
consisted of two components A and B that were m ixed together for about five 
m inutes in a rat io of 4 to 1 by weight, respect ively using a low speed dri l l  (400-
600 rpm) .  The epoxy resin was then applied onto the prepared substrate using a 
trowel .  The carbon fiber fabrics, precut to des ired d imensions, were placed onto 
the res in coating and smoothed out with gloved hands. Adequate pressure was 
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appl ied unt i l  the re in \'>as queezed out between the fabric ' s  rovmgs. A final 
ealer coat of re in was then appl ied onto the expo ed urface. The strengthened 
pecimen wer then air-cured for a min imum of two weeks prior to testing. The 







Figure 3 . 1 1 :  Pos itions and d imensions of the E B-CFRP sheets 
( rl i men<;ion ::Ire in m m )  
Dry carbon fiber fabrics 
S ika Wrap 300C® 
S ikadur 330® epoxy res in 
F igure 3 . 1 2 : Materials used in the E B-CFRP system 
(a) Marked concrete after surface 
preparation 
(b) Bonding of the CFRP sheets 
to the concrete 
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(c)  ppl ication of the final  sealer coat (d)  Curing of the CFRP sheets 
F igure 3 . 1 3 : trengthening procedures of the E B-CFRP system w ithout MA 
3.6.2 The E B-CFRP system with mecha nical end anchorage (MA) 
Layout of the EB-CFRP strengthening system integrated w ith the mechanical end 
anchorage (MA) is shown in Figure 3 . 1 4 . Pultroded pre-cured FRP composite 
plates, commerc ia l ly  knm n as SAFSTR IP�, were used for the mechanical end 
anchorage. This type of F RP is  a hybrid carbon and g lass fiber composite with a 
v inylester matrix. A typical pre-cured FRP plate has a th ickness of 3 .2 mm, 
average tens i le  modu lus of 62.2 G Pa, tensi le strength of 852 M Pa, c lamped and 
unclamped bearing strengths of 35 1 and 2 1 4  M Pa, respect ively (SAFSTRIP  
2008 ) .  On the completion of the lay-up process, two 50 x 80 mm SAFSTR IP® 
composite plates were bonded longitudinal ly on top of each impregnated CFRP 
sheet. one a t  each side, d i rectly  below the flange. The ends of the  impregnated 
C F RP sheet were rol led over the pre-cured composite p lates and then secured 
t ightly by overlapping them with add itional pre-cured composite plates, forming a 
sandw ich composite panel (SCP) (Ortega et a1 .2009; E I-Maaddawy and Chekfeh 
20 1 2) .  Each SCP was mechan ical ly fastened to the concrete using a galvanized 
threaded anchor bolt with a d iameter of 8 mm and a length of 55  mm.  
7 1  
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Figure 3 . 1 4 : Positions and d imensions of the CFRP sheets and 
the MA s stem (d imensions are in mm) .  
The materials used in  the MA system are shown in F igure 3 . 1 5 . The threaded 
anchor bolts were instal led into holes, each hav ing a d iameter of 8 mm and a 
length of 60 mm, predri l led through the SCP and the concrete. Strengthening 
procedures of the EB-CFRP with the MA are summarized in F igure 3 . 1 6 . 
(a) SAFSTR IP  (b) Threaded anchor bolts 
F igure 3 . 1 5 : Materials used in the MA system 
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(a) EB-CFRP sheet \ ith the CP (b )  Dri l l ing of holes for the anchor bolts 
F igure 3 . 1 6 : trengthen ing procedures of the EB-CFRP system with MA 
3.6.3 The ETD-GFRP system 
La out of the ETD-GFRP strengthen ing sy tern is  shown in F igure 3 . 1 7 . The 
GFRP rebars had a nominal d iameter of 1 0  mm, length of 250 mm. and center to 
center spacing of sf = 1 20 mm.  The GFRP rebars were instal led into holes 
predri l led through the entire section depth and held in p lace using the epoxy 
adhesive S ikadur 30 L P.!i). Photos of sample GFRP rebars and the epoxy adhesive 
are g iven in F igure 3 . 1 8 . The ETD-GFRP strengthening procedures are 
summarized in F igure 3 . 1 9 . Holes with a d iameter of 20 mm were first dr i l led 
through the ent ire section depth at the desired locations. The holes were then 
c leaned of dust using an e lectrical b lower. The bottom surface of the beam was 
sealed using rigid boards. The holes were then fi l led w ith the epoxy adhes ive 
S ikadur 3 0  L P�. The epoxy adhesive consisted of two components A and B that 
were m ixed together for about five minutes in a ratio of 3 to 1 by weight, 
respect ively using a low speed dri l l  (400-600 rpm) .  The GFRP bars were then 
inserted into the holes. The extra epoxy flooded on the top surface was then 
c leaned and leveled. 
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uppon location 
1 50 mm 




Top v iew 
E levat ion 
F igure 3 . 1 7 : Layout of the ETD-G F RP system 
.,,� .;I ·iI..,. .. .. - ' 
�.' t r r t � · - · ·  . . ' 
G F RP bars S ikadur 30 Lp® 
F igure 3 . 1 8 : Materia ls  used in the ETD-GFRP system 
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(a) Dri l l i ng of hole through the beam 
depth 
(c) Preparat ion of the GFRP bars prior 
to instal lat ion 
(b) Holes after dri ! l ing 
(d) Removal of extra epo y and 
fin ishing of concrete surface. 
F igure 3 . 1 9 : Strengthening procedures of the ETD-GFRP system 
3.7 Test set-up  and i nstru mentation 
The specimens were tested under three-point bending with an effective span of 
3000 mm and a shear span of a = 600 mm, measured from the nearest support to 
the load point as shown in  F igure 3 .20 .The load was appl ied incremental l y  using 
a hydraul ic jack. A test in  progress is  shown in F igure 3 .2 1 .  
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50 mm 3000 mm 1 50 mm 
Figure 3 .20 :  Test setup and instrumentat ions 
F igure 3 .2 1 : A test in  progress 
3.7. 1 Load ing h istory 
The specimens with the damage state D l  were pre-subjected to three cyc les of 
load ing-unloading to induce shear cracks in the specimen prior to retrofitt ing.  I n  
each cycle, the specimen was loaded up to in i tiation o f  shear cracks, which took 
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place at about 75 to 80 kN then unloaded. The pre-cracked pec imen D 1 - 1 - R 
\" ith the damage tate D 1  from group [B ]  " as loaded back to fai l u re without 
retrofitti ng to in e t igate the effect of the pre-cracking on the shear response. The 
pecimen V\ ith the damage state D2 were loaded to their peak loads then 
un loaded prior to retrofitt ing .  The peak load " as identi fied when a sudden drop in 
the appl ied load took p lace. The pre-fai led pec imens D2-S 1 - R and D2-S2-NR 
, ith the damage tate D2 from group [B ]  and [C],  respect ively were also loaded 
back to fai l ure without retrofitt ing to quant ify the res idual shear capacity after one 
cyc le of loading to peak load then un loading .  
3.7.2 Stra in  measu rements 
E lectrical-resistance stra in gauges were used to measure the strains in the internal 
st i rrups, the tensi le steeL the E B-CFRP sheets, and the GFRP rebars. A strain 
gauge \i as bonded to the tensi le steel reinforcement at the section of maximum 
moment in all test spec imens. Strain gauges were bonded to the three and four 
m iddle sti rrups i n  the test region i n  specimens of groups [B] and [C],  respect ively. 
The positions of  the strain gauges in the internal steel for specimens of groups 
[A].  [B ] .  and [C] are shown in F igures 3 .22. 3 .23,  and 3 .24, respect ively. The 
locations of the stra in gauges bonded to the composite reinforcement are shown in  
Figures 3 .25 .  3 .26 and 3 .27 for the spec imens w ith the EB-CFRP system without 
the MA. EB-CFRP system with the MA, and ETD-GFRP system, respect ively. 
The strain gauges have a length of 5 mm, tolerance of ± 0.85 Cllm/m)fC, 
coefficient of thermal  expansion of 1 1 . 8 x 1 0-6/oC and current res istance of 1 20ft 
Characteristics of the strain gauges are provided by the manufacturer. 
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120 60 1 20 120 120 120 60 60 120 120 120 120 60 120 
IT .,ttl� �tIO � 
!=' ±==== SG SG 
- 120 600 2500 600 �120� 
3940 
G = strain gauge 
Figure 3 .22 :  Po itions of the strain gauges for spec imens of group [AJ 
(A l l  d imen ion are in mm) 
120 60 120 120 120 120 60 60 120 120 120 120 60 120 
.SG .SG _SG 
SG so 
120 600 2500 
3940 
SG = strain gauge 
Figure 3 .2 3 :  Positions of the strain gauges for spec imens of group [B J  
(Al l  d imensions are in mm)  
.. I 
120 ?'5 75 7S 7S 7S 75 75 75 75 75 75 7S 75 75 120 
SGSGSGSG 
. . . .  
SG SG 
_ 1 20 _ 600 2500 600 _ 120 t-
3940 
SG = strain gauge 
Figure 3 .24 : Posit ions of the strain gauges for spec imens of group [C] 
(Al l  d imensions are in mm)  
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40 mm 40 m m  
• 
1 25 m m  
, · · · 1 : 
1 25 m m, 
, G 
. .  " 
1 50 m m  
G = stra in  g auge 
F igure 3 .25 : Pos itions of the strain gauges bonded to the EB-CFRP sheets 
(Spec imen w ith the EB-CFRP system) 
1 25 mm 
1 25 ml1lj 
1 50 mm 
G = strain gauge 
40 mm 40 mm 
. .  J ' : I' ·· 
S G  ·s G . ' 
" . " ,  
600 mm 
F igure 3 .26 :  Positions of the strain gauges bonded to the E B-CFRP sheets 
(Spec imens with the EB-CFR P+MA system) 
1 25 mm 
1 25 mm 
1--
1 50 mm 
SG = stra in  gauge 
F igure 3 .27 :  Positions of the strain gauges bonded to the GFRP bars 
(Spec imens with the ETD-GFRP system) 
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3.7.3 Di placement and load mea u rement 
The deflection of each pec imen under the load point \ a measured using a l inear 
variable displacement tran ducer (L V DT).  The L VDT had a capac ity of 1 00 mm 
and accurac of ± 0 .0 1 mm.  A concrete c l i p  gauge inc l ined at 45° with a capac ity 
of 5 mm and a length of 1 00 mm wa attached to the concrete surface at the mid-
point of the hear pan to measure the d iagonal tensi le d isplacement during testing 
a hown in F igure 3 .28 .  The load was appl ied using a hydrau l ic jack with a 
capac ity of 200 kN. A load ce l l  with a capacity of 500 kN and accuracy of ± 
0 .00 1 kN was used to record the load . The measurements were recorded by means 
of data loggers as hov n in Figure 3 .29. 
p 
1 25 m m  Clip gauge 
1 25 mm 
300 m m  300 mm l 
I 
600 m m  -l 
F igure 3 .28 :  Locat ion of concrete c l ip  gauge on the beam surface 
Figure 3 .29: Data loggers 
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CHA PTER 4 :  EX PERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4. 1 I n t rod uction 
Thi chapter presents the results of the experimental program. The resu lts 
include the mode of fai l ure, shear capac ity, deflection response and d iagonal 
tensi le d isp lacement response. The strain responses of the internal steel sti rrups, 
flexural tee l ,  CFRP sheet and GFRP rebars are presented . A d iscussion of the 
resu lts is included for all test spec imens in terms of shear resistance, sti ffness, 
energ absorption, deflection at peak load and effective strain in the FRP 
compo i te  re inforcement . The effic iencies of the composite systems adopted in  
th is  stud for hear strengthen ing/retrofitt ing are evaluated at the end of this 
chapter. 
4.2 Test resu lts 
4.2. 1 G roup [A ]  
4 .2 . 1 . 1 Fai l u re mode 
Photos of test pec imens of group [A] before testing, at peak load, and at fai lure 
are shown in F igure 4 . 1 through F igure 4.4.  The unstrengthened control 
specimen N D-NS- R exh ib ited one major shear crack in i tiated at  the m iddle of 
the shear span at about 70% of the peak load. After crack in i tiation. the 
specimen was able to sustain additional load due to the tension st i ffen ing effect 
( i .e .  interlocking and surface roughness) .  Further increase in the load resu lted in 
formation of additional sma l l  cracks adjacent to the major shear crack 
developed earl ier. As the load progressed, the shear cracks started to widen and 
propagate towards the support and the load points. F inal ly, the specimen fai led 
in a d iagonal tension shear mode of fai lure as shown in F igure 4. 1 .  The 
8 1  
pecllnen trengthened \ ith the E B-CFRP ystem fai led by delam inat ion of the 
EB-CFRP heet with a thin la er of concrete adhered to them . Debonding of 
the EB-CFRP stem was preceded by  format ion of d iagonal hear cracks i n  
the hear pan a hown in F igure 4.2 .  The spec imen strengthened with EB­
CFRP integrated \\l ith the MA reached i ts peak load without delaminat ion of 
the E B-CFRP heet . In  pection of  concrete after fai l ure revealed formation of 
mult iple d iagonal hear cracks in the shear span. The specimen fai led due to 
formation of d iagonal shear cracks fol lowed by excess ive shear deformation 
and loss of shear integrit as shown in F igure 4 . 3 .  In  the post peak stage, 
peel ing off of the EB-C F RP sheets along with the MA/pul lout of anchor bolts 
took p lace. The spec imen strengthened with the ETD-GFRP system exhib ited 
a c lassical shear mode of fai l ure where d iagonal cracks developed in the shear 
span then propagated towards the support and the load points. No rupture of 
G F RP bars \ as observed. As the load progressed, the developed cracks 
w idened and increa ed in length unt i l  the spec imen fai led due to loss of the 
shear integrity in a d iagonal tension mode of fa i lure as shown in F igure 4.4.  
At peak load At fai lure 
F igure 4. 1 :  Fai lure mode of spec imen D- S- R 
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t peak load At fai lure 
Figure 4 .2 :  Fai l ure mode of spec imen N D- S-EB 
At peak load At fai lure 
F igure 4 . 3 :  Fai l ure mode of spec imen D-NS-E B+MA 
At peak load At fai lure 
Figure 4 .4 :  Fai lure mode of spec imen ND- S-ETD 
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4.2. 1 .2 Shear  capacity 
Resu lts of pecimens of group [AJ are g iven in Table 4 . 1 .  The unstrengthened 
control pecimen D- -NR reached a maximum load of 86 leN which 
corresponded to a shear resi stance of 68.8 kN . The EB-CFRP strengthening 
y tern without the MA increased the shear resistance by 1 7% only. The shear 
resistance of the pec imen N D- S-EB+MA strengthened ith the EB-CFRP 
s stem integrated w ith the MA was 1 1 2 . 8  kN with a C F RP shear res istance of 
44 k . This corresponded to a shear strength gain of 64%. Therefore. the 
inelu ion of the mechan ical end anchorage system in the E B-CFRP system was 
necessary to ach ieve a sign ificant gain in the shear resistance. The spec imen 
D- -ETD strengthened w ith the ETD-GFRP system achieved a shear 
resistance of 1 07.2 k . This corresponded to a shear strength gain of 56%. The 
hear strength gains for specimens N D- S-EB+MA and D-N S-ETD were 
insignificantly d i fferent. 
Table 4. 1 :  Test results of group [A] .  
Shear FRP shear Eifuctive 
Peak load a res istance b 
S hear strength FRP strain Group Specimen re istance 
P max (k 
V max (k [T fexp (leN) 
gain (%) 
E: Ie (}l£) 
[A] N D- -NR 86 68.8 
D- S-EB 1 0 1  80.8 1 2 .0 1 7  2592 
D- S-EB+MA 1 4 1  1 1 2 .8 44.0 64 8334 
N D- S-EID 1 34 1 07.2 38.4 56 55 1 0  
ar Tmax = O.8Pmax 
b With respect to the control un strengthened specimen N D -N S-NR 
4.2 . 1 .3 Deflection response 
The load-deflection curves for specimens of group [AJ are i l lustrated i n  F igure 
4 .5 . A l l  spec imens exh ibited almost a I inear deflection response unti I in i t iation 
of shear cracks at about 60 leN. Fol lowing shear cracking, the non-strengthened 
control specimen N D-NS-NR experienced a sudden i ncrease in deflection. The 
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pecimen could. howe er, u ta in addit ional load due to the tension t iffening 
effect unt i l  it reached it peak load at a deflection of 6. 1 mm .  The strengthened 
spec imen exhib ited a qua i - l inear deflection response in the post-cracking 
stage. Vary ing the trengthen ing sy tem had no effect on the stiffness of the 
strengthened pec imens. peclmen 0- -EB reached its peak load at a 
deflection of 6.4 mm.  It experienced everal drops/increases in the load in the 
post-peak stage pos ibl  because of progress ive debond ing of the CFRP sheets. 
The specimens strengthened \ ith the E B-CFRP system integrated with the MA 
and tho e with the ETO-GFRP system experienced a quas i- l inear load-
deflection behavior unti l  they reached their peak loads at deflections of 8 .8  and 
8 .0  mm.  respectively.  After reaching the peak load, specimens N D- S-EB+MA 
and 0- S-ETD exhib ited a sudden drop in load fol lowed by a p lastic 
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Figure 4 . 5 :  Load-deflection curves for specimens of group [A] 
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The energy ab orpt ion (area under the load-deflection response) of a l l  
trengthened pecimen wa h igher than that of the control peclmen O-N -
R.  The energy ab orpt ion of spec imens ND-N -EB+MA and NO- -ETO 
wa almo t the arne but ignificantl h igher than that of spec imen 0- -EB.  
4.2 . 1 .4 Diagonal  tensile d isp lacement response 
The load er u the d iagonal ten i le d i  p lacement curves for spec imens of 
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Figure 4 .6 :  Load-diagonal tens i le  displacement curves for specimens of group [A] . 
From th i s  figure, it can be seen that a l l  spec imens except specimen 0- S-
ETD experienced d iagonal shear cracking at approximately 55  kN . The 
d iagonal cracks developed in spec imen ND-NS-ETD at approximately 60 kN . 
After crack in it iat ion, the rate of increase of the d iagonal tens i le  d isp lacement 
across cracks for the specimens D-NS-EB and N D-NS-EB+MA was 
significant ly lower than that of the non-strengthened control specimen N D- S-
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R.  The in it ial rate of in rea e of the d iagonal tensi le d isplacement across 
crack for pec imen D- -ETD was sim i lar to that of the control spec imen 
0- - R. Fai lure of the c l ip  gauge in specimen D- -ETD took p lace at a 
load alue of approximately 70 kN . Fol lowing shear cracking, the d iagonal 
tensi le di placement for specimen N D-N -EB increased almost at a constant 
rate unti l  it reached a disp lacement of approximate ly 0 . 1 5  mm at a load value of 
78 k v ith a corresponding d iagonal tens i le  d isp lacement of about 0 . 1 5  mm.  
Sub equent ly. the d iagonal tensi le d isp lacement continued to  increase but at a 
h igher rate because of development of new cracks within the c l ip gauge unti l 
the spec imen reached its peak load at a d iagonal tensi le d isp lacement across 
cracks of 0 .5  mm.  For specimen D-NS-EB+MA, the d iagonal tensi le 
d isplacement across cracks increased i n  the post-cracking stage unt i l  i t  reached 
a displacement of 0.26 mm at a load value of 1 00 kN . In the last stage, the 
d iagonal d isplacement across cracks cont inued to increase but at a h igher rate 
due to development of new cracks within the c l ip  gauge, unt i l  the spec imen 
reached its peak load at a d iagonal tens i le d isplacement across cracks of 1 .72 
mm.  
4.2 . 1 .5 Flex u ral steel stra in  response 
The curves of the load versus the strain m the longitudinal tens i le  steel 
re inforcement for speci mens of group [A] are shown in F igure 4 .7 .Al l  
specimens exhibited almost a b i - I inear strain profi le. F igure 4 .7  indicates that 
the spec imens experienced flexural cracks at approximate ly 1 5  kN . These 
cracks were invis ib le during test ing. The rate of increase of the steel strain after 
in it iat ion of the flexural cracks was i nsignificantly d i fferent for a l l  specimens. 
The longitudinal  steel reinforcement in al l specimens of group [A] d id not 
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reach the J ie lding train prIor to the peak load. The longitud inal steel 
re inforcement in pecimen D- - R has reached a train of 966 �£ at the 
peak load . Ho\ ever, pec imen -EB has reached a h igher strain of 1 098 
�£ at the peak load. pec imens D- -EB+MA and D- -ETD reached 
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F igure 4 .7 :  Load-flexural strain relat ionships for specimens of group [A] 
4.2 . 1 .6 FRP stra in  response 
The curves of  the load versus the FRP strains for the strengthened specimens of 
group [A] are shown in  F igure 4.8 .  The effective FRP stra in values are reported 
in Table 4 . 1 The effective FRP strain is considered as the maximum strain 
a lue recorded in the FRP reinforcement . I t  should be noted that the maximum 
measured F RP strain is  not necessar i ly the maximum absolute FRP strain 
experienced by the spec imen. The FRP reinforcement were not strained in the 
pre-cracking stage. The FRP reinforcement started to contribute to the shear 
resistance after crack in i tiation at approximately 60 kN . Specimen ND- S-
ETD exh ib ited a sudden increase in the GFRP strain at the onset of cracking 
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unt i l  it reached a train value of appro imate ly 3000 11£. ub equent ly. the 
GFRP train increa ed at a constant rate unt i l  it reached a strain value of 55 1 0  
�l£ at a load value of 1 20 k , where local l ippage/debond i ng of the concerned 
GFRP rebar rna) had taken place.  pec imen ND- S-EB experienced a b i - I i near 
CFRP strain re pon e whereas pec imen D- S-EB+MA featured a tri - l inear 
train re pon e .  fier crack i n it iation, the rate of the CFRP strain in  spec imen 
D- -EB and D-N -EB+MA was insigni ficant ly d ifferent. For spec imen 
D- -EB,  the CFRP stra in  increased at a constant rate unti l sudden 
delam ination of the CFRP sheet took p lace at a strain value of 2592 11£. The 
CFRP stra in  in specimen D- S-EB+MA increased at a constant rate unti l it 
reached a strai n  a lue of 2256  11 £  at a load level of  1 00 kN . Then, the CFRP 
strai n  increased at  a h igher rate due to development of new cracks and/or an 
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F igure 4 .8 :  Load-FRP strai n  relat ionsh ips for spec imens of group [A] 
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Thi i con i tent with th d iagonal ten i le d isplacement re ponse of peClmen 
D- -EB+M depicted i n  F igure 4 .6 .  In the last stage. the CFRP strain 
continued to i ncrea e unt i l  the pec imen reached i ts peak load at a CFRP strain 
a lue of 8334 �£. The i nc lusion of the M in the CFRP system increased the 
effect ive CFRP strain by approximately three fold . 
4.2.2 G rou p B 
4.2.2 . 1  Specimens without in itial shea r  damage 
4.2.2 . 1 . 1  Fai l u re mode 
Typical modes of fai l ure for spec imens of group [ B ]  that were not damaged 
prior to retrofitting andlor test i ng are shown in F igure 4 .9 through F igure 4 . 1 2 . 
Spec imen D-S 1 - R experienced a cia sical shear mode of fa i lure represented 
by formation of a band of d iagonal shear cracks in the shear span as shown i n  
F igure 4 .9 .  Subsequently. ie ld ing of st i rrups occurred, fol lowed by loss of the 
shear i ntegrity. Spec imen N D-S I -N R  fai led i n  a d iagonal tension shear mode of 
fai l ure . Spec imen N D-S 1 -E B  fai led due to formation of d iagonal shear cracks 
in the shear span fol lowed by yie ld ing of st i rrups then sudden delam ination of 
the CFRP sheets as shown in F igure 4 . 1 0 . Spec imen ND-S J -EB+MA fai led by 
crushing of the d iagonal concrete struts (web-crush ing shear mode of fai l ure) .  
This was preceded by formation of d iagonal shear cracks and yie ld ing of 
sti rrups. The specimen reached its peak load w ithout delam ination of the CFRP 
sheets. I n  the post-peak stage, pu l l -out of the MA system and pee l ing-off of the 
CFRP sheets took p lace. The crushed concrete was adhered to the CFRP sheets 
as shown in F igure 4 . 1 l .  Spec imen N D-S l -ETD exhibited d iagonal shear 
cracks in the shear span fol lowed by yie ld ing of st i rrups. The specimen fai led 
by crush ing of the concrete struts in a web-crushing shear mode of fai lure as 
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hown in  F igure 4 . 1 2 . Longitudinal  p l itt ing crack runn Ing paral le l  to the 
compre ion teel reinforcement were obser ed at the peak load on the top 
surface of the flange in pec imen 0- l -E B+MA and O-S J -ETO as shown 
in F igure 4 . 1 1  and 4 . 1 2 , respectively. The longitud inal pl i tt ing cracks 
i nd icated that the e t\ 0 specimens \ here over- trengthened for shear. 
At peak load At fai lure 
F igure 4 .9 :  Fai lure mode of specimen ND-S I -N R  
A t  peak load 
At fai lure 
F igure 4 . l 0 : Fai lure mode of spec imen O-S l -E B  
9 1  
At peak load 
At fai lure 
(S ide v iew) 
At fai lure 
(Top v iew) 
F igure 4. 1 1  : Fai l ure mode of spec imen D-S l -EB+MA 
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At peak load 
At fai lure 
(Front v iew) 
At fai lure 
(Top v iew) 
F igure 4 . 1 2 : Fai lure mode of spec imen ND-S I -ETD 
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4.2.2 . 1 .2 bear capacity 
Re u l t  of  pec imen of group [8 ]  that were not damaged prIor to 
trengthening are gi en in Table 4 .2 .  The unstrengthened control spec imen D-
1 - R recorded a peak load of 1 37 k which corresponded to a hear 
re i tance of 1 09.6 kN . The E B-CFRP hear strengthen ing system without the 
MA re u lted in a 1 9% increase in the shear resistance. This reduced shear 
strength gain can be attri buted to the premature debonding of the CFRP sheets. 
The integrat ion of the MA in the E B-CFRP system prevented the premature 
delam ination of CFRP and aUO\ ed the specimen to develop a h igher shear 
resistance. The shear strength of specimen NO-S l -E B+MA was 36% h igher 
than of the control speci men NO-S 1 - R .  The ETO-GFRP system resu lted in a 
40% gain in the hear resistance. The enhancement in  the shear resistance 
provided by the ETO-GFRP system was comparable to that prov ided by the 
EB-CFRP ystem integrated with the MA.  
Table  4 .2 :Test results for the non-damaged specimens of group [8] .  
Shear FRP shear Effective 
Peak bad a h S hear strength fRP strain Group Specimen resistance resistance 
P max (\<N) � . mox (k ) r '/.exp (kN) 
gain (%) 
e Je (I1E) 
[B] N D- S I -N R  1 37 1 09.6 
N D- I -EB 1 63 1 30.4 20.8 1 9  2552 
D-S I - EB+MA 1 86 1 48.8 39.2 36 7899 
D- 1 - £1D 1 92 1 53 .6  44 .0  40 1 372 1 
o Vmax = 0 8Pmax 
b W ith respect to the control unstrengthened specimen N D - I -N R  
4.2.2 . 1 .3 Deflection response 
The load-deflection curves of the spec llnens of group [B] that were not 
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F igure 4 . 1 3 : Load-deflection curves for the non-damaged 
spec imens of group [B J  
A l l  specimens featured a l inear deflection response up  to i n it iation of shear 
cracks at approximately  60 kN fol lowed by a quasi- l i near load-deflection 
response t i l l  the peak-load. The strengthened specimens had h igher sti ffnesses 
compared to that of the non-strengthened control specimen ND-S 1 -NR .  After 
crack in i t iation, a reduction in stiffness man i fested by a h igher rate of i ncrease 
in the deflection was noticed for al l spec imens .  The un strengthened spec imen 
D-S I -NR reached its peak load at a deflection of 8 .4 mm where a sudden 
drop in load took p lace, fol lowed by a sudden i ncrease in deflection, another 
drop in load. then a continuous increase in deflection without an increase in  
load. The strengthened specimens experienced a further reduction i n  sti ffness 
after yield i ng  of stirrups that took p lace at approximately 1 40 kN. The 
strengthened speci mens N D-S I -E B  N D-NS-EB+MA, and N D-NS-ETD 
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reached their  peak loads at deflection alue of 1 0 . , l 3 .5 and 1 4 .5 ,  
re pect ively. When pec imen 0- 1 -E B  reached its peak load, a sudden drop 
in load took place fol lowed by a plastic deflection response. pec imens 0- 1 -
E B+MA and 0- l -ETD exh ib ited an i ncrea e in deflection with a gradual 
reduction in load in the post-peak stage. The strengthened specimens had 
h igher energy ab orption than that of the non-strengthened control spec imen 
0- 1 - R. The energy absorpt ion of spec imens ND-S l -E B+MA and D-S 1 -
ETD were in  ign ificantly d i fferent but h igher than that of specimen D-S l -EB .  
4.2.2 . 1 .4 Diagonal  tensile d isplacement  response 
F igure 4 . 1 4  hows the relat ionship between the load and diagonal tens i le  
d isplacement for spec imens of group [B ]  that were not damaged prior to 
strengthen ing and/or test ing.  The d iagonal tens i le d i sp lacement response of 
spec Imen D-S l -ETD was not recorded due to malfunction of the c l i p  gauge. 
A l l  spec i men exhib i ted no diagonal tens i le  d isplacement prior to in itiation of 
shear cracks that took p lace at a load value of 60 kN, on average. Shear 
strengthen ing ins ign ificantly increased the cracking load . I n  the post-cracking 
stage. the d iagonal tens i le  d isplacement i ncreased almost at  a constant rate. 
Shear strengthen ing remarkably  reduced the rate of i ncrease of the d iagonal 
d isplacement across cracks. Spec imens N D-S l -E B  and N D-S l -E B+MA 
exhib ited almost s im i lar rate of i ncrease of the d iagonal d i splacement across 
cracks. This indicated that a lthough the MA system prevented the premature 
de lam ination of the C FRP sheets. and hence increased the shear strength gain, 
i t  had no effect on the rate of i ncrease of the d iagonal tensi le d isplacement 
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F igure 4. 1 4 : Load-diagonal tens i le  d isplacement curves for the 
non-damaged spec imens of group [B ) .  
4.2.2 . 1 .5 Flexu ral steel strain response 
The longitudi na l  tensi le stee l stra in responses for spec imens of group [B) that 
\ ere not damaged prior to strengthen ing and/or testing are shown in F igure 
4 . 1 5 . The longitud inal  tens i le steel response for spec imens N D-S I -EB+MA and 
N D-S l -ETD were not recorded due to malfunction of the strain gauges. The 
specimens experienced flexural cracks at approximate ly 1 5  leN. These cracks 
were not v is ib le during test i ng .  Fol lowing crack ing, the longitud ina l  steel stra in 
i ncreased at a constant rate unt i l  the peak load was reached . The rate of the 
steel stra i n  i ncrease for the un-strengthened and strengthened spec imens was 
ins ign i ficant ly  d i fferent. Specimens ND-S l - R and ND-S I -E B  reached their 
peak loads at longitudinal steel stra in values of 1 552 and 2200 �E, respectively .  
This confirmed that the specimens fai led in  a pure shear mode of fai lure 
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F igure 4 . 1 5 : Load-flexural strain relationship for the 
non-damaged spec imens of group [ B ]  
4.2.2 . 1 .6 Stirrups strain response 
The sti rrups stra in  responses for the specImens of group [B] that were not 
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Figure 4 . 1 6 : Load-sti rrups strain curves for the non-damaged 
specimens of group [B ]  
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The t i rrup train re pon e featured three or four phase during loading .  In  the 
fir t stage, the t i rrup v. ere not trained prior to i n it iation of the hear cracks. 
For specimen 0- 1 - R. the st i rrups started to contribute to the hear 
resi tance at a load value of approximate ly 50 kN . Then, the stirrups stra in 
increa ed at a constant rate unti I ie Jding of st irrups took place at a load of 
approximate ly 80 k . I n  the third stage, the sti rrups strain cont inued to increase 
but at a h igher rate. [n the fourth stage, the st irrups strain decrea ed as the load 
progressed poss ibly due to a local l ippage/debonding of the st i rrups. The 
sti rrup In the strengthened specimens started to contribute to the shear 
resi tance at 60 k , on a erage. I n  the post-cracking stage. the st i rrups strain 
i ncrea ed at a much lower rate relat ive to that of speci men N D-S 1 - R.  The 
reduced rate of strain i ncrease in  the sti rrups delayed thei r  y ie ld ing and hence 
increased the shear res istance of the strengthened specimens. A l l  strengthened 
speci mens experienced s im i l ar sti rrups strain response i n  the second stage t i l l  
y ie ld ing of sti rrups at 1 30 k . on  average. Fol lowing yie ld ing of  st i rrups, 
specimen D-S l -E B  exh ib ited a p lastic response t i l l  the peak load . Spec imen 
N D-S l -ETD exhib i ted a p lastic response t i l l  it reached a sta in of approximate ly  
86 1 9  �c:. I n  the fourth stage, the strai n  decreased with an  increase i n  load due to 
local s l ippage and/or i n it iation of new shear cracks at a d i fferent location . For 
specimen N D- l -E B+MA, fai lure of strain gauge took p lace at the onset of 
y ie ld ing .  Among the strengthened spec imens, the specimen N D-S l -ETD 
exhi bited the h ighest rate of i ncrease i n  the st i rrups strain after cracking.  
4.2.2 . 1 .7 FRP strain response 
The FRP strain response for the spec imens of group [B]  that were not damaged 
prior to strengthen ing and/or test ing are shown is F igure 4 . 1 7 . The effect ive 
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FRP train a lue are reported in Table � .2 .  It should be noted that the 
maximum mea ured FRP train i not nece ari ly the maximum ab olute FRP 
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Figure 4 . 1 7 : Load-FRP strain relationships for the non-damaged 
spec imens of group [B ]  
The C F RP strai n  response for spec imens D-S 1 -E B  and ND-S 1 -E B+MA 
featured four phases. The C FRP sheets were not stra ined prior to i n it iation of 
cracks. Fol lowing cracking, the C F RP strain increased at almost a constant rate 
t i l l  y ie ld ing of sti rrups at approximately 1 40 kN . I n  the th ird stage, the C F RP 
stra in  increased at a h igher rate unt i l  spec imens ND-S I -E B  and ND-S 1 -
E B+MA reached effective CFRP stra ins of2552 and 7899 ).lE, respect ively. The 
MA adopted in spec imen N D-S 1 -EB+MA resu lted in a three-fold increase in 
the effect ive CFRP strain relat ive to that of spec imen N D-S 1 -EB .  This 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the MA system . Tn  the fourth stage, the CFRP 
strai n  decreased as the load progressed which could be possib ly due to local 
debonding of the CFRP sheets or development of new cracks at a d ifferent 
1 00 
location . pec imen D- l -ETD featured a tri - l i near GFRP strain response. i n  
the fir  t tage. the G F R P  rebars remained unstrai ned t i l l  in i t iation o f  shear 
cracks at approximate I 60 kN . I n  the econd tage, the GFRP train increased 
at a con tant rate t i l l  y ie lding of st i rrup at approximately l 20 kN . In the third 
tage, the GFRP train cont i nued to increa e but at a much h igher rate unt i l  the 
spec imen reached it peak load at an effective GFRP strain of 1 372 1 f.lc. 
4.2.2.2 Specimens w ith damage state D l  
4.2.2.2. 1 Fa i l u re mode 
Typical modes of fa i l ure for spec imens of group [B] that were pre-cracked 
prior to strengthen ing and/or testi ng are shown in F igure 4 . 1 8  through F igure 
4 .2 1 .  A l l  spec imens of this subgroup v ere pre-subjected to three cyc les of 
load i ng then un load ing .  The i n it ia l  cycles of load ing-un load ing resu lted in 
fonnation of mul t ip le shear cracks i n  the shear span . Spec imen D I -S 1 -N R  was 
retested to fa i lure w ithout retrofitt ing .  The remain i ng pre-cracked spec imens 
\ ere retrofitted then retested to fai lure. Speci men N D-S 1 - R fai led i n  a 
d iagonal tension shear mode of fai l ure as shown i n  F igure 4 . 1 8 . Spec imen D I ­
S l -E B  fai led due to formation of d iagonal shear cracks i n  the shear span 
succeeded b y ie ld ing of st i rrups then an abrupt detachment of the CFRP sheets 
as shown in F igure 4 . 1 9 . Specimen D I -S l -EB+MA fai led due to crush ing of 
the d iagonal concrete struts fol lowed by pu l l -out of the MA system and 
delami nation of the C F RP sheets in the post-peak stage w ith crushed concrete 
adhered to them as shown i n  F igure 4 .20. Crush ing of the concrete struts i n  
spec imen D I -S l -E B+MA was preceded by fonnation of d iagonal shear cracks 
and yie ld ing of the st i rrups. Spec imen D-S I -ETD exhib ited d iagonal shear 
cracks in the shear span fol lowed by y ie ld ing of sti rrups. The specimen fai led 
1 0 1  
i n  a d iagonal ten ion hear mode of fai l ure a hoy n i n  F igure 4 .2 1 . In the post­
peak load tage, ign ificant parts of the concrete co er separated from the 
bottom offit of the beam as shO\ n in F igure 4 .2 1 .  0 rupture i n  the GFRP bars 
or in the CFRP heet occurred in any of the strengthened specimens. 
A fter i n it ia l  shear damage 0 1  
At peak load 
At fai lure 
F igure 4 . 1 8 : Fai l ure mode of spec imen 0 1 -S 1 - R 
1 02 
After i n it ia l  shear damage D l  
At peak load 
At fai lure 
F igure 4 . 1 9 : Fai lure mode of spec imen D l -S 1 -E B  
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After i n it ial shear damage D 1 
At peak load 
At fai lure 
F igure 4 .20 : Fai lure mode of spec imen D I -S l -E B+MA 
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After i n it ial shear damage D 1 
At peak load 
At fai lure 
F igure 4 .2 1 :  Fai l ure mode of specimen D l -S l -ETD 
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4.2.2.2.2 bear capacity 
Re ult  of pec imen of group [B ]  that were pre-cracked prior to strengthening 
andlor te t ing are hO\ n in  Table 4 . 3 .  
Table 4 . 3 :  Test re u lt for pec imen of group [8 ]  w ith damage state 0 1  
Peak load 
Group pecimen 
P max (k  
[8] O I -S I -NR 1 40 
0 1 - I -EB 1 55 
D I - I -EB MA 1 78 
O l - S I -ETD 1 55 
a f 'ma>" = 0 P max 
hear 
. 0 re IStance 
I " mOT (k 
1 1 2 .0 
1 24.0 




� "Jexp (k  
1 2.0  
30.4 
1 2.0 
b With re peet to the control unstrengthened specimen 0 1 -S 1 - R 
Effective 
S hear strength FRP strain 
gain ('\0) 
E f. (IlE ) 
I I  43 1 2  
27 4808 
1 1  48 1 8  
peci men 0 1 - 1 - R recorded a peak load o f  1 40 k which corresponded to a 
shear re istance of 1 1 2 leN .  The E8-C FRP shear strengthen ing system without 
the MA resulted in on l I I  % increase i n  the shear resistance. The i ntegrat ion of 
the MA in  the E B-CFRP system prevented the early detachment of the CFRP 
and a l lowed the spec imen to develop a h igher shear resistance. The shear 
strength of pec imen D I -S I -EB+MA was 27% h igher than that of the control 
spec i men D 1 -S 1 - R .  The ETD-GFRP system resulted i n  an 1 1 % gain  in the 
shear res istance . 
4.2.2.2.3 Deflection response 
The load-deflection curves for spec imens of group [B]  that were pre-cracked 
prior to strengthen ing andlor testing are i l lustrated in F igure 4 .22. The in it ia l  
three cycles of load ing-unload ing i nducing cracking resu lted i n  a permanent 
deflect ion of approximate ly 2.9 mm which shifted the ent ire load-deflection 
response. The non-strengthened pre-cracked spec imen D l -S 1 -N R  when loaded 
back to fai lure featured a quas i - l i near deflection response up to yie ld ing of 
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Figure 4 .22 :  Load-deflection curves for spec imens of group 
[8 ]  v ith damage state 0 1 . 
As the load progressed, the deflect ion continued to increase unt i l  the speci men 
reached its peak load at a deflection of 9 .6 1 mm.  After retrofitt ing, spec imens 
D I -S I -E B  and O l -S l -ETO featured a quasi - l inear deflection response unt i l  
y ie ld ing of stee l st i rrups took place a t  a load value of  approximately 1 20 kN . 
Then, the deflection increased at a s l ightly h igher rate unt i l  the spec imens 
reached their peak loads at deflection values of 1 1 .2 and 9.7 mm for spec imens 
O l -S l -E B  and 0 1 -S 1 -ETO, respect ively. Fol lowing retrofitt ing, specimen 0 1 -
S l -E B+MA featured a quasi - l inear deflection response up to yie ld i ng of 
sti rrups at approximately 1 60 kN . Subsequently, the deflect ion increased at a 
h igher rate t i l l  the peak load which took p lace at a deflection of 1 5  mm.  The 
specimen 0 I -S l -E B+MA exhibited a sudden drop in the load when it reached 
its peak load fol lowed by a p lastic deflection response .  Specimens D J -S I -N R, 
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0 1 - l -E B  and 0 1 - l -ETO exh ib ited an increa e in deflection \' ith a gradual 
reduction in load in the po t-peak tage after reach ing their u lt imate hear 
trength fo l lowed b a p lastic load-deflect ion behav ior. The energy absorption 
of pec imen 0 1 - 1 - R. 0 1 - 1 -E B  and 0 1 - l -ETO was insignificantly 
d ifferent but con iderably lower than that of spec imen 0 1 - I -E B+MA 
trengthened with the EB-CFRP system integrated with the MA. 
4.2.2.2.4 Diagonal  tensile d isp lacement response 
F igure 4 .23 shows the re lat ionship between the load and the diagonal tensi le 
d isplacement for the strengthened specimens of group [B] with the damage 
state 0 1  recorded during the [mal  loading test to fai lure after the in it ia l  three 
cycles of load ing-unloading. A l l  spec imens exh ibited a lmost a b i - l inear 
response started with a prompt increase in the d iagonal deformation across 
cracks s ince a l l  specimens were a lread cracked . Prior to yie lding of sti rrups, 
the d iagonal d isplacement across cracks increased almost at a constant rate. 
After yielding of stirrups, all spec imens exhibited a h igher rate of increase in 
the d iagonal d isplacement across cracks.  Stirrups of specimens 0 l -S l -EB and 
D l -S l -ETO yie lded at approximately 1 20 k with a corresponding diagonal 
d isplacement across cracks of 0.44 mm.  At the peak load, the d iagonal 
displacements across cracks for spec imens O l -S I -E B  and D l -S 1 -ETD were 1 
and 1 .4 mm,  respect ively. The rate of increase of the d iagonal d isplacement 
across cracks for both specimens was insignificantly d ifferent. Spec imen D I ­
S l -E B+MA exh ib ited a lower rate of increase in the d iagonal d isplacement 
across cracks compared to the rate of other retrofitted specimens with the 
damage state D l .  The st i rrups of specimen D l -S 1 -E B+MA strengthened with 
the EB-CFRP system integrated with the MA yie lded at approximate ly 1 60 k 
1 08 
\\ ith a corre pond ing d iagonal di p lacement acro crack of 0 .38 mm. t the 
peak load. thi pec imen reached a diagonal deformat ion across cracks of 0 .84 
mm.  Thi demon trate the importance of the MA in restricting and control l ing 
hear deformat ion and crack propagat ion. The diagonal d isplacement across 
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F igure 4 .23 : Load - d iagonal tens i le  d isplacement response 
for specimens of group [ B ]  w ith damage state D l  
4.2.2.2.5 Flexu ral steel stra in  response 
The longitudinal tensi le steel strain responses for specimens of group [B ]  with 
damage state D 1 are shown in F igure 4 .24. During the in it ial three cyc les of 
loading-unload ing, the specimens experienced flexural  cracks at approximately  
1 5  kN. These cracks were not v is ible during testing. I n  the final loading test to 
fai lure, the longitudinal steel strain increased at a constant rate t i l l  the peak 
1 09 
load. pec imens D 1 - J - R, D 1 - l -E B  and D l - l -EB+MA reached their  peak 
load at train a lues of 1 529, 2385 and 225 1 /-lE. respectively.  This confirmed 
that the pecimen fai led in a pure shear mode of fai lure \ ithout yielding of the 
ten i le tee l re inforcement. The longitud inal tensi Ie steel response for spec imen 
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Figure 4 .24: Load-flexural strain relationsh ip for spec imens 
group [B ]  with damage state D 1 
�.2.2 .2 .6 Sti rrups stra in  response 
The sti rrups strain responses for the spec imens of group [B] with the shear 
damage state D 1  recorded in the final loading test to fai lure after the in it ial 
three cyc les of load ing-un loading are shown in F igure 4 .25 .  The sti rrups started 
to have prompt contribution to the shear resistance since the specimens were 
a lready cracked. The sti rrups strain increased at a constant rate t i l l  yielding of 
stirrups. The EB-CFRP system reduced the rate of increase of the sti rrups strain 
in the pre-yield stage rel ative to that of specimen D 1 -S J - R .  The ETD system 
1 1 0 
had no effect on the rate of increase of the st i rrups strain compared to that of 
pecimen 0 1 - 1 - R. pecimens D 1 - I -NR and 0 1 - l -ETD featured a l inear 
st irrup strain re ponse unti l yielding of t i rrups that took p lace at load values 
of approximate ly 1 20 and 1 1 0 kN, respectively fol lowed by a p lastic  train 
response. pec imen 0 1 - I -EB featured a l i near stirrups strain response unti l 
y ie lding of st i rrups occurred, then no further stra in increase was recorded due 
to malfunction of the strain gauge. Spec imen D I -S l -E B+MA exhibited a l inear 
strain response up to yie ld ing of stirrups that took place at approximate ly 1 60 
kN . As the load progressed, the stirrups strain continued to increase but at a 
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F igure 4 .25 :  Load- stirrups strains curves for spec imens 
of group [B] with damage state 0 1 .  
4.2.2.2.7 FRP strain response 
The F R P  strain responses for specimens of group [B] w ith the damage state 0 1  
recorded in the fi nal  shear test to fai l u re after retrofitting are shown in F igure 
1 1 1  
4.26.  The effecti e FRP train values are reported in Table 4 . 3 .  It hou ld be 
noted that the maximum measured FRP strain i not necessari ly the maximum 
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Figure 4 .26:  Load-FRP strains re lationships for specimens 
of group [B] with damage state D 1 .  
Spec imen D I -S l -E B  exh ib ited a gradual rate of increase in the CFRP strain t i l l  
ie Id ing of sti rrups at approximately 1 20 kN fo l lowed by  a h igher rate of 
increase in the CFRP strain t i l l  i t  reached the peak load where debond ing of the 
CFRP took p lace at an effective C FRP strain of 43 1 2  /-lE. Spec imen D I -S l -
E B+MA experienced a quas i - l inear CFRP strain response due to progressive 
development of mu lt ip le shear cracks t i l l  y ie lding of stirrups that took p lace at 
approximately  1 60 kN with a corresponding effective CFRP strain of 4808 /-lE. 
Fol lowing yie lding of sti rrups, the CFRP strain decreased as the load 
progressed due to possib le local debonding or development of new cracks at a 
d ifferent location. Specimen D I -S I -ETD featured a gradual increase in the 
1 1 2 
GFRP train t i l l  y ie lding of sti rrups at appro imate l,  1 1 0 kN fol io  ed by a 
l ightly h igher rate of increa e in the GFRP train unti l the specimen reached its 
peak load at an effecti e GFRP strain of 48 1 8  I-L£. Among the strengthened 
pecimen . the pe imen O J  -S I -ETO experienced the h ighest rate of increase 
in the FRP tra in .  The rate of increa e of the FRP strain for specimens D l -S 1 -
E B  and D 1 - l -E B+MA was almost the arne and significantly lower than that 
of specimen 0 1 - l -ETD. The h igher rate of increase in the FRP strain for 
spec imen D 1 - I -ETD could  be due to the reduced cross sect ion at the locat ions 
of the ertical holes pre-dri l led for the insta l lation of the GFRP rebars. Dri l l ing 
the holes could have init iated internal microcracks thus increas ing the GFRP 
strains. 
4.2 .2 .3 Specimens with the damage state D2 
4.2.2.3 . 1  Fai l u re mode 
Typical modes of fai lure for specimen of group [ B] that were pre-fai led prior 
to retrofitt ing and/or test ing are shown in F igure 4 .27 through F igure 4 .30 .  The 
control specimen D2-S 1 - R was loaded up to its first peak load then un loaded . 
After that. the specimen was re-tested again for the second t ime up to fai l ure. 
The other three spec imens were loaded up to the ir first peak loads then 
unloaded . The spec imens were then retrofitted with E B-CFRP system without 
the MA EB-CFRP system integrated with the MA, and ETD-GFRP system. 
Specimen D2-S 1 - R experienced a c lassical shear mode of fai l ure represented 
by formation of a band of diagonal shear cracks in the shear span as shown in  
F igure 4.27.  The specimen D2-S l -E B  retrofitted with the EB-CFRP system 
without the MA fai led by debonding of the CFRP sheets as shown in F igure 
4.28, preceded by abrupt open ing of exist ing d iagonal  shear cracks in the shear 
1 1 3 
pan and yielding of st i rrup . pec imen EB-CFRP MA reached it peak load 
" ithout debonding of the CFRP sheets . The pecimen fai l ed by crushing of the 
d iagonal concrete trut ( i .e. web-crushing shear mode of fai l ure) .  Th is " as 
preceded b, opening of e ist ing hear crack and yielding of sti rrups. ]n the 
po t-peak tage, pu l l -out of the MA system and peel ing-offof the CFRP sheets 
took p lace a hown in Figure 4 .29 .  pec imen D2-S l -ETD fai led in a d iagonal 
tension hear mode of fai l ure as shown in F igure 4 .30 .  This was preceded by 
opening of ex ist ing diagonal shear cracks in the shear span and yielding of 
stirrups. 0 rupture of GFRP rebars or CFRP sheets occurred at fai lure in any 
of the retrofitted pec imens. 
At peak load (first shear test) At peak load (second shear test) 
At fai lure (second shear test) 
F igure 4 .27 :  Fai lure mode of spec imen D2-S 1 - R 
1 1 4 
At peak load 
(first shear test) 
At peak load 
(second shear test) 
At fai lure 
(second shear test) 
F igure 4 .28 :  Fai lure mode of spec imen D2-S l -EB 
1 1 5 
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., 
At peak load 
(second shear test) 
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(second shear test) 
F igure 4.29:  Fai lure mode of spec imen D2-S l -E B+MA 
1 1 6 
At peak load 
( fi rst shear test) 
I 
At peak load 
(second shear test) 
At peak load 
(second shear test) 
F igure 4 .30 :  Fai lure mode of spec imen D2-S J -ETD 
1 1 7 
4.2.2 .3.2 bear  capacity 
Re u l ts of pec imens of group [B ]  that were pre-fai led pnor to retrofitt ing 
and/or test ing are given in Table 4 .4 .  
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org g b I ferp = I :,." - 0 9  T 'org . residual shear strength prior to retrofitt ing = 0.9 1 'org based on the 
results o f spec imen 02- 1 - R 
The non-retrofitted control spec imen 02-S 1 - R reached a peak load of 1 44 kN 
\i h ich corresponded to a shear resi stance of 1 1 5 .2 kN in the first shear test. In  
the second shear test to fa i lure. the specimen recorded a lower peak load of 1 30 
kN that corresponded to a shear res istance of 1 04 kN ' Th is  means that the non-
retrofitted pecimen \i as able  to restore 90% of its original shear strength 
recorded in the first shear test. Spec imen D2-S 1 -£B reached a peak load of 1 37 
kN which corresponded to a shear res istance of 1 09 .6 kN in the first shear test . 
I n  the second shear test to fai lure, the retrofitted spec imen could not restore its 
original  shear capac ity and recorded a lower peak load of 1 07 k that 
corresponded to a shear resistance of 85 .6  . The ratio VnewlVorg for specimen 
02-S 1 -£ B  was only 0 . 78 which indicates that the specimen restored only 78% 
of its original shear capacity due to the premature delamination of the CFRP 
sheets caused by open ing of existing shear cracks. Spec imen 02-S l -E B+MA 
reached a peak load of 1 1 8 kN which corresponded to a shear resistance of 94.4 
kN in the first shear test. In the second shear test to fai lure, the retrofitted 
specimen recorded a h igher peak load of 1 65 k that corresponded to a shear 
1 1 8 
resi tance of 1 32 k . The ratio Vnel, Vorg for pec imen D2- l -E B+MA ,",v as 1 .4 
which ind icate that the pecimen was not onl able to restore its original shear 
capacity but al 0 upgraded its original hear capacity by 40%. This is  becau e 
of the M y tern that pre ented the early detachment of the CFRP sheets and 
control led open ing of the pre-exist ing hear cracks. The spec imen D2-S l -ETD 
recorded a peak load of 1 37 kN hich corresponded to a shear resistance of 
1 09 .6  k in the fir  t shear test . In the second shear test to fai lure, the retrofitted 
pec imen restored 97% of its original shear capac ity. 
4.2.2 .3.3 Deflection response 
The load-deflection curves for spec imens of group [B] that were pre-fai led 
prior to retrofitt ing and/or test ing are i l lustrated in F igure 4 .3 1 through F igure 
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Figure 4.3 1 :  Load-deflection curves of spec imen D2-S 1 - R 
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Figure 4 . 3 3 :  Load-deflection curves of specimen D2-S l -EB+MA 
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Figure 4.34 : Load-deflection curves of spec imen D2-S 1 -ETD 
The in it ial c c le of loading to peak load-un loading resu lted in a permanent 
deflection of 3 .5 mm, on average, which shi fted the load-deflect ion response 
recorded in the second shear test to fa i lure. In the first shear test, a l l  spec imens 
exh ibited almost a l inear response up to crack in it iation at a load value in the 
range of 50 to 60 leN. Then, the specimens exh ibited a quas i - l inear deflection 
response unti l yie lding of sti rrups that occurred at a load value in the range of 
1 00 to 1 20 leN. Fol lowing yielding of sti rrups, the deflection cont inued to 
increase but at a h igher rate t i l l  the specimens reached their  peak loads. The 
non-retrofitted pre-fai led specimen D2-S 1 -N R  featured almost a l inear 
deflection response in the second shear test to fa i l ure t i l l  y ie lding of sti rrups 
that took p lace at approximately  1 30 k where a sudden increase in deflection 
took p lace. The specimen reached its peak load at the onset of yielding of 
sti rrups. The specimen, then, exhibited a sudden drop in load, fol lowed by a 
p lastic deflection response. The in i t ial shear damage D2 caused a 1 0% 
reduction in the shear resistance as shown in F igure 4 .3 1 .  I n  the second shear 
1 2 1  
te t to fai l ure, the pec imen 02- l -E B  exh ibited almo t a l i near re pon e t i l l  
) ie lding of ti rrup that occurred at approximate ly 1 00 k where a decay in 
load took p lace. Fol lo\ ing y ie ld ing of st i rrup , the deflection increased at a 
higher rate t i l l  the peak load . The specimen featured almost a p lastic deflection 
re pon e in the po t-peak stage. Specimens 02-S J -E B+MA and D2- l -ETD 
featured almo t a l i near deflection respon e in the second shear test to fai lure 
t i l l  y ie lding of t i rrups that took p lace at load values of 1 55 and 1 1  0 kN, 
respectively. pec imen D2-S l -E B+MA fai led shortly after yielding of sti rrups 
where a sudden drop in load took p lace. pec imen D2-S 1 -ETD exhibited a 
ignificant increase in deflection after yielding of sti rrups. Tn the post-peak 
tage. both spec imens D2-S l -E B+MA and D2-S l -ETD exhib ited continuous 
increase in deflection with a gradual  decrease in load . 
4.2.2.3.4 Diagonal  tensile d isp lacement response 
The re lat ionships between the load and the d iagonal d isp lacement across cracks 
for the retrofitted spec imens of group [B ]  with damage state D2 are shown in 
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F igure 4 . 35 :  Load-diagonal tensi le displacement curves for spec imen D2-S I -EB 
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Figure 4 .36 :  Load-diagonal tensi le d isplacement curves for 
specimen D2-S l -E B+MA 
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Figure 4 . 37 :  Load-diagonal tens i le  d isplacement curves for 
specimen D2-S l -ETD 
The d iagonal d isplacement response of specimen D2-S I -N R  could not be 
recorded due to malfunction of the c l i p  gauge. The response of specimen D2-
1 23 
I -E B  featured three phase prior to retrofitt ing. In the first phase. no 
di p lacement \ a recorded t i l l  in i tiation of shear cracks at approximate ly 70 k 
\ here a udden increa e in the d iagonal disp lacement took p lace. In the second 
phase. the d iagonal di placement acro crack increa ed at a h igher rate unt i l  
) ie ld ing of st i rrup that occurred at  approximate ly 1 00 kN with a corresponding 
d iagonal d i  p lacement acros cracks of 0 .5  mm. I n  the th ird phase. the diagonal 
displacement across cracks continued to increase but at a h igher rate unti l the 
pec imen reached its peak load . After retrofitt ing, the d iagonal d isplacement 
response of pecimen D2-S I -E B  featured two stages. Ln the first stage, the 
d iagonal di placement across cracks increased from the beginning of the 
second hear test due to the pre-e i tence of i nternal cracks t i l l  it reached a load 
of 50 k where opening of the pre-exist ing shear cracks and in it ia l  debonding 
of the CFRP sheets took place. I n  the second stage, the spec imen experienced a 
h igher rate of increase in the diagonal  d isp lacement across cracks due to 
progressive debond ing of the CFRP sheets and widening of the pre-exist ing 
shear cracks unti l fai lure of the c l ip gauge took place at approximately 2 mm 
where no further resu lts could be recorded . Spec imen D2-S l -E B+MA featured 
three phases prior to retrofitt ing.  In the first phase, no diagonal d isp lacement 
values were recorded t i l l  in i t iation of shear cracks at approximate ly 55 kN . In  
the second stage, the spec imen featured a h igher rate of increase in the d iagonal 
d isp lacement across cracks unti l yie lding of st i rrups occurred at approximately 
1 1 0 kN with a corresponding d iagonal d isp lacement across cracks of 0 .75 mm. 
I n  the th ird stage, a p last ic d iagonal tens i le  displacement response took p lace. 
In the second shear test to fai lure ( i .e .  after retrofitt ing) the diagonal 
displacement across cracks in spec imen D2-S I -E B+MA featured a quasi- l inear 
1 24 
respon e t i l l  yie lding of tirrups that took p lace at approximatel I S S kN . The 
diagonal di placement acro s cracks conti nued to increase after yielding of 
t irrups t i l l  the spec imen reached its peak load . The response of specimen D2-
I -ETO \� as not recorded prior to retrofitt ing due to malfunction of the c l i p  
gauge. fier retrofitt ing. the diagonal d isp lacement across cracks increased at 
almost a constant rate ti l l  yie lding of sti rrups that took p lace at approximate ly 
1 1 0 k \ ith no pre-cracking stage. This rate of increase of the d iagonal 
d isplacement across cracks for specimen D2-S l -ETO was h igher than that of 
spec imen 02- l -E B+MA. Fol lowing yield ing of sti rrups, the specimen D2-S 1 -
ETD experienced a plast ic d iagonal d isp lacement response. 
4.2.2.3.5 Flex u ra l  steel strain response 
The longitudinal tens i le steel strains for spec imens of group [B ]  with the 
damage state D2 are shown in Figure 4 . 38  through F igure 4.40. 
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Figure 4 . 38 :  Load-flexural strain re lat ionsh ips for specimen 02-S I -N R  
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F igure 4 .40:  Load-flexura l  strain relationsh ips for specimen D2-S l -£ B+MA 
In the first shear test, the specimens experienced flexural cracks at a load value 
] 26 
in the range of 1 0  to 20 k fol lowed b a cont inuous increase in the teel 
trains t i l l  the peak load. These flexural crack were invis ible during testing. I n  
the first hear t e  t\ pec imen D2- 1 - R featured a gradual  rate o f  increase in 
the flexure teel train unt i l  it reached it peak load at a flexure teel strain 
a lue of 1 675 )lEo [ n  the econd hear test to fai l ure, the rate of increase of the 
flexure teel tra in wa a lmost the same as that recorded in the first shear test to 
fa i lure. The specimen reached its econd peak load at a flexure steel stra in of 
2020 )lE. pec imen D2-S l -E B  featured a steady rate of increase in flexure steel 
train in the fir t shear test unti l it reached the peak load at a flexure steel strain 
a lue of 1 63 9  )lE. After retrofitting, the rate of the flexure steel strain increase 
v as in ignificant ly d ifferent of that recorded in the first shear test. Specimen 
D2-S l -E B+MA featured a gradual rate of increase in the flexure steel strain in 
the first shear test unt i l  i t  reached its peak load at a flexure strain value of 1 357  
)lE. After retrofitting, the rate of the flexure steel strain increase was almost the 
same as that recorded in the first shear test. In  the second shear test to fai lure, 
the specimen reached its peak load at a flexure steel strain of 2039 )lE. The 
flexural steel strain response of specimen D2-S l -ETD could  not be recorded 
due to malfunction of the strain gauge. The flexural steel strain values at the 
peak loads in the first and second shear tests were wel l  below the steel yie ld ing 
strain .  This confirms that al l  spec imens fai led in shear before and after 
retrofitt ing.  
4.2.2.3.6 Stirrups stra in  response 
The sti rrups strain responses for specimens of group [B] with the damage state 
D2 are shown in F igure 4 .4 1 through F igure 4.44. 
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F igure 4 .42 : Load-stirrups strain response for spec imen D2-S l -EB 
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F igure 4 .43 :  Load-sti rrups strain response for spec imen D2-S l -E B+MA 
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F igure 4 .44: Load-stirrups strain response for spec imen D2-S 1 -ETD 
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The t i rrup train re pon e of pec imen D2- 1 - R featured three pha e in the 
first shear te t .  In the first stage, no t i rrups train was recorded up to 
approx imatel 50 k here cracking took place fol lowed by a sudden increase 
in the t i rrup strain .  In the econd tage, the specimen exh ibited a h igher rate 
of increa e in the t irrup train up to yielding of stirrups that started at 
appro. imate l 1 20 k . In the third stage, the specimen exhibited a p last ic 
t irrups stra in re ponse. In  the second shear test to fai lure, the st i rrups started to 
contribute to the shear resistance from the very beginning of the test because of 
the pre-exist ing shear cracks unt i l  yie lding of sti rrups occurred at 
approximately 1 30 kN . After ie ld ing of st i rrups, the spec imen experienced a 
p lastic st i rrups strain response. The stirrups strain response for spec imen D2-
S l -E B  demonstrated three phases prior to retrofitt ing.  I n  the first phase, no 
sti rrups strain was recorded up to a load value of approximately  65 kN where 
shear cracks developed fol lowed by a sudden increase in the sti rrups stra in .  I n  
the second stage, the strain continued to increase as  the load progressed up to 
yie lding of sti rrups that started at approximate ly 1 00 kN . In the third stage, the 
specimen exhibited a p lastic  strain response unti l it reached its peak load . The 
stirrups strain response after retrofitt ing was not recorded for specimen D2-S 1 -
E B  due to malfunction of the strain gauge. The st irrups strain response of 
specimen D2-S l -E B+MA featured three phases prior to retrofitt ing. 
In the first phase, no sti rrup strain was recorded up to a load value of 
approximately  55 kN where shear cracks init iated accompanied by a sudden 
increase in the st i rrups stra in .  In the second phase, the strain increased as the 
load progressed unti l y ie ld ing of sti rrups occurred at a load value of 
approximate ly 1 1 0 kN . After yield ing of st i rrups, a p lastic st i rrups strain 
1 30 
re pon e took place. ub equent to retrofitting. the specimen featured a quasi­
l i near ti rrup train re ponse t i l l  yielding of t i rrups at a load alue of 
appro imatel ] 55 k . The use of the EB-CFRP s stem integrated with the 
M re u l ted in a s ignificant reduction in the rate of increa e of the sti rrup 
tra in .  Th i in turn dela ed yie lding of st i rrup and hence increased the 
peclmen hear resi tance. The st i rrups strain response of spec imen D2-S J ­
ETD featured three pha e prior to retrofitting. 
In  the fir t pha e. no st i rrups stra in was recorded up to a load value of 
approximatel 60 kN where shear cracks developed. After cracking, the strain 
cont inued to r ise as the load progressed t i l l  y ie ld ing of sti rrups at a load value 
of approximate ly 1 1 0 k . In  the last stage, the strain cont inued to i ncrease in 
the stirrups but at  a h igher rate t i l l  the specimen reached i ts  peak load. After 
retrofitt ing. the specimen exhibited a prompt contribution of sti rrups from the 
beginning of the test. The rate of st i rrups strain increase after retrofitt ing was 
a lmost the same as that recorded in the post-cracking stage during the first 
shear test. and hence the ETD-GFRP system d id not resu lt in an increase in the 
sti rrups yie ld ing load . This is  possib ly because of the presence of vertical holes 
that reduced the concrete section and also the presence of internal m icro-cracks 
that could have been formed during drj I l ing of the vertical holes for the 
insta l lation of the GFRP rebars. This explains why the shear res istance of 
specimen D2-S l -ETD after retrofitt ing was almost the same as the orig inal 
shear resistance recorded in the first shear test . In  the last stage, the specimen 
experienced a p lastic  st i rrups strain response. 
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4.2.2.3.7 FRP train re pon e 
The FRP train re pon e for the retrofitted specimens of group [B ]  with 
damage tate D2 are shoVv n in Figure 4 .45 . The effective FRP strain values are 
reported in Table 4 .4 .  It shou ld be noted that the maximum measured FRP 
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F igure 4 .45 :  Load-FRP strains relationship for specimens of 
group [B ]  with damage state D2 . 
There v as no pre-cracking stage in a l l  specimens because the specimens were 
a lready cracked during the first shear test . Spec imens D2-S l -E B  and D2-S 1 -
E B+MA exhib ited s imi lar F RP strain response t i l l  opening o f  the pre-existing 
cracks a load value of approximate ly 50 kN . Then. specimen D2-S J -E B  
exhib ited in i tial/local debonding at a load value o f  approximate ly 65 kN 
fol lowed by an insignificant increase in stra in t i l l  the spec imen reached a load 
value of approximate ly 85 kN where further debond ing of the CFRP sheets 
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took p ia  e. Thi re u lted in a reduction in the CFRP strain a the load 
progres ed. fter opening of the pre-e i t ing crack , specimen 02- l -E B+MA 
howed a h igher rate of increase in the CFRP train ti l l  yielding of sti rrups that 
took p lace at appro, imate ly 1 5 5 kN . Then. the specimen reached its peak load 
hort ly  after yielding of the st i rrups. Thi mean that the use of the CFRP 
y tern with the M prevented debond ing of the CFRP sheets, and hence 
al lowed the CFRP reinforcement to further contribute to the shear resistance. 
pec imen 02- J -ETD exhib ited a rapid increase in the GFRP strain from the 
ery beginning of the test unti l the pec imen reached a load value of 
approximate ly 60 k . Then, a sudden increase in the GFRP strain took place 
due to opening of the pre-exist ing cracks. This was fol lowed by a h igher rate of 
increase in GFRP strain unt i l  yie lding of sti rrups took p lace at approximate ly 
1 1 0 kN . After that, the spec imen exhibited a plastic GFRP strain response t i l l  
the specimen reached its peak load . Specimens 02-S l -E B. D2-S l -E B+MA and 
D2-S l -ETD exhib ited effective FRP strain values of 1 274, 5655 and 8359 /-le, 
respecti e ly .  These values are a lso reported in Table 4 .4 .  The integration of the 
MA in the E B-CFRP system resulted in more than four-fold increase in the 
effect ive FRP strain . 
4.2.3 G roup  C 
4.2.3 . 1  Specimens without in it ial  shear damage 
4.2.3. 1 . 1  Fail u re mode 
Typical fai l ure modes of specimens of group [C] that were not damaged prior 
to strengthening and/or test ing are shown in F igure 4 .46 through F igure 4 .49. 
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At peak load At fai l ure 
Figure 4 .46:  Fai l ure mode for spec imen ND-S2- R 
At peak load At fai lure 
Figure 4.47:  Fai lure mode of spec imen D-S2-EB 
At peak load At fai lure 
Figure 4 .48 :  Fai lure mode of specimen N D-S2-EB+MA 
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At peak load At fai lure 
F igure 4 .49: Fai lure mode of spec imen ND-S2-ETD 
The contro l  spec Imen D-S2-NR featured a c lassical d iagonal tension shear 
mode of fai lure. The spec imen fai led due to format ion of several incl i ned shear 
cracks in the shear span as shown is Figure 4.46 fol lowed by yielding of 
st i rrups then loss of shear integrity. Th is  spec imen exhibited a more wide 
spread shear cracking pattern compared with that exhib ited by specimens D­
NS-NR and ND-S l - R from groups [A] and [B ] .  respectively. This is because 
of the h igher amount of internal steel stirrups provided in this specimen. 
Spec imen N D-S2-EB fai led by debonding of the CFRP sheets preceded by 
formation of d iagonal shear cracks in the shear span and yielding of sti rrups as 
shown in Figure 4 .47.  Spec imens D-S2-EB+MA and ND-S2-ETD fai l ed by 
crushing of the concrete struts in  a web-crush ing shear mode of fai lure as 
shown in F igure 4.48 and F igure 4 .49. respectively.  Spec imen D-S2-EB+MA 
reached its peak load w ithout debonding of the CFRP sheets . In  the post peak 
stage. pu l l-out of the MA system took place and pee l ing-off of the CFRP sheets 
occurred due to excess ive widening of the shear cracks and excessive shear 
deformat ion. 
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4.2 .3. 1 .2 bear  capacity 
Resu lt of pec imens of group [C] that \ ere not damaged prior to strengthening 
and/or test ing are g i  en in Table 4 . 5 .  
Table 4 .5  : Te t re u l t  for the non-damaged spec imens of  group [C] .  
hear FRP shear Effective 
Peak load a re istanceb hear strength Group pecimen resistance FRP strain 
P max (k gain (%) 
/ '  max CkN ) Vjexp (kN) E fe C�E ) 
[C] l 5 1  1 20 .8 
1 7 1  1 36 .8  1 6.0 1 3  3 860 
200 1 60.0 39 .2  32 4503 
1 96 1 56 .8 36.0 30  ] 0525 
a r'max = O. Pmax 
b W ith respect to the control unstrengthened specimen D-S2-NR 
The non-strengthened control specimen N D-S2-NR reached a maximum load 
of 1 5 1  kN which corresponded to a shear resistance of 1 20 .8  kN . The EB-
CFRP shear strengthen ing system without the MA resulted in on ly  1 3% 
increase in the shear resistance. The inc lusion of the MA in the EB-CFRP 
strengthening system increased the shear strength gain from 1 3% to 32% and 
a l lowed the specimen to develop its fu l l  shear capac ity. The shear strength gain 
caused by the ETD-GFRP system, 30% was almost the same as that provided 
by the E B-CF RP system integrated with the MA. 
4.2.3 . 1 .3 Deflection response 
The load-deflection curves for specimens of group [C] that were not shear-
damaged prior to strengthening and/or test ing are i l lustrated in F igure 4 .50 .  A l l  
specimens featured a l i near deflection response unti l in it iation o f  shear cracks 
at approximately 60 kN fol lowed by a quas i - l inear load-deflection response t i l l  
y ie lding of st i rrups. The deflection continued to  increase after yie lding of  
stirrups but a t  a h igher rate t i l l  the specimens reached their  peak loads. A l l  
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strengthened pecimen \\- ere t iffer than the control specimen 0- 2- R. 
pec lmen 0- 2-E B reached it peak load at a deflection value of 1 0  mm. 
Th i value wa a lmo t the arne as that of the control spec imen 0- 2- R .  
The t i ffne e o f  the strengthened specimen were insignificantl d ifferent. 
mong the trengthened spec imens, pecimen 0- 2-EB+MA exhib ited the 
h ighe t ti ffne ", h i le  pec imen N O-S2-ETO e h ib ited the lowest st i ffness. 
The reduced st i ffne exhib ited by specimen D-S2-ETD can be attributed to 
the reduced cross sect ion caused by the 20 mm diameter holes pre-dri l led 
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F igure 4 .50 :  Load-deflection curves for the non-damaged 
specimens of group [C] 
50 
Spec imens N D-S2-EB and N D- 2-EB+MA experienced several 
drops/increases in load in the post-peak stage poss ibly because of progressive 
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debonding of the FRP heets. pec imens ND- 2-EB+MA and D- 2-ETD 
reached their  peak load at deflection allies of 1 2 .7 and 1 4 . 8  mm, respective ly.  
The trengthened spec imen exhibited h igher energ absorpt ion than that of the 
control pec lmen D- 2- R .  The energ absorption of spec imens N D- 2-
E B+M and 0- 2-ETD were h igher than that of spec imen ND- 2-EB .  
4.2.3. 1 .4 Diagonal  tensi le d isp lacement response 
The load er LIS the d iagonal tens i le  d isplacement relationsh ips for the 
pec lmen of group [C] that were not damaged prior to strengthening and/or 
te t ing are hown in  Figure 4 .5 1 .  The specimens exhib ited d iagonal shear 
cracking at a load value in the range of 50 to 70 kN . After crack init iation, 
pec unen D-S2- R howed a gradual increase in the diagonal d isplacement 
across cracks unti l the load reached a value of approximate ly 90 kN where 
fai lure of the c l i p  gauge took p lace. The rate of increase of the diagonal 
d i  p lacement across cracks for spec imen ND-S2-ETD was even h igher than 
that of the control specimen N D-S2-NR.  The diagonal d isplacement across 
cracks for pecimen D-S2-ETD cont inued to i ncrease at a constant rate ti l l  
y ie ld ing o f  st i rrups that took p lace at approximate ly 1 50 kN . The diagonal 
tens i le  d i sp lacement at the onset of yielding for spec imen D-S2-ETD was 
0 .9 1 mm.  Fol lowing yie lding of st i rrups, the d iagonal d isplacement across 
cracks cont inued to increase but at a h igher rate t i l l  the spec imen reached its 
peak load . Both specimens N D-S2-EB and N D-S2-EB+MA exh ib ited s imi lar 
rate of increase of the d iagonal d isplacement across cracks. The d iagonal 
displacement across cracks for spec imens D-S2-EB and ND-S2-EB+MA 
increased at a rate much lower than that of spec imen N D-S2-ETD. For 
instance, at 1 00 kN, the d iagonal d isp lacement across cracks for spec imen ND-
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2-ETD wa 0.45 mm "" hereas for pecimen D- 2-EB and D- 2-EB MA. 
it wa only 0 . ) mm. on average. The higher rate of increase in the d iagonal 
d i  p lacement aero cracks for specimen D- 2-ETD can be ascribed to the 
pre ence of vertical hole " hich reduced the cro s ectional area of the concrete 
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F igure 4 . 5 1 :  Load- diagonal tens i le  displacement curves for the 
non damage specimens of group [C] 
4.2.3. 1 .5 Flex u ra l  steel strain response 
The flexure steel strain response for spec imens of group [C] that were not 
damaged prior to strengthening and/or testing are shown in F igure 4 .52 .  The 
flexural steel strain response of specimen ND-S2-ETD was not recorded due to 
malfunction of the strain gauge. A l l  spec imens exhibi ted a b i - l inear flexural 
steel strain response. I n it ial l y, the flexural steel strain increased at a constant 
rate t i l l  i n it iation of flexural cracks at approximate ly 1 5  kN . Fol lowing in it ia l  
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fle ural crack . the fle ural tee l train continued to increa e but at a h igher 
rate t i  II the pec imen reached their  peak load . The rates of inc rea e of the 
fle ure teel train for spec imen D- 2-EB and N D-S2-EB+MA were a lmost 
the arne. pec imen N D- 2-NR. 0- 2-EB, and D-S2-EB+MA reached 
their  peak load at fle ural strain value of 1 56 1 .  2267, 2955 )..lE, respect ivel . 
Thi indicate that the pecimens -S2- R and D-S2-EB fai led in shear 
without ie lding of the flexura l  ten i l e  steel reinforcement. The specimen D-
2-EB+MA fai led in a web-crushing shear mode of fai lure .  When spec imen 
D- 2-EB+MA reached its peak load. the flexural tensi le  steel was about to 
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F igure 4 . 52 :  Load-flexural strain relat ionsh ips for the non-
damaged specimens of group [C] 
4.2.3. 1 .6 Sti rru ps strain response 
The sti rrups strain response for spec imens of group [C] that were not damaged 
prior to strengthening and/or test ing are shown in F igure 4 . 53 .  The stirrups 
strain response featured a b i - l inear relat ionsh ip.  The sti rrups were not strained 
l AO 
pnor to init iation of hear cracks. I n  the econd stage, the st i rrups strain 
increa ed at almo t a con tant rate up to the peak load that occurred short ly 
after the y ie ld ing of t irrup . The control specimen D-S2- R had the h ighe t 
rate of increa e of sti rrups tra in .  The trengthened specimens. part icular ly D-
2-EB and D- 2-EB+M exhib ited a rate of increase of stirrups strain much 
lower than that of the control specimen D-S2- R. The reduced rate of sti rrups 
train increa e exh ibited by the strengthened pecimens delayed yielding of 
st i rrups and hence increa ed the shear capac ity. Spec imen D-S2-ETD 
experienced a h igher rate of increase of stirrup strain compared with that of 
pec lmen D-S2-EB and N D-S2-EB+MA. This can be ascribed to the 
presence of the vertical holes as explained earl ier. The h igher rate of i ncrease of 
stirrup strain for specimen N D-S2-ETD is  consistent with the h igher rate of 
increase of d iagonal d isp lacement across cracks exhibited by the same 
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Figure 4 . 5 3 :  Load- stirrups strain response for the non- damaged 
spec imens of group [C] 
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4.2.3 . 1 . 7 FRP train re pOD e 
The FRP train respon e for the trengthened pec imens of group [C] that 
were not damaged prior to trengthening and/or te t ing are shown in F igure 
4 .54 .  The effecti e FRP train a lues are reported in Table 4 .5 .  I t  shou ld be 
noted that the maximum mea ured FRP strain is not necessari ly the maximum 
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F igure 4 .54 :  Load-FRP strain re lationsh ips for the non- damaged 
specimens of group [C] 
The F RP strain response for specimen N D-S2-EB was not recorded due to 
malfunction of the strain gauges. The spec imens featured a b i - l inear FRP strain 
response. The FRP reinforcement d id not contribute to the shear resistance in 
the pre-cracking stage. I n  the second stage, the strain increased gradual ly  ti l l  
y ie lding o f  sti rrups which took p lace at approximately 1 60 kN. Fol low ing 
yie lding of sti rrups, the FRP strain cont inued to increase but at a h igher rate. 
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The effective F RP train In pec imen 0- 2-EB MA and 0- 2-ETO were 
4503 and 1 0252 j.lc, re pecti e l . pec lmen 0- 2-ETO exh ibited a h igher 
rate of increa e in the FRP strain compared with that of spec imen 0-S2-
EB+M . This i consistent with the d iagonal d isplacement response across 
cracks and the t irrups strain response exhib ited by the same specimen shown 
in Figure 4 .5 1 and 4 .53 ,  respectivel . Spec imens 0-S2-EB+MA and 0-S2-
EB had imi lar rate of increa e of the d iagonal d i splacement across cracks and 
a lso sim i lar rate of increase of the sti rrups stra in .  Prev ious resu lts demonstrated 
al 0 that the MA had no effect on the rate of increase of the CFRP strain in the 
post-cracking stage. Accord ingly, the CFRP strain of specimen N O-S2-EB 
without the MA at its peak load ( 1 7 ]  kN) can be est imated as 3 860 j.lc from the 
FRP strain response of its counterpart specimen N O-S2-EB+MA. 
4.2.3.2 Specimens with damage state (D2)  
4.2.3.2 . 1  Fai l u re mode 
Typical modes of fai l ure for specimens of group [C] that were pre-fai led prior 
to retrofitt ing and/or testing are shown in F igure 4 .55  through F igure 4 .58 .  The 
non-retrofitted pre-fai led control specimen 02-S2-NR was first loaded t i l l  it 
reached its peak load then unloaded . Subsequent ly, the specimen was tested 
again to fai lure for the second t ime. The other three specimens were first loaded 
t i l l  they reached their fi rst peak loads then unloaded. After that, the specimens 
were retrofitted with E B-CF RP system without the MA, EB-CFRP system 
integrated with the MA. and ETO-GFRP system. Fol lowing retrofitt ing, the 
specimens were loaded back to fai lure. Spec imen 02-S2- R showed a c lassical 
shear mode of fai l ure expressed by format ion of a band of d iagonal shear 
cracks in the shear span as shown in F igure 4 .55 .  During the second shear test 
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to fai lure, pecimen D2- 2-EB fai led b udden delamination of the CFRP 
heets a ho\! n in F igure 4 .56 .  Th i was preceded by opening of the pre-
ex ist ing crack and yielding of st irrups. pec imen D2-S2-EB+MA fai led by 
cru hing of the d iagonal concrete struts. Th is was also preceded by open ing of 
the pre-ex ist ing diagonal shear cracks in the shear span and yielding of st i rrups. 
The bottom concrete cover spa l led-off at the onset of fai lure .  In the post-peak 
tage, pu l l -out of the MA s stem and peel ing-off of the CFRP sheets with a 
considerable amount of concrete adhered to them took p lace as shown in F igure 
4 .57 .  pec imen D2-S2-ETD fai led by  crush ing of the d iagonal concrete struts 
as shown in F igure 4 .58 .  This was preceded by opening of existing cracks, 
de e lopment of new cracks, and yielding of st i rrups. 
At peak load 
(first shear test) 
At peak load 
(second shear test) 
At fai lure ( second shear test) 
F igure 4 . 55 :  Fai lure mode of spec imen D2-S2-N R  
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At peak load ( fir t shear test) 
At peak load (second shear test) 
At fai lure (second shear test) 
Figure 4 .56 :  Fai lure mode of spec imen D2-S2-EB 
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At peak load ( first shear test) 
At peak load (second shear test) 
At fai lure (second shear test) 
F igure 4 . 57 :  Fai lure mode of spec imen D2-S2-E B+MA 
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At peak load ( first shear test) 
At peak load (second shear test) 
At fai lure (second shear test) 
F igure 4 .58 :  Fai lure mode of specimen D2-S2-ETD 
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4.2.3.2.2 hear  capacity 
Resu lt of pec imen of group [C] that were pre-fai led prior to retrofitt ing are 
g i  en in Table 4 .6 .  
Table 4 .6 :  Te t re u l t  for pecimen of group [C] with the damage state D2 
F .. st shear test econd shear test 
(ongJOnal loads 1 (ne" loads) • Damage �'/ ... EffectJ\e FRP Group pec nnen V ...... " (1JT1I tate (,",'I) stralll t: /. (Il£) 
P '. (k.'1) • M, (k,\;)' p.� (kN) . "� (kN)' 
lCJ D2 D2-S2-NR 1 57 1 25 6 1 46 0  1 1 6 8  0 93 
o:2-S2-EB 1 5 1  1 20 8 1 36 0  1 08 8 - 0 90 2696 
o:2-S2-EB+MA 1 4 8  1 1 8 4  1 64 0  1 3 1 2 2 1  I 1 1 1 3403 
D2-S2-cro 1 54 1 23 2 1 86 0  1 4 8 8 34 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 55 
a r -org = 0 Porg . r ·" .... = 0 P"," 
b i �f .. p = r �"", - 0 93 i 'org • residual shear strength prior to retrofitting = 0.93 / 'org based on the 
results o f speci men D2- 2- R 
pecimen D2-S2- R reached a peak load of 1 57 kN which corresponded to a 
shear resistance of 1 25 .6  kN in the first shear test. I n  the second shear test to 
fai lure, the specimen recorded a lower peak load of 1 46 kN that corresponded 
to a shear resistance of 1 1 6 .8  . This means that the non-retrofitted specimen 
was able to restore 93% of its original  shear strength recorded in the first shear 
test . Prior to retrofitt ing, specimen D2-S2-EB reached a peak load of 1 5 1  kN 
\ h ich corresponded to a shear resistance of 1 20 .8  k . I n  the second shear test 
to fai l ure ( i .e .  after retrofitting), the retrofitted specimen could not restore its 
original shear capac ity and recorded a lower peak load of 1 36 k that 
corresponded to a shear resistance 1 08 .8  kN . The ratio VnewlVorg was only 0.90 
which indicates that the specimen restored only 90% of its original shear 
capacity due to the early debonding of the CFRP sheets caused by open ing of 
the pre-ex ist ing shear cracks. I n  the first shear test ( i  .e. prior to retrofitt ing), 
specimen D2-S2-E B+MA reached a peak load of 1 48 kN which corresponded 
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to a hear re istance of 1 1 8 .4 kN . In  the second shear test to fai lure ( i .e .  after 
retrofitt ing). the pec imen recorded a h igher peak load of 1 64 k that 
corre ponded to a h igher hear resi tance of 1 3 1 .2 k . The ratio VneJVorg was 
1 . 1 1 \\ hich indicates that the pecimen v a not onl able to restore it original 
hear capac it , but also upgraded it original shear capac ity by 1 1  %. The 
spec imen 02- 2-ETO recorded a peak load of 1 54 kN prior to retrofitt ing 
wh ich corre ponded to a hear resi tance of 1 23 .2 k . In the second shear test 
to fai lure ( i .e .  after retrofitt ing), the specimen reached a peak load of 1 86 k 
that corre ponded to a shear res istance of 1 48 .8  kN with a rat io of Vne,/Vorg = 
1 .2 1 .  Thi means that the spec imen wa able to fu l ly restore its original 
capac ity ith an add itional enhancement of 2 1  %. 
4.2.3.2.3 Deflection response 
The load-deflection curves for spec imens of group [C] that were pre-fai led 
prior to retrofitt ing and/or test ing are i l lustrated in F igure 4 .60 through F igure 
4 .6 1 .  In the first shear test, a l l  spec imens exhib ited a lmost a l i near response up 
to in it iation of shear cracks at a load value in the range of 50 to 60 kN. Then, 
the specimens exhib ited a quas i - l i near deflection response unti l yie lding of 
sti rrups which started at approximate ly 1 20 kN . Fol lowing yield ing of sti rrups, 
the deflection continued to increase but at a h igher rate t i l l  the peak load . The 
non-retrofitted pre-fa i led spec imen D2-S2-NR featured almost a l inear 
deflect ion response in the second shear test to fai lure unt i l  yie lding of sti rrups 
that occurred at approximately 1 30 kN . The deflection then increased at a 
h igher rate t i l l  the specimen reached its peak load short ly after yie lding of 
sti rrups. The init ia l  shear damage D2 reduced the shear resistance by 7% as 
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h wn in Figure 4 .60 t the peak load, a s l ight drop in load took place . In the 
po t-peak tage, the deflection increased accompanied by a gradual reduction in 
the load. pec imen D2- 2-EB e h ib i ted almost a l i near deflection response in 
the econd shear te t to fai lure t i l l  y ie lding of st i rrup that occurred at 
approximately 1 30 . The spec imen reached its peak load short ly after 
) ie lding of t i rrups. Fol lov ing yielding of st i rrups, a sudden increase in 
deflection took p lace. In the post-peak stage. the specimen exh ibited 
drop/increa e in load fol lowed by another drop in load possib ly because of 
progre ive debonding of the CFRP sheets. The spec imen then exhib ited a 
plastic  load-deflect ion behav ior. Specimen D2-S2-EB+MA featured a lmost a 
l inear re ponse in the second shear te t to fai lure t i l l  yielding of st i rrups which 
took p lace at approximate ly 1 50 kN . The deflection continued to increase after 
ie ld ing of st i rrups but at a h igher rate unti l the spec imen reached its peak load 
\v here a sudden drop in load took place fol lowed by another increase/drop in 
load. Then. the specimen exhib ited a plastic load-deflection behavior as shown 
in F igure 4 .62. Spec imen D2-S2-ETD exhibited almost a l i near deflection 
response in the second shear test to fa i l ure t i l l  y ie ld ing of st irrups which took 
p lace at approximately 1 70 kN . Then the deflection continued to increase but 
at a h igher rate unti l the specimen reached its peak load . When the peak load 
was reached, a sudden drop in load took p lace fol lowed by another 
increase/drop in load. Then, the spec imen exhibited a plast ic deflection 
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F igure 4 .59 :  Load-deflection curves of spec imen D2-S2-EB 
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F igure 4 .6 1 :  Load-deflection curves of specimen D2-S2-ETD 
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4.2.3.2.4 Diagonal  ten He d i  placement response 
The load er u the d iagonal tensi le d isplacement curves for pec lmen of 
group [C] with the damage tate D2 are hown in Figure 4.63 through F igure 
4 .66. 
- - - - - Second shear test 
D2-S2-NR 
1 .5 2 2 .5 3 3.5 
Diagonal ten si le displacement (mm) 
F igure 4.63 : Load-diagonal tens i le  d isp lacement for specimen D2-S2- R 
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F igure 4 .66 :  Load-diagonal tens i le  d isplacement for specimen D2-S2-ETD 
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There \Va no pre-cracking tage during the econd hear te t to fai lure .  The 
d iagonal  di placement across cracks for pec imen D2- 2- R increased 
gradual ly in the econd shear test unti l yielding of st i rrups started at 
approx imatel 1 20 k .  fter yie lding of t irrup , the d iagonal tensi le 
d isplacement exhib ited a plastic re ponse . The load versus the diagonal tensi le 
d i  placement response for the specimen D2- 2-NR was not recorded in the first 
hear te t due to a malfunction of the c l i p  gauge. The d iagonal tensi le 
d i  p lacement across cracks for spec imen D2-S2-EB featured three stages in the 
second shear test to fai lure ( i .e .  after retrofitt ing) .  In the first stage, the diagonal 
ten ile d isp lacement acros cracks increased l inearly unti l the load reached a 
a lue of approximately 90 kN where in it ia l/ local debonding of the CFRP sheets 
and opening of the pre-ex ist ing cracks took p lace. In the second stage, the 
d iagona l  d isplacement across cracks increased at a h igher rate unti l yie lding of 
stirrups which took p lace at approximate ly 1 30 kN . In the third stage, the 
specimen featured a p lastic d iagonal d isplacement response unti l the specimen 
reached its peak load. The load-diagonal tens i le  d isplacement response for 
spec imen D2-S2-EB in the first shear test ( i .e .  prior to retrofitting)  was not 
recorded as a resu lt of a malfunct ion of the c l i p  gauge. The d iagonal tens i le  
displacement response for spec imen D2-S2-EB+MA exh ib ited three phases in 
the first shear test ( i .e .  prior to retrofitt ing) .  In  the first phase, no d iagonal 
displacement values were recorded unt i l  the load reached a value of 35 kN 
fol lowed by a s l ight increase in the diagonal d isplacement t i l l  in i t iation of shear 
cracks that took place at approximately 50 k . In the second phase, the 
d iagonal displacement increased at a constant rate as the load progressed t i l l  
yie lding of st i rrups which started at approximately 1 20 kN . I n  the last phase, 
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the diagonal di placement continued to increase but at a h igher rate unti l the 
pecimen reached its peak load. After retrofitt ing ( i .e .  in the econd hear test to 
fai l ure). the d iagonal di splac ment acros cracks increased from the beginning 
of the te t a the load progressed ti l l  yielding of t irrups which took place at 
approximate l)  1 50 k . Then, a p ia t ic diagonal d isplacement response took 
place unti l the pecimen reached its peak load . The diagonal tensi le 
d isplacement response for spec imen D2-S2-ETD featured three stages in the 
first shear test ( i .e .  prior to retrofitt ing) .  In the first stage. the specimen did not 
hO\; any signs of d iagonal d isp lacement ti l l  in it iation of shear cracks at 
approximate ly 50 k . I n  the second stage, the d iagonal d isp lacement increased 
at a constant rate a the load progressed t i l l  y ie lding of sti rrups which started at 
approximately  1 20 k . In the l ast stage, the d iagonal tens i le  displacement 
across c racks cont inued to increase but at a h igher rate t i l l  the specimen reached 
it  the peak load. After retrofitting, during the second shear test to fai l ure, the 
d iagonal d isplacement across cracks increased from the very beginning of the 
test as the load progressed t i l l  y ie ld ing of st i rrups at approximate ly 1 70 kN . 
Fol lowing yielding of st i rrups, the d iagonal tens i le  d isplacement across cracks 
continued to i ncrease with insignificant increase in load t i l l  the spec imen 
reached its peak load. 
4.2.3.2.5 Flexu ra l  steel strain response 
The longitud inal tens i le  steel strains for the specimens of group [C] with the 
damage state D2 are shown in F igure 4 .67 through F igure 4.70.  In the first 
shear test, the specimens experienced flexural cracks at a load value in the 
range of 1 0  to 1 5  kN . These cracks were i nvis ib le during testing. After 
in i tiation of flexural cracks, the flexural  tensi le steel strain i ncreased at a 
1 56 
onstant rate t i l l  the peak load was reached. In  the second shear test to fai lure, 
the fle ural steel train increa ed at a rate im i lar to that recorded in the first 
hear te t .  
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Figure 4 .67 :  Load-flexural strain re lationship for specimen 02-S2- R 
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F igure 4 .70 :  Load-flexural  strain relat ionsh ip for specimen D2- 2-ETD 
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pec imen 02- 2-NR reached its peak load in the first shear te t at a tensi le 
teel train a lue of 2 1 78 �E. In the econd shear te t to fai l u re, the spec imen 
reached its peak load at a flexural  ten i le steel stra in of 1 806 �E. pecimen 02-
2-EB reached its peak load in the first and second shear tests at flexural steel 
train value of 2 1 30 and 2077 �E. re pect ively. For specimen 02-S2-EB+MA 
a flexure train value of 2205 �E was recorded when the spec imen reached its 
peak load in the first shear test . The flexural steel strain response after 
retrofitt ing cou ld not be recorded due to malfunction of the stra in gauge. A 
flexural teel strain value of 2380 �E was recorded when spec imen 02-S2-ETD 
reached its peak load in the first shear test. After retrofitt ing, the rate of 
increase of the flexure teel strain was almost the same as that recorded prior to 
retrofitt ing but the spec imen reached its peak load at a h igher flexural steel 
strain of 3205 �E. This indicates that crushing of the diagonal concrete struts 
occurred in the second shear test ( i .e. after retrofitt ing) almost at the same time 
where the tens i le steel reinforcement started to yield.  
4.2.3.2.6 Stirrups stra in  response 
The st i rrups strain responses for specimens of group [C] with the damage state 
D2 are shown in F igure 4 .7 1 through F igure 4 . 74 .  Specimen 02-S 1 -N R  
featured three phases of st i rrups strain response in the first shear test. I n  the first 
stage, no strain values were recorded unt i l  in it iation of shear cracks that took 
p lace at approxinlate ly 60 kN, where a sudden increase in the stirrups strain 
occurred . In the second phase, the strain i ncreased at a h igher rate unti l yie lding 
of sti rrups which started at approximate ly 1 20 kN. After yielding of st i rrups, a 
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F igure 4 . 74 :  Stirrup's  strain response of spec imen D2-S2-ETD 
The load-st irrups strain response of specimen D2-S2-NR in the second shear 
test to fai lure was not recorded due to malfunction of the strain gauge. The 
stirrups strain response of specimen D2-S2-EB featured three stages prior to 
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retrofitting.  In  the fir t pha e, no train wa recorded unt i l  in i t iation of shear 
crack at appro imatel 60 fo l io'. ed by a sudden increa e in the sti rrup 
train .  [n the se ond stage, the train continued to increase as the load 
progre ed unt i l  yielding of t irrup wh ich tarted at approximate ly 1 20 k . In  
the third tage. the specimen exh ib ited no further increase in strain ti I I  the 
pecimen reached it peak load po s ib ly because of s l ippage of sti rrups . After 
retrofitt ing, the train increased from the beginning of the test in a l i near 
fa hion t i l l  ie ld ing of st irrups wh ich took place at approximate ly 1 30 kN . The 
pecimen reached its peak load, 1 36 kN. short ly after ielding of stirrups. The 
rate of increase of st i rrups strain before and after retrofitt ing was a lmost the 
arne. Th is  exp lains why the EB-CFRP system without the MA was not able to 
restore the shear resistance of the specimen recorded in the first shear test. The 
stirrups strain response for specimen D2-S2-EB+MA featured three phases in 
the first shear test ( i .e .  prior to retrofitting) .  I n  the first phase, no strain was 
recorded up to a load value of approximately 40 k , where shear cracks were 
init iated . In the second phase, the strain increased l i nearly as the load 
progressed unt i l  yie ld ing of sti rrups which started at approximately 1 20 kN .  
After yie lding o f  st i rrups, a p last ic sti rrups strain response took p lace fol lowed 
by a reduction in strain for a short fourth stage . Subsequent to retrofitting, the 
specimen featured a l inear stirrups strain response ti l l  y ie lding of stirrups 
occurred at approximate ly 1 50 kN fol lowed by no increase in the stirrups strain 
unti l the load reached a value of 1 60 kN where a p lastic  strain response took 
p lace. The sti rrups strain response for spec imen D2-S2-ETD featured three 
stages prior to retrofitting.  In the first stage, no strain \ as recorded t i l l  in i t iation 
of shear cracks at approximate ly 50 kN ' After shear cracking, the strain 
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continued to ri e a the load progre ed t i l l  ie ld ing of  sti rrup which started at 
appro, imatel 1 20 k . In the last pha e, no further increase in  the strain was 
found po ibly becau e of l i ppage of st i rrups. After retrofitt ing, in the econd 
hear te t to fa i l ure, the pec imen exhib i ted a prompt t irrups contribution from 
the beginn ing of the te t. The st i rrup strain increa ed a lmost at a constant rate 
t i l l  yi Id ing of t irrups \ hich occurred at approximately 1 70 k . Th is  was 
fo l lowed by a p last ic st i rrup strain  respon e .  
4.2.3.2.7 FRP strain response 
The FRP stra in responses for the retrofitted spec imens of group [B ]  with the 
damage tate D2 are shown in F igure 4 .75 .  The effective FRP strain values are 
reported in Table 4 .6 .  It should be noted that the maximum measured FRP 
strai n  i s  not necessari l y  the maximum absolute FRP strain  experienced by the 
specimen. There was no pre-cracking stage in a l l  spec imens because the 
specimens were a lready cracked in the first shear test. The F RP re inforcement 
started to contribute to the shear res istance from the beginning of the test. For 
specimen D2-S2-EB, the CFRP strain increased gradual l y  unt i l  the specimen 
reached a load value of 60 k . where open ing of pre-existing shear cracks and 
in i t ia l  debonding of the CFRP sheets took place. Then, the load continued to 
i ncrease with ins ignificant increase in the CFRP strain unt i l  the spec imen 
reached a load value of approximate ly 90 k at a correspond ing effect ive FRP 
stra in of 2696 /-lE.  Then, the FRP stra in decreased as  the load progressed due to 
progressive debonding of the CFRP sheets. The FRP  strain in spec imen D2-S2-
E B+MA increased gently unt i l  the specimen reached a load value of 60 kN 
where open ing of pre-exist ing shear cracks took p lace. The FRP strain 
continued, however, to increase since the MA system prevented the early 
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debonding of the FRP heet . At a load value of appro imate ly 1 1 0 k . the 
FRP strain tarted to decrease a the load progre ed possibly due to local 
debonding of the FRP heet unt i l  the pec imen reached a load value of 1 60 
k where the CFRP tarted to increa e again .  The specimen reached its peak 
load at an effecti e CFRP train of 3403 /lE. pec imen 02-S2-ETO featured the 
h ighe t rate of FRP train increa e among the retrofitted spec imens. The FRP 
stra in increa ed gradual ly in  specimen D2-S2-ETD unt i l  i t  reached a load value 
of approximate I 40 kN where open ing of pre-existing cracks took place. Then, 
the FRP strain continued to increase at almost a constant rate unti l yielding of 
t irrups h ich took place at approximately 1 70 kN . Fol lowing yielding of 
stirrups. the FRP strain increased rapid ly at a h igher rate unt i l  the spec imen 
reached its peak load, 1 85 kN, at a correspond ing effective G F RP strain of 
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4.3 Anal  i of test re u lt and d i  cus ion 
I n  thi ect ion. the effect of ar ing the strengthening/retrofitt ing ystem. 
amount of internal t irrup . and shear damage state prior to retrofitting on the 
hear trength gain are analyzed and di  cu ed. 
4.3 . 1  Performance evaluation of the non-damaged specimens 
For the pec imens that were not damaged prior to strengthen ing, the shear 
trength gain \.  as dependent of the strengthening system used in  strengthening 
and presence/amount of internal steel st i rrups. The i nteraction between the 
strengthen ing system. amount of internal steel sti rrups and shear strength gain 
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F igure 4 .76 :  I nteraction between strengthening system, amount of 
i nternal steel sti rrups and shear strength gain 
4.3. 1 . 1 Effect of strengthening system 
Figure 4 .76 demonstrates that the E B-CFRP system without the MA was less 
effect ive in improv ing the shear resi stance than the E B -CFRP system with the 
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and the ETD-GFRP y tern . In the ab ence of steel st i rrups, the integrat ion 
of the M in the EB-CFRP ystem increa ed the shear strength gain from 1 7% 
to 64% ( i .e. the inc lusion of the MA resul ted in  a 3 .8-fold increase in  the shear 
strength gain). For the spec imen with the internal steel sti rrups, the inc lusion 
of the M in the EB-CFRP sy tern resu lted in approximate ly a two-fold 
inc rea e in  the shear resi tance. The shear strength gain caused by the ETD­
GFRP y tern was comparable to that caused by the EB-CFRP system 
integrated with the MA. 
4.3. 1 .2 Effect of amount  of i n terna l  stirrups 
General I , the shear strength gain decreased as the amount of internal steel 
sti rrups increased as demonstrated in F igure 4 .76. The shear strength gains of 
the specimens with internal stee l st i rrups strengthened with the EB-CFRP+MA 
and the ETD-GFRP systems were on average 42% lower than those of the i r  
counterpart spec imens w ithout internal steel st i rrups. The effect of presence of 
internal steel sti rrups on the shear strength gain  was less pronounced for the 
specimens strengthened w ith the EB-CFRP system without the MA.  The 
reduced shear strength gain for the spec imen without internal st i rrups 
strengthened with the E B-CFRP without the MA can be ascribed to the early 
debonding of the CFRP sheets caused by the rapid widening and growth of the 
developed shear cracks in the absence of any internal steel st i rrups. 
The shear strength gain decreased as the amount of the internal steel sti rrups 
increased. For the specimens strengthened with the EB-CFRP system without 
the MA, decreasing the st i rrups spac ing from 5J = 0.6d to S2 = 0 .375d resulted 
in approximately a 3 0% reduct ion in the shear strength gain. For the spec imens 
strengthened with the EB-CFRP+MA and the ETD-GFRP systems, decreasing 
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the pac ing between t irrup decrea ed the shear trength gain by 1 1  and 25%, 
re pectivel,  . 
4.3.2 Performance eva luation of the pre-damaged specimens 
For the pecimen that ere shear-damaged prior to retrofitt i ng, the shear 
trength gain \ as dependent of the init ial shear damage state and the 
retrofitt ing y tern used to upgrade the hear capac ity . 
4.3.2 . 1  Effect of i n itial shear damage 
4.3 .2. 1 . 1  Specimens with the lower amount  of stirrups 
The effect of the init ia l  shear damage on the shear strength gain of the 
pecimens w ith the lower amount of st i rrups is demonstrated in Figure 4 .77 .  
The i n it ial shear damage 0 1  ( i .e .  pre-cracking) reduced the shear strength gain 
in a l l  specimens. The reduction in shear strength gain was dependent of the 
retrofitt ing system .  The reduction in the shear strength gain caused by the pre­
cracking was a maximum for the specimen retrofitted w ith the ETO-GFRP 
system. 72 . 5%, and a min imum, 25%,  for the spec imen retrofitted with the EB­
CFRP+MA.  The pre-cracking reduced the shear strength gain of  the specimen 
retrofitted with the E B-CFRP without the MA by approximately 42%. 
The shear strength gain further reduced as the severity of the in it ial shear 
damage increased to shear damage 02 (pre-fai lure) for the speci mens 
retrofitted with the EB-CFRP system without the MA and the spec imen 
retrofitted w ith the ETD-GFRP system . No shear strength gain was recorded 
for the pre-fai led speci men retrofitted with the EB-C F RP system without the 
MA. A negl igible shear strength gain of 8% was recorded for the pre-fai led 
specimen retrofitted with the ETD-GFRP system . There is  one anomaly resu lt 
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for the pecimen \\ ith the damage state 02 retrofi tted w ith the E B-CFRP+MA, 
\\ h ich had a hear trength gain h igher than that of the ir counterpart pec imens 
ith no damage or damage tate D J .  Th is  anomaly resul t  can be ascribed to the 
reduced hear re i tance of this part icu lar specimen recorded in the first hear 
test prior to retrofitt ing, 94 .4 kN, that wa below the a erage value, 1 1 2 k , of 
it counterpart ( refer to Table 4 .4- pecimen 02- l -E B+MA). The shear 
trength gain t pica l ly  mcreases as the init ial  shear resistance pnor to 
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Figure 4 .77 :  Effect of i n i t ial shear damage on shear strength gain of the 
specimens with the lower amount of st i rrups 
Based on the resul ts presented in F igure 4 .77, it i s  not recommended to use 
neither the EB-CFRP system without the MA nor the ETO-GFRP system to 
retrofit pre-damaged T -girders conta ining low amount of internal steel sti rrups. 
The presence of in it ial shear damage prompted early debonding of the CFRP 
and hence no or min imal shear strength gain was recorded for the spec imens 
retrofitted with the EB-CFRP system without the MA. I t  seems also that 
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dri l l i ng of hole in the pre-crackedlpre-fai led pecimens for the ETO-GFRP 
sy tern aggra ated the in i t ial hear damage. and hence no apprec iable shear 
trength gain was recorded. The E B-CFRP sy tern integrated v ith the MA was 
the only retrofitt ing o lution that was succes fu l i n  upgrading the shear 
re i tance of the e pec imens. v i th a noticeable shear strength gain .  
4.3.2 . 1 .2 Specimens with the h igher amount  of sti rru ps 
The effect of the in it ial  shear damage 02 on the shear strength gain of the 
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F igure 4 .78 :  Effect of shear damage 02 on shear strength gain of the 
spec imens w ith the h igher amount of st i rrups 
The EB-CFRP system w ithout the MA was not successful in retrofitt ing the 
pre-fa i led specimen ( i .e. w ith the in i t ial shear damage 02), s ince no shear 
strength gain was recorded. This is obv iously because of the early debonding of 
the EB-CFRP sheets. For the specimen retrofitted with the EB-C F RP system 
integrated w ith the MA, the i n it ia l  shear damage 02 resulted in approximately 
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4 1  % reduction in the hear trength gain .  e ertheles , the E B-CFRP stem 
integrated w ith the '" as able  to increa e the shear re i tance of the pre-
fai led pec imen by 1 9%. The shear strength gain provided by the ETD-GFRP 
) tem wa not af ected by the in i t ial shear damage D2 . This ind icate that in  
the pre ence of h igh amount of internal t i rrups. the ETD-GFRP system sti l l  
can re u l t  in a con iderable increase in the shear resistance of  the pre-damaged 
T-g irder . 
4.4 Efficiency of the strengthening/retrofitting systems 
Table 4.7 compares the  efficienc ies of the composite-based systems adopted in 
the present study for strengthen ing/retrofitt ing of test spec imens. The efficiency 
factor ( E F) for each system is defined as the rat io of the contribut ion of FRP  to 
hear resistance recorded e perimental ly, Vf,exp, to the tens i le strength of al l  
F RP re inforcement prov ided in  the shear span. 
For the specimens w ithout i n it ia l  shear damage. the ETD-GFRP was the 
most effic ient strengthen ing system with EF in the range of 1 2 . 7% to 1 5 .6% 
fol lowed by the E B-CFRP system with MA hav ing E F  in the range 1 0 .4% to 
1 1 .7%. The EB-CFRP v ithout MA was the least efficient system with EF i n  the 
range of 3 .2% to 5 .5%. 
For the pre-cracked and pre-fai led speci mens with l im ited amount of 
sti rrups. the E B-CFRP with MA was the most effic ient system with E F  i n  the 
range of 8 . 1 % to 1 2 .5%. The EFs of the ETD-GFRP system when used in 
retrofitt ing pre-cracked and pre-fai led spec imens with l im ited amount of 
stirrups were 4 .2% and 2 . 8%, respectively. The EB-CFRP system without MA 
was not effect ive in  retrofitt ing pre-cracked or pre-fai led specimens regardless 
of the amount of internal steel st i rrups. 
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For the pre-fai led specimen " ith considerable amount of st i rrups. the 
ETD-GFRP y tern as the mo t effic ient retrofitt ing solut ion with EF of 
1 2 . 1 % compared to EF of 5 .6% for the EB-CFRP 'Ii ith MA. The E B-CFRP 
J tern w ithout MA was not succes ful in retrofitt ing pre-fai led spec lmens. 
e en in the pre ence of considerable amount of internal st i rrups. 
Table 4 .7 :  Effic iency of the trengthening systems 
Total cross section Ten lie strength of FRP 
Damage state pnor peclmen area ofFRP In shear rein forcement In shear I"!np EffiClenc) Factor (EFt 
10 rerroft ttlOg DesIgnation span f\" Af span (TS) (kN) (00) 
(mm2) (kN) 
ND-NS-EB 1 08 8  375 4 1 2  3 2  
ND-N$-EB+MA 1 08 8  375 " 44 1 1 7 
ND-NS-ETD 3 1 4 2 282 7 38 4 1 3 6 
ND-SI -EB 1 08 8  3754 20 8 5 .5  
o damage ND-SI -EB�MA 1 08 8  375 4 39 2 1 0 4  
ND-SI -ETD 3 1 4 2  282 7 44 1 5 6  
ND-S2-EB 1 08 8  375 4 1 6  4 3  
ND- 2-EB+MA 1 08 8 375 4 39.2 1 0 4  
ND-S2-ETD 3 1 4 2 282 7 36 1 27 
O I -S I -EB 1 08 8 375 4 1 2  3 2  
Pre-cracked 0 1 -S I -EB+MA 1 08 8 375 " 30 4 8 1  
0 1 -SI -ETD 3 1 4 2 282 7 1 2  4 2  
02-S1-EB 108 8 375 4 0 0 0  
02- I -EB+MA 108 8 375 4 47 1 2 .5 
02-S1 -ETD 3 1 4 2 282 7 7 8  2 8  
Pre-fruled 
02-S2-EB 108 8 375 " 0 0 0  
02-S2-EB+!\1A 1 08 8  375 4 2 1  I 5 6  
02-S2-ETD 3 1 4 2 282 7 34 2 1 2  I 
1 7 1  
CHAPTER 5 :  ANALYTICAL 
INVESTIGATION 
5. 1 I n troduction 
Thi chapter pre ents a summar of design equat ions adopted b exist ing 
internat ional guidel ines/standards for pred iction of the contribution of EB­
CFRP reinforcement to shear resistance. Analyt ical models publ ished recent ly 
in the l iterature that take into account the interaction between internal steel 
stirrups and external EB-CFRP reinforcement are also presented and rev iewed 
in th is  chapter. The contribution of the ETO-GFRP system to shear resi stance 
has been calcu lated based on analyt ical procedure pub I i shed recently  in the 
l iterature. The accuracy and val id ity of the analytical approaches publ i shed in 
the l iterature and/or recommended by i nternational gu idel ines/standards have 
been exami ned. 
5.2 Shear resistance of the E B-CFRP system 
5.2 . 1 Internationa l  guidel ines/ standards for EB-CFRP res istance 
The analytical model s  recommended by five d ifferent internat ional 
gu idel ines/standards namely; the American AC I 440.2R (2008), European fib 
TG 9 .3  (200 1 ). I ta l ian CNR-OT200 (2004) Austral ian H B  305 (2008), and the 
Japanese J SC E  (200 1 ). to calcu late the design shear resistance of the EB-CRP 
re inforcement. V fd are rev iewed in  th i s  section. The fib TG 9 .3  (200 1 )  
analytical approach i s  mainly based on the analytical model introduced 
previously by Triantafi l lou and Antonopou los (2000). The HB 305 analytical 
approach i s  based on the ana lyt ical model developed by Chen and Teng (2003) .  
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The nom inal hear resi tance of the EB-CFRP reinforcement, Vfn, pred icted b 
the e international guidel ine Istandard ha al 0 been calculated b considering 
all afety factors ( i .e. trength reduct ion factor and material factors) equal to 
1 .  For the EB-CFRP \ i thout MA, the equation spec ified for the U -wrap 
configuration ha e been adopted. The equat ions spec ified for the ful l -
\\ rapping configurat ion have been used to calcu late the hear resi stance of the 
EB-CFRP reinforcement with MA. It  shou ld be noted that analytical approach 
pecified by the Canadian tandards Assoc iation CSA S806-02 is not val id for 
E B-CFRP reinforcement with a debonding mode of fai lure. and hence can not 
be used to predict the contribution of CFRP to shear resistance of test 
pec imen \\ ithout MA.  For RC beams retrofitted with U -shaped CFRP wraps 
having ufficient bond length and/or anchorage, the CSA S806-02 specifies a 
value of 0 .004 for the effective CFRP strain,  /Ole, which is the same value 
speci fied by the AC I 440.2R (2008) for the fu l l -wraps configurat ion (adopted 
in th is  study for the specimens with MA). As such. the nominal CFRP shear 
res istance predicted by the CSA S806-02 for test specimens retrofitted by EB-
CFRP with MA wou ld be  a repl icate of that predicted by the  ACI 440.2R 
(2008).  
5.2. 1 . 1  ACI 440.2R (2008) 
The AC I 440.2R-08 (2008) adopted Equation 5 . 1 to calcu late the design shear 
resistance of the E B-CF RP, Vtd ,  as fol lows : 
(5 . 1 )  
¢ = 0.75 
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If/= 0.85 
(5 .2)  
( 5 . 3 )  
( 5 .4) 
( 5 . S )  
(S .6) 
For fu l l -wrapping 
If/= 0.9S 
( S .7) 
5.2.  1 .2 fib TG 9.3 (200 1 )  
The fib TO 9 .3  (200 1 )  adopted Equation S .8 to calcu late the design shear 
res istance of the E B-CF RP, Vfd •  as fol lows : 
( S . 8 )  
(S .9) 
For U-shaped wraps: 
( S . 1 0) 
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r.r = 1 . 3  
For fu l l -wrapping/properly anchored CFRP 
(5 . 1 1 )  
r.r = 1 .2 
5.2. 1 .3 CNR-DT200 (2004) 
The C R-DT200 (2004) adopted Equation 5 . 1 2  to calcu late the design shear 
resistance of the E B-CF RP. V[d '  as fol lows : 
0 .9 Arfjed d (cot(}+cota) Vfd= - I YRd sf 
For U-wraps 
( 1 Le sin a ) 
fjed=ffdd 1 - 3 min {0 .9d; hw} 
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(5 . 1 2) 
(5 . 1 3 ) 
(5 . 1 4) 
(5 . 1 5) 
(5 . 1 6) 
For ful l -\.\ rapping: 
( I Le in a ) 
fjed=fjdd 1 - 6 min {0 .9d: hll } 
o <� < O .S - b" -
r.r=l. l 
5.2 . 1 .4 lIB 305 (2008) 
(S  . 1 7) 
(S . 1 8 )  
( S . 1 9) 
The H B  30S (2008) adopted Equation S .20 to calcu late the design shear 
resistance of the E B-CFRP. Vfd, as fol lows : 
r rp Alfje hie (sin a+cosa ) Vld= -:.......::.:�----­sl 
rp = 0 . 7  
For U- wraps: 
}, = Lmax 
> L e 
hie L = -max . Sin a 
O. 8Jju 
A > 1 
0 .3 1 5P JEfffo W lJ 
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(S .20) 
(5 .2 1)  
( S .22) 
( S .23 )  
( S .24) 
lV 
2- r 1 In a 
\l' 
1 +  :' 1 SlI1 a 
For ful l  wrapping: 
o. fj,( ' 
O. Ej cmax , 
Cmax = 1 .50/0 
5.3. 1 .5 JSCE (200 1 )  
Cfil :S cmax 
Cju > cmax 
( 5 .25 )  
(5 .26) 
(5 .27) 
The JSCE (200 1 )  adopted Equation 5.28 to calcu late the design shear resistance 
of the E B-CF RP. Vfd,  as fol lows : 
z = dl1 . l 5  
0.4 :s K = 1 .68 - 0.67R :s 0 .8  
Yb = 1 .25  
{" 2/3 1 1/3 
- (  _3) 1 /4 [ lfud 1 [ 1 R - pljX 1 0  Ej x 1 0-3 f'ed 
Ym = 1 . 2  - 1 .3  ( taken as 1 . 2 5) 
0 .5 :S R  :S2 .0 
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(5 .28) 
( 5 .29) 
(5 .30) 
( 5 .3 1 )  
1 . 3 
1 . 5 
f'  < 50 MPa c 
f 'c � 50 MPa 
(5 .32)  
The J CE (200 I )  equat ion are a l id only for fu l ly wrapped/properly anchored 
F RP lam inates. 
5.3.2 Recent ana lytical models for E B-CFRP shear resistance 
The analytical approached adopted by existing guidel ines/standards do not take 
into considerat ion the interaction between the internal stee l stirrups and EB-
C RP shear re inforcement. Th is  section rev iews two analytical models publ ished 
recent ly in the l iterature that can predict the nom inal shear resistance of the EB-
CRP system.  Vjn, considering the  effect of  internal steel stirrups. 
5.3.2 . 1  Mofid i  and Chaal la l  (20 1 1 )  ana lytical model 
The contribution of the E B-CFRP to shear. Vjn, i s  calcu lated using the 
fol lo\ ing equations. The model takes into consideration the effects of i nternal 
steel sti rrups and strip width-to-spacing ratio on the CFRP shear resistance 
through the factors fJe and kj. respectively. The model is, however, not val id for 
RC members strengthened with a fu l l -wrap configuration. 
( 5 . 33 )  
(5 .34) 






(mm) : fc,=0.53  Jf 'e 
Where Eland Es are in G Pa. 
5.3.2.2 Chen et a l .  (20 1 3 )  analytical model 
( 5 .36) 
(5 . 37) 
( 5 . 38 )  
Thi  model takes into considerat ion the interaction between the internal steel 
shear reinforcement ( st i rrups) and the external FRP shear reinforcement 
through a shear interaction factor "K". The general express ion of Vln is given 
as: 
V -2 r hr., Ceol B .,.  co, a) Sin a rK) jn - Jill If W( l '  e - Sf 
fj,e = OJ,max Dlrp 
(5 .39) 
( 5 .450 
(5 .4 1 )  
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For 
Lv L max = ---:---/3 . In 
h 
1 + �  ( �e - 1) 2 Le Sin a 
We p= 5.! .  --......::..--
-




1 ,wf /  (sfsinfJ) 
t = 0.395 / 0 ss Jt eLi 
/ = f' 0.8 eLi e 
The factor "K' is given by: 
z= AI(COS ()/ 4 
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(5 .42) 
(5 .43)  
(5 .44 ) 
( 5 .45)  
(5 .46) 
( 5 .47) 
(5 .48) 
( 5 .49) 
(5 . 50) 
(5 . 5 1 )  
(5 .52) 
( 5 . 53 )  
(5 .54) 
( 5 . 5 5) 
(5 .56)  
A =  
1 . 4  f!n (h/e) - 4 .52}(f; - 1 73) (¢s +0.935) 
1 0000 
¢s = diameter of t i rrup 
5.3 Shear  re istance of the ETD-G FRP system 
5.3. 1 Mofidi et al. (20 1 2 ) ana lytica l model 
( 5 .5 7) 
ofidi et.al (20 1 2) introduced an analytical model to calculate the nominal 
hear re istance of the ETD-FRP system.  The contribution of ETD-GFRP 
rebar to  hear capac ity can be calcu lated us ing the fo l lowing equations: 
r 
AfEf Cfrp·dJsina +cosa) T fn =kL·  ks -'--'-...;;....;:..---"------
'/ 
Ef Dfrp Sm 1 + a '  
2 . Tm · ( l -a ') 2  
{o .n h df = greater of 0.9 d 
( 5 . 58 )  
(5 .59)  
(5 .60) 
( 5 .6 1 )  
(5 .62) 
ks i s  set to 0 .6 if the sti rrups spacing is less than 2d/3 , and is set to 1 i f  there are 
no sti rrups or sti rrups are spaced greater than or equal to 2d/3. I n  the previous 
equat ions, T,n = maximum bond stress between ETD-GFRP rod and concrete, 
Sm = s l ip  of the ETD-GFRP rod at max imum bond stress, a ' =  bond-sl ip curve 
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fitt ing parameter. The bond parameters rm ' Sm' and a ' for the ETO-GFRP 
rebar are not current ly a ai lable. I n  the pre ent tud . the bond parameters of 
rm = 8 .4 M Pa, m = 0.08 mm, and a '= 0.09 derived b Mofidi et a l .  (20 1 2) for 
and-coated ETO-CFRP rebars and al 0 the parameters of rm = 9.5 MPa, Sm = 
0.2 mm, and a ' = 0.3  derived by De Lorenzis (2004) for M-GFRP rebars 
ha e been adopted and examined. 
5.4 Maxim u m  shea r  resistance 
The code pro isions l im it the shear res istance of RC beams to a maximum 
value representing crush ing of eb struts. The equations adopted by the AC I 
3 1 8-08 (2008), Eurocode 2- 2004, CNR-DT200 (2004), AS 3600 (200 1 ), and 
J SC E  (2007) for calcu lation a the maximum design shear strength of RC 
beams, Vd.ma.t are reviewed in th i s  section. The maximum design shear 
re i stance provided by CFRP, Vrd,max, is  g iven by: 
( 5 .63)  
Where Vd.ma.'t" = maximum design shear strength of the concrete member 
Vcd = design shear res istance of concrete 
Vsd = design shear resistance of st i rrups 
ACI 3 1 8-08 (2008) 
A,j d  
Vsd = -Y- ¢ S 






vJe b\\ (O. 9)d V -d mux- r (cote +tanB) c 
, 1 3 
V 
_ [0. 1 K (l OOp/j Jb\l d  
. cd - r 
AJ JO. 9d) 
V - �}-­sd- (r) 
r. =1 .5  : r = 1 . 15  e s 
e 
C R-DT200 (2004) 
AJ./0. 9d) 
Vsd= (r) s 
f 2 f =0. - ...E!!!. . f =0 30 )3 eld r. '  elm . Ve 
e 
r. = 1 . 6 : r = 1 . 15 c s 
AS 3600 (200 1 )  
¢ = 0.7 
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(5 .67) 
( 5 .68)  
( 5 .69) 
( 5 . 70) 
(5 . 7 1 )  
( 5 .72) 
( 5 . 73 )  
( 5 . 74)  
( 5 . 75 )  
( 5 . 76) 
J C E  (2007) 
T - �,cd bwd d.max Yb 
f d=1 .25 fd '.S.7. )i e �}c
I 
f =0.2 (fc )3 '.S.O. 72 ,"cd Yc 
y =1 . 3 ; c 
d 
z = 1 . 15 
(5 .77) 
(5 .78)  
(5 .79) 
(5 .80) 
The summary of VJd.max and Vtn.max values for the previously d iscussed 
guidel ines/standards are shown in Tables 5 . 1 and 5 .2, respectively .  The 
nominal maximum FRP shear resistance is calcu lated by sett ing a l l  safety 
factors ( i .e .  materials factors or strength reduction factors) equal to l .  
Table 5 . 1 :  The values of Vtd.max based on the gu ide l i nes/standards 
Vpmax (kN) 
I S!and ards/guide lines Specimens with no stimrps Specimens with stirrups Specimens vlith stimrp spacing s I = 0.6d spacing s ! = 0.375d 
ACI 3 1 8-08 (2008) 68.9 45.4 3 1 .3 
Eurocode 2-2004 96.6 72.0 57.3 
CNR-DTIOO (2004) 1 23.3 98.8 84.0 
AS 3600 (200 1) 73.3 5 1 . 4 38.2 
JSCE (2007) 86.2 62.6 48.4 
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Table 5 . 2 :  The alues of Tfnmax ba ed on the guide l ine / tandard 
rp• mox CkN) 
tandard 'gwdelme I Spec nnens with no stirrups I Specimens with Lirrup I Specnnens with stirrups I spacing S I = 0.6d spacing S 2 = 0.375d 
ACI 3 1 8-08 (2008) 9 1 . 9 60.5 4 1 . 7 
Eurocode 2-2004 1 44.9 1 1 6.6 99.7 
CNR-DTIOO (2004) 1 97.3 1 69. 1 1 52. 1 
AS 3600 (200 I ) 1 04.7 73 .4 54.5 
JSCE (2007) 1 29.7 1 02.4 86.0 
5.5. Comparative analysis for specimen ' s  strengthened with E B-CFRP 
ystem 
A comparat ive analys is  betv een the analyt ical and experimental results 
concerning the contribution of the E B-CFRP re inforcement to shear resistance 
is pre ented and di cussed in this section. 
5.5. 1 .  Accu racy of in ternational guidel ines/standards 
Predictions of internat ional guidel ines/standards for the contribution of the EB-
CFRP re inforcement to shear res istance are g iven in Table 5 .3 .  The ratios of 
predicted to experimental EB-CFRP shear res istance are g iven in  Table 5 .4 .  
The analytical predictions are also plotted versus the experimental values of the 
non-damaged. pre-cracked, and pre-fai led speci mens in F igures 5 . 1 ,  5 .2, and 
5 . 3 .  respectively. 
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Table 5 . 3 :  Guidel i nes/predictions or EB-C F R P  shear resistance 
Damage state prior [0 Exp. Analytical Results ( V  fl' ) kN u 
retIo fitting 
Specimen 
V.r.HI' ;lCI 4./0 fib TC 9. 3 CNR-DT200 H8 305 
N D-NS-EB 1 2.0 23.9 3 5 .6 24.9 1 7.3  
N D-S I - EB 20.8 23.9 3 5 .6 24.9 1 7.3  
N D-S2- EB 1 6.0 23.9 3 5 .6 24.9 1 7 .3 
N o  Damage 
N D-N S-EB+MA 44.0 3 1 .3 56.3 34. 1 52.0 
N D- S I - EB+MA 39.2 3 1 .3 56.3 34. 1 52.0 
N D- S2- EB+MA 39.2 3 1 .3 56.3 34. 1 52.0 
D I -S I - EB 1 2 .0 23.9 3 5 .6 24.9 1 7.3  
Pre-cracked 
D I - S I - EB+MA 30.4 3 1 .3 56.3 34. 1 52.0 
D2- S I - EB 0.0 23.9 35 .6  24.9 1 7. 3  
D2-S2-EB 0.0 23.9 3 5 .6 24.9 1 7.3  
Pre-fuiled D2- S I - EB+MA 47.0 3 1 . 3 56.3 34 . 1 52.0 
D2-S2-EB+MA 2 1 . 1  3 1 . 3 56.3 34. 1 52.0 
"Vrn = nominal F RP  shear resistance ( without reduction/safety faclors) 
b Vfd = design FRP shear resistance ( with reduction/safety faclors) 
* V�l.mu., was adoptcd 
Analyt ica l Results ( V  (d ) kNh 
JSCE 2001 A C! 4.fO fib TC 9 3  CNR-DT200 HB 305 JSCE 2001 
- 1 5 .2  2 1 .9 1 7.3 1 2. 1  -
- 1 5 .2  2 1 .9 1 7.3 1 2. 1  -
- 1 5 .2  2 1 . 9 1 7.3 1 2. 1  -
85.8 22.3 37 5 24.7 36.4 60.3 
85.8  22.3 3 7 . 5  24.7 36.4 60.3 
85.8 22.3 37.5 24.7 36.4 48 .4  
- 1 5 .2  2 1 .9 1 7 .3 1 2. 1  -
85 .8  22.3 37.5 24.7 36.4 60.3 
- 1 5 .2  2 1 . 9 1 7.3 1 2 . 1  -
- 1 5 .2  2 1 .9 1 7.3  1 2 . 1  -
85.8 22.3 37 .5  24.7 36.4 60.3 
. 
85.8 22.3 37.5 24.7 36.4 48 . -1 
....... 
00 -..J 
Table 5 .4 :  Comparison between the experimental values and guide l ines/standards pred ictions ( EB-CFRP system ) 
Damage state prior to 
Specimen 
Ratio ( V (" V /.eY,, ) Ratio ( 1 ' (cI  /1 '/",, ) 
retrofitting AC1 4.f0 fib TG 9. 3 CNR-DT200 IrB 305 JSCE 2001 A (,1 440 fib TG 9 3  CNR-DT200 
N D-NS-EB 1 . 99 2.97 2.08 1 .44 - 1 . 27 1 . 83 1 . 44 
N D-S I - EB 1 . 1 5  1 .7 1  1 .20 0.83 - 0.73 1 .05 0.83 
N D- S2 - EB 1 .49 2 .23 1 . 56 1 .08 - 0.95 1 .37 1 .08 
No Damage 
N O-NS- EB+MA 0.7 1 1 .28 0.78 1 . 1 8  1 .95 0. 5 1  0.85 0.56 
N O- S I -EB+MA 0.80 1 .44  0 .87 1 .33  2 . 1 9  0 .57 0.96 0.63 
N O-S2-EB+MA 0.80 1 . 44  0 .87 1 .33 2 . 1 9  0.57 0.96 0.63 
O l - S I - EB 1 . 99 2 .97 2.08 1 . 44 - 1 .27 1 . 83 1 . 44 
Pre-cracked 
O l - S I - EB+MA 1 .03 1 .8 5  1 . 1 2 1 .7 1  2 .82 0.73 1 .23 0.8 1 
02-S 1 - £B N . A  N . A  N . A  N . A  N . A  N . A  N . A  N . A  
02-S2-£B N . A  N . A  N . A  N .A N . A  N A  N . A  N . A  
Pre- failed 
02-S I -£B+MA 0.67 1 .20 0.73 1 . 1 1 1 . 83 0.47 0.80 0.52 
02- S2- EBtMA 1 .48 2 .67 1 .62 2 .46 4.07 1 .06 1 .78 1 . 1 7  
a � (" = nominal F RP  shear resistance (wilhout reduction/safely factors) 
h 1 '", = design FRP shear resislance ( with reduction/safety factors) 
lIB 305 JSC£ 200 1 
1 .0 I -
0 .58 -
0.76 -
0.83 1 37 
0 93 1 . 54 
0.93 1 24 
1 .0 I -
1 .20 1 .98 
N . A  N.A 
N .A N.A 
0 77 1 . 28 
1 . 72 2.29 
5.5. 1 . 1  on-damaged peci meos 
'Pecimens strengthened by EB-CFRP without MEA 
In the ab ence of t i rrup . a l l  international guidel i nes/ tandards. except H B  305 ,  
provided non-con er at i  e predictions for the nom inal and design E B-CFRP 
hear re istance when the E B-C FRP sy tern \ a used \ i thout MEA. Th is  is 
po sibl, becau e of the rapid propagation and widening of shear cracks which 
promoted early debonding of the EB-CFRP.  This ind icates that a l im ited 
amount of internal steel st i rrups i needed to restrict widening and extension of 
shear cracks so that the EB-CFRP system can contribute to the shear resistance. 
The H B  305 0 erestimated the nominal shear resistance of specimen D- S­
E B  but prov ided accurate pred iction for its design shear resistance. I n  the 
presence of stirrups. a l l  international gu ide l ines/standards, except HB 305. 
overe t imated the nominal  shear resistance of the EB-CFRP without MEA. The 
error in predicting V.fn increased as the amount of the internal st i rrups increased. 
When safety factors were adopted to calcu late the design shear res istance. Vjd , 
al l  gu ide l ines/standards except, jib TO 9 .3 ,  provided a conservative/reasonable 
prediction for the design shear strength. 
Specimens strengthened by EB-CFRP with MEA : 
Predictions of the ACI  440 and CN R-DT 200 for the nom inal E B-CFRP shear 
resistance. Vjn. of the non-damaged spec imens strengthened by the EB-CFRP 
with M EA were conservat ive whereas the jib TO 9 .3  and the HB 305 
overest imated the nominal E B-CFRP shear resistance. Al l  international 
gu idel ines/standards, except JSCE, prov ided conservat ive predictions for the 
EB-CFRP design shear resistance, V;-d, of the non-damaged spec imens 
strengthened by the E B-CFRP with MEA.  The jib TO 9.3 and the HB 305 
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tend d to pro ide more accurate pred ict ion for Vfd compared w ith predictions 
of the C I  440 and C R-OT 200. 
F igure 5 . 1 :  Comparison between experimental resu lts of the non-damaged 
speci mens and pred ictions of international gu idel ines/standards for EB-CRP 
system; (a )  Vfn vs .  Vj.exp , (b) Vfd vs. Vj.exp 
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5.5. 1 .2 Pre-cracked pecimen 
pecimen strengthened by EB-CFRP without MEA : 
I I  i nternational guidel ines/standard . except H B  305 ,  prov ided non­
conservati e pred iction for both nominal and design EB-CFRP shear 
re i tance \\ hen the E B-CFRP stem as used in retrofitt ing pre-cracked 
pecimen w ithout MEA. The H B  305 0 ere t imated the nominal EB-CFRP 
hear re i stance of pec imen D l -S l -E B  but the de ign shear resistance Vjd was 
almo t identical to the experimental value. 
Specimen trengthened by EB-CFRP with MEA : 
The AC T 440 and CN R-DT 200 provided reasonable and conservat ive 
predictions for the nominal and design shear strengths of the pre-cracked 
spec imen D l - l -E B+MA, respectively.  A l l  other guidel ines/standards 
o erestimated both the nomi nal and design shear strengths of the pre-cracked 
spec imen D l -S I -EB+MA . 
5.5. 1 .3 Pre-fai led specimens 
Specimens strengthened by EB-CFRP without MEA : 
The E B-CFRP without MEA did not provide any extra shear resistance when 
used in retrofitt ing pre-fa i led specimens, and hence all design equations were 
not val id .  Th is  means that equat ions of the internat ional guidel ines/standards 
should not be used to predict the shear resistance of the EB-CFRP system 
w ithout proper end anchors. 
Specimens strengthened by EB-CFRP with MEA : 
For the pre-fai led spec imens strengthened by E B-CFRP w ith M EA, the 
accuracy of the internat ional guidel ines/standards was dependent of the amount 
of internal sti rrups. For spec imen D2-S l -E B+MA with l i m ited amount of 
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internal t i rrup : the C l  440 and C R-DT 200 provided a conser ati e 
prediction for the nom inal hear resi tance, the fib TG 9.3 and C R-DT 200 
l ightly overestimated the nom inal hear resistance by 20 and 1 1 %. 
re pecti e ly, and the J C E  significantly overest imated the shear resistance by 
83%. I I  guide l ine Istandard , except J CEo  prov ided a conservative prediction 
for the des ign shear strength of speci men D2-S l -E B+MA. The JSCE 
overestimated the de ign shear trength of specimen D2-S 1 -E B+MA by 28%. 
For pec imen D2- 2-EB+MA with a cons iderable amount of st i rrups, a l l  
internat ional guidel ines/standards 0 erest imated the nominal and also the 
de ign shear re istance. evertheless, the design shear resistance of spec imen 
D2- 2-EB+MA pred icted by the ACI 440 was on ly 6% h igher than the 
exper imental value. 
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F igure 5 .2 :  Comparison between experimental resu lts of the pre-cracked 
specimens and predictions of international gu ide l i nes/standards for E B-CFRP 
system; (a) Vjn vs. V/.exp , (b) V;-d vs.  Vj.exp 
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F igure 5 . 3 :  Comparison between experimental resu lts of the pre-fai led 
specimens and predictions of international gu idel i nes/standards for EB­
CFRP system ; (a)  Vfn VS.  V/.exp , (b) Vfd vs. V/.exp 
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5.5.2 Accu racy of recent analytical model pu bl i  hed in the l i teratu re 
The nom inal EB-CFRP shear re i tance. V/n. predicted by models introduced by 
Mofidi and Chaal lal (20 1 1 )  and Chen and Teng (20 1 3 ) are gi en in Table 5 . 5 .  
Table 5 . 5 :  Pred iction of analytical mode ls for nom inal EB-CFRP shear re istance 
Exp Ana�'tICal results, v... (kN) 
Damage stale poor to Mofidl and Chaallal (201 1 )  
retrofitmg 
Specanen 
V'np Chen and Teng (20 1 3) 
Without K f Wtth Kf 
'ID-:\S·EB 1 2  3 1 90  33 7 25 42 
'0 Darmge � D- S l ·EB 20 8 19 03 20 1 22 62 
ND-S2·ES 16 16 1 6  1 7 1 2 1 22 
Pre-cnlcked 0 1 ·S I ·ES 1 2  1 9 03 20 1 2  22 62 
D2· S 1 ·ES 0 1 9 03 20. 1 2  22 62 Pre-failed 
02-S2-ES 0 1 6 1 6  1 7 09 2 1 22 
The ratio of predicted to experimental E B-CFRP shear resistance are given in 
Table 5 .6 .  The analytical predictions are also plotted versus the experimental 
values of the non-damaged. pre-cracked, and pre-fai led spec imens in F igure 5 .4 
(a). (b) ,  and ( c) .  respectively. It shou ld be noted that these two models  are val id 
only for U -wraps configurations. 
Table 5 .6 :  Comparison between e perimental values and pred ictions 
of analytical models (EB-CFRP) 
Ra m  V flo rj<xp (1< ) 
Damage stale poor 10 
Specn:nen Mofidl and Chaallal (20 1  J) retrofimng 
WOOl!! Kf WIth K f 
;-JD-NS-EB 2 66 2 81 
�o Damage :-.ID-S I - EB  0 92 0 97 
:-.' D- S2 - EB  1 0 1 1 07 
Pre-cracked DI - S  I - EB  1 59 1 68 
02- S I - EB  N A  N.A Pre-tailed 
D2-S2-EB N A  ;\ A  
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Chen and Teng (20 1 3 )  
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F igure 5 .4 :  Analytical models predictions of Vfn VS. Vj.exp for E B-CFRP 
system; (a) non damaged, (b) pre-cracked, (c) pre-fai led specimens 
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5.5.2 . 1  on-damaged pecimen 
I n  the ab nce of t i rrup , the two model 0 ere t imated the nominal EB-CFRP 
hear re istance. This confirms previou find ings that a min imum amount of 
internal teel t i rrup i needed to restrict widen ing and extension of shear 
crack 0 that the E B-C FRP system v ithout MEA can contribute to the shear 
resi tance. For the spec imen w ith internal stee l stirrups. the model by Mofidi 
and Chaal la l  (20 1 1 )  provided accurate pred ictions for the nominal EB-CFRP 
hear resi tance. The pred icted results were with in 8% error band. Considering 
the effect of strip-width- pacing rat io in the analysis represented by the 
coefficient kf s l ightl increased the pred icted E B-CFRP shear res istance. The 
model by Chen and Teng (20 l 3 ) prov ided reasonable predict ion for the 
nom inal E B-CFRP shear resistance for spec imen D-S l -E B  with the lower 
amount of st i rrups whereas it overestimated the nominal EB-CFRP shear 
resistance for specimen D-S2-EB w ith the h igher amount of st i rrups. I t  should 
be noted that for the specimens with internal st i rrups, predictions of both 
model s  i nd icated that the contribution of the E B-CFRP to shear resi stance 
decreased as the amount of internal steel st i rrups increased . This trend is in  
good agreement \ ith experimental resu lts of spec imens N D-S l -E B  and D­
S2-EB.  
5.5.2 .2 P re-cracked specimens 
The two models  significant ly overest imated the nom inal shear resistance of the 
pre-cracked spec imen D l -S l -EB .  This demonstrates that the avai lable 
analytical models for the U-wraps configurations are not val id for pre-cracked 
specimens. 
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5.5.2.3 Pre-fai led specimen 
Experimental re u lt demon trated that the E B-CFRP ystem without MEA did 
not prov ide an e 'tra hear re i tance when u ed in retrofitt ing pre-fai led 
pecimens. Th i indicate that the avai lable analytical model are not val id for 
pre-fai led pecimen strengthened with the U -wraps configurat ions without 
MEA. 
5.6 Com parative ana lysis for specimens strengthened with ETD-GFRP 
sy tern 
A comparison benveen the predicted and experimental contribution of the 
ETD-GFRP reinforcement to shear resistance is  demonstrated in Table 5 . 7. In  
th is  modeL two sets of bond parameters were adopted. A set of bond 
parameters is ba ed on resu lts of Mofidi et. A I .  (20 1 2) for ETD-CFRP rebars 
( and-coated) and the other set is based on resu l ts of De Lorenzis  (2004) for 
M-GFRP rebars. The effect of inclusion the factor ks = 0 .6  in the analysis for 
the specimens containing internal stee l sti rrups as suggested by Mofidi et a l .  
(20 1 2) has been i nvestigated. 
5.6. 1 Accuracy of Mofid i et al .  (20 1 2) analytical model 
The mode l ' s  predict ions were very sensitive to the bond parameters 
implemented in the analysis .  Predictions of the model considering the bond 
parameters by De Lorenzis (2004) were two t imes the mode l ' s  pred ictions 
when the bond parameters by Mofid i et a l .  (20 1 2) were adopted. More 
d iscussion on the accuracy and val id i ty of the model is  g iven herein .  
5.6. 1 . 1  Non-damaged specimens 
The model gave conservat ive predictions for the nominal ETD-GFRP shear 
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re i tance of the non-damaged pecimen e en \ hen the factor ks was not 
con idered in the anal i ,  and regard Ie s of the bond parameter used. The 
inc lusion of the factor ks = 0.6 in the analysis ignificantl underest imated the 
contribution of the ETD-GFRP to hear re i tance. When the bond parameters 
by De Lorenzis  (2004) were adopted without considering the factor ks, better 
correlation between the predicted and experimental results was recorded . 
5.6. 1 .2 Pre-cracked specimens 
The model ignificant ly  overestimated the contribution of the ETD-GFRP to 
hear resi tance of the pre-cracked spec imen D l -S l -ETD. When the bond 
parameter by Mofidi et al. (20 1 2) were adopted considering the factor ks = 0.6, 
a better corre lat ion between the predicted and experimental resu lts was 
recorded. This means that to obta in a reasonable pred iction for the nominal 
E DT-GFRP shear resistance in a pre-cracked spec imen, it i s  recommended to 
adopt the conservat ive bond parameters by Mofidi et a l .  (20 1 2) and include the 
safety factor of ks = 0.6 in the analysi s. 
5.6. 1 .3 Pre-fai led specimens 
The model significantly overesti mated the nominal ETD-GFRP shear resistance 
of the pre-fa i led spec imen D2-S 1 -ETD with the lower amount of sti rrups 
regardless of the bond parameters adopted in the analysis. evertheless, the 
model provided conservative or reasonable pred ict ion for the nom inal ETD­
GFRP shear resi stance of the pre-fai led specimen D2-S2-ETD w ith the h igher 
amount of sti rrups. For this specimen, the model tended to provide more 
reasonable predictions for the nom inal ETD-GFRP shear resistance when the 
bond parameters by De Lorenzis (2004) were adopted. Adopt ing the bond 
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parameter b)- Mofid i  et a l .  (20 1 2) resu lted in very conservati e pred ictions for 
the nom inal h ar re i tance of specimen D2- 2-ETD with the h igher amount 
of st irrup . 
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Table 5 .7 :  Analytical and experimental values of ETO-GFRP shear res istance 
E'TD- GFRP shear resIStance 
Bond parameters by 
Mo fidl et al (20 1 2 )  
Experimental i' f" 
Darnage state prIOr to 
Spccnnen V lap (kN) relro fittmg 
(kN )  
Parameters 1 m  = 84 , s m = 0 08 , ex = 0 09 
without k r WIth k ,  
ND-NS- ETD 38 4  1 9 2 1 9.2 
No Damage ND-S I - ETD 44 0 1 9 2 1 1 .5  
N D-S2-ETD 36 0 1 9 2 1 1 .5  
Pre- cracked D I - S I -ETD 1 2.0 1 9 2 1 1 . 5  
Pre-failed 
D2-S I -ETD 7 8  1 9 2 11 .5  
D2-S2-ETD 34 2  1 9 2  11 .5  
- ---_._-
RatIO 
Bond parameters by 
D e  LorenzLS (2004) Bond parameters by Mo IKh Bond parameters by D e  
Vin et al (20 1 2 )  LorcllLIS (2000.1 ) 
(kN ) Vfn 1'/."p 1'1" VI "P 
Parameters t m = 9 5 , S m = 0.2 , ex = 0 3 
wlt.hout k s wnh k ,  wlthOUl k ., WIlh k r wnholll k ,  wrtJl k , 
37.3 37.3 0.50 0. 50 0 97 0 97 
37. 3 22.4 0 44 0 26 0 85 0. 5 1 
37.3 22.4 0. 53 032 I 04 0 62 
37 3 22.4 1 60 0 96 3 \ I  I 87 
37.3 22.4 2 47 1 48 0.1 78 2 87 
37.3 22 .4 0 56 0. 34 1 09 0 65 
CHAPTER 6 : CONCLU�ONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
6. 1 General 
The iab i l ity of u ing compo ite in retrofitt ing shear-defic ient RC T-girders with 
d ifferent amount of i nternal steel sti rrups has been investigated in this research 
\\ ork. The beams were retrofitted using e ither E B-CFRP system, with or w ithout a 
MA. or ETD-GFRP ystem . Prior to retrofitt ing. the beams were undamaged, pre­
cracked, or pre-fa i led. The study comprised experimental testing and analytical 
in estigations. The main concl usions of  the work a long w ith recommendations for 
practical appl icat ions and future studies are summarized herein .  
6.2. Conclusions 
6.2 . 1 .  Conclusions of the experimental  work 
Based on the e perimental resu l ts. the fol lowing conclusions are drawn: 
• I n  the absence of i nternal st i rrups, the E B-CFRP system w ithout MA 
increased the shear resistance of the non-damaged specimen by 1 7% on ly. 
The inclusion of MA in  the EB-CFRP system increased the shear strength 
gain to 64%. The shear strength gain provided by the ETD-GFRP system, 
56%. was comparable to that prov ided by the E B-CFRP system w ith MA. 
• For the non-damaged specimens w ith lower amount of sti rrups, Sf = O. 6d, 
shear strengths gains of 1 9, 36.  and 40% were recorded for the specimens 
strengthened with EB-CFRP sole ly, EB-CFRP w ith MA, and ETD-GFRP 
systems. respect ively. 
• The shear strength gain  for the non-damaged specimens decreased as the 
amount of stirrups increased . For the specimens strengthened using EB-
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FRP \ ithout M , EB-C FRP ith MA, and ETD-GFRP s tems, 
decrea ing the t i rrups pac Ing from O. 6d to 0 .375d resulted In 
approximatel 32. 1 1 , and 25% reduct ion in the shear strength gain .  
• The pre ence of hear damage prior to retrofitt ing significantly reduced the 
trengthening effecti enes . For the pre-cracked specimens with the lower 
amount of t i rrups, only 1 1 . 27, 1 1  % shear strength gains were recorded 
after retrofitt ing with the EB-CFRP solei , E B-CFRP with MA, and ETD­
GFRP systems, respectively. 
• The EB-CFRP system \ ithout MA was not successfu l in restoring the 
shear res istance of the pre-fai led specimens where no shear strength gain 
\ as recorded regardless of the amount of stirrups. The EB-CFRP system 
with MA and the ETD-GFRP system were capable  of restoring the shear 
resistance of the pre-fai led specimens. The shear resistances of the pre­
fai led spec imens with the lower and h igher amounts of st i rrups retrofitted 
by the EB-C FR P  system with MA were even 40 and 1 1  %, h igher than the 
orig inal shear strengths recorded prior to retrofitting, respectively. 
• The ETD-GFRP s stem restored 97% of the original shear resistance of 
the pre-fai led specimen with the lower amount of st i rrups. For the pre­
fai led specimen w ith the h igher amount of sti rrups the ETD-GFRP system 
ful ly  restored and also upgraded the original shear res istance by 
approximately 1 1  %. 
6.2.2 .  Conclusions of the ana lytical i nvestigation 
Based on the analytical invest igation, the fol lowing conclusions are drawn:  
• For the non-damaged specimens, a l l  international guidel ines/standards 
tended to provide non-conservat ive pred ictions for the nominal EB-CFRP 
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hear re i tance v hen the EB-CFRP sy tern \ as u ed \ ithout MA. A 
l im i ted amount of internal teel sti rrup i needed to restrict v, idening and 
e ten ion of hear crack 0 that the EB-CFRP system without MA can 
contribute to the shear res istance. The error in predicting Vfn increased as 
the amount of the internal t i rrup increa ed. When safety factors ere 
adopted to calcu late the design shear resistance, Vfd, a l l  
gu idel i ne /standards except, fib TO 9 .3 .  provided a 
conser ative/reasonable pred ict ion for the design shear strength of the EB­
CFRP y tern without MA.  For the non-damaged spec imens strengthened 
by the E B-CFRP with MA al l i nternational gu ide l ines/standards, except 
J CEo  prov ided conservative pred ictions for the EB-CFRP design shear 
resistance. Vjd. The ACI 440 and C R-DT 200 tended to prov ide a more 
conservati e pred iction for Vrd than thefib TO 9.3 and the H B  305 .  
• For the pre-cracked speci mens strengthened by the EB-CFRP without MA, 
the international guide l ines/standards equations tended to overestimate 
both the nom inal and design E B-CFRP shear resistances. For the pre­
cracked spec imens strengthened by EB-CFRP with MA, the AC I 440 and 
CNR-OT 200 prov ided reasonable/conservative pred ictions for the 
nominal and design shear strengths. A l l  other guide l ines/standards 
overesti mated the nom inal  and design shear strengths of the pre-cracked 
specimen even in the presence of the MA 
• The EB-CFRP without MA did not provide any extra shear resistance 
when used in retrofitt ing pre-fai led specimens, and hence a l l  design 
equations were not val id .  
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• For the pre-fai led pec imen " ith the lower amount of t irrups strengthened 
b EB-C FRP v i th MA the AC [ 440 and C R-DT 200 pro ided a 
c n er ative prediction for the nominal shear resi stance, the fib TG 9.3 
and C R-OT 200 l ightly 0 erestimated the nominal shear resistance by 
20 and 1 1  %, re pect i ely, and the J CE signi ficantly overest imated the 
hear re i tance by 83%. A l l  guidel ines/standards. except JSCE,  provided 
a con ervati e prediction for the design shear strength of the pre-fai led 
pecimen w ith the lower amount of st irrups strengthened by E B-CFRP 
with MA. 
• For the pre-fai led specImen w ith the higher amount of sti rrups 
strengthened by E B-CFRP with MA, all international guidel i nes/standards 
overest imated the nom inal and also the design shear res istance. 
• I n  the absence of st i rrups, the two models by Mofidi and Chaal lal (20 1 1 )  
and Chen and Teng (20 1 3 ) overestimated the nominal EB-CFRP shear 
resistance of the non-damaged spec imens. For the specimens w ith internal 
steel sti rrups, the model by Mofidi  and Chaal lal (20 1 1 )  provided accurate 
pred ictions for the nom inal E B-CFRP shear res istance. The predicted 
results were w ithin 8% error band. The model by Chen and Teng (20 1 3) 
provided a reasonable prediction for the nominal EB-CFRP shear 
resistance in the presence of a l im ited amount of st i rrups but overest imated 
the nominal EB-CFRP shear resistance in the presence of a considerable 
amount of sti rrups. The two models  s ignificant ly overestimated the 
nom inal shear resistance of the pre-cracked spec imen. These analyt ica l  
models were not val id for pre-fai led specimens strengthened w ith the U­
wraps configurations without MA.  
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• The model by Mofidi et a l .  (20 1 2) for prediction of the nom inal EDT-
GFRP hear resi tance i ery sensitive to the bond parameters 
implemented in the analysi Pred ictions of the model considering the 
bond parameters by De Lorenzis (2004) were two t imes the mode l " s  
prediction when the bond parameter by  Mofidi  et a l .  (20 1 2) were 
adopted. The model gave conser ative pred ictions for the nom inal  ETD­
GFRP shear resistance of the non-damaged specimens regard less of the 
bond parameters used. 
• For the pre-cracked specimen, model by Mofidi et a l .  (20 1 2) tended to 
overest imate the nominal E DT-GFRP shear resistance. To obtain a 
reasonable pred ict ion for the nom inal E DT-GFRP shear resistance in a 
pre-cracked spec imen, it is recommended to adopt the conservat ive bond 
parameters by Mofidi et a l .  (20 1 2) and include the safety factor of ks = 0.6 
in the anal s is .  
• The model by Mofidi et a l .  (20 1 2) s ignificant ly overest imated the nominal 
ETD-GFRP shear resi stance of the pre-fai led specimen with the l im i ted 
amount of st i rrups regardless of the bond parameters adopted in the 
analysis. In the presence of a cons iderable amount of stirrups, the model 
provided, however, a conservative or reasonable prediction for the 
nom inal ETD-GFRP shear resistance of the pre-fai led specimen. 
6.3. Recommendations for p ractical appl ications 
Based on results of the present research the fol lowing recommendations can be 
made for successful appl ications of composites in retrofitting shear-defic ient RC 
T-girders. 
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• For R T-girders \: ithout in it ial hear damage. the ETO-GFRP i 
con idered the mo t efficient strengthen ing tem fol lm ed by the EB-
FRP tem v ith MA then the EB-CFRP w ithout MA. The E B-C FRP 
y tem \ ithout M pro ides a marginal increase in hear res i tance. 
• For pre-cracked and pre-fai led RC T-girder with a l im ited amount of 
st i rrup , the E B-CFRP w ith MA i considered the most effic ient system 
fol lowed by the ETO-GFRP system. It is not recommended to use the EB­
CFR? y tem without MA in retrofitt ing pre-cracked or  pre-fai led RC T­
g irders regard less of the amount of internal steel sti rrups because no shear 
strength gain  w i l l  be obtained . 
• For pre-fai led RC T-girders with considerable amount of sti rrups the 
ETO-GFRP system is considered the most effic ient retrofitt ing solut ion 
fol lowed by the E B-C FRP w ith MA.  The E B-CFRP system without MA is 
not recommended for retrofitt ing pre-fai led RC T-girders, even in the 
presence of a considerable amount of internal st i rrups. 
• The ETD-GFRP system shou ld be used with caution to ensure that steel 
re inforcement w i l l  not be damaged during dri l l i ng of holes for the 
insta l lation of the ETD-GFRP rebars. For pre-cracked and pre-fai led RC 
T -girders. part icu larly those w ith a I im ited amount of sti rrups. instal lation 
of the ETD-GFRP system could aggravate the exist ing concrete damage. 
In such cases, it is recommended to repair exist ing shear cracks using 
epoxy-injection technique prior to insta l lat ion of the ETD-GFRP system . 
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6.4. Recommendation for fu ture tudie 
F ind ing of thi  re earch work pro ided in ights into the effect i  enes of using 
EB-CFRP and ETD-GFRP ystems in  retrofitt ing shear-deficient RC T-girders. 
More research i needed to enrich the l iterature and support development of 
design guidel ine and standards on the subject. The fol lowing are 
recommendat ion for future stud ies in this fie ld :  
• tudy the effect of fire and elevated temperatures on shear response of RC 
T-girders strengthened with composites. 
• tudy the shear response of pre-damaged then strengthened RC girders 
when epox - injection is used for repair of shear cracks. rather than surface 
crack sea l i ng. prior to i nsta l lation of the composite system . 
• Stud the bond behav ior of ETD-FRP rebars in  concrete .  
• Study the effect of concrete sect ion size and amount/type of ETD-FRP 
re inforcement on shear response on RC g irders. 
• Develop finite e lement (FE)  model s  for the RC g irders tested in the 
present study. The FE models. when verified. can be used as a numerical 
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A P PENDIX A:  STRAIN RESPONSE OF FRP 
Plot of the load ver u FRP strain relation hip are pro ided in this appendix. 
Each FRP heet or GFRP rebar was instrumented by a strain gauge. The symbol 
( .G 1 )  refer to the strain gauge nearest to the upport point \i hereas (S .G 2) 
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A P P ENDIX B :  STRAIN RESPONSE OF 
STIRRU PS 
Plot of the load versus t irrup stra in re lat ionships are provided in this append ix. 
For the pec imen v ith the lower amount of st i rrups. the middle three sti rrups in 
the shear pan were instrumented by strain gauges. The symbols (S.O 1 )  and (S .O 
3 )  refer to the strain gauge nearest to the support and load po ints, respect ively. For 
the specimen with the h igher amount of stirrups. the m iddle four sti rrups in the 
hear span were instrumented by strain gauges. The symbols (S.O 1 )  and (S .G 4) 
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F igure B . 1 4 : Load vs. sti rrup strain for D2-S 1 -ETD before retrofitt ing 
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F igure B .26: Load vs. st i rrup strain for D2-S2-ETD after retrofitt ing 
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